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FOREWORD 

This monograph is the first of the continuing NIMH series 
"Issues in Crime and Delinquency" to focus specifically on methods 
which may be used to learn about the complex phenomena of crime 
and delinquency. Obser'ving the Law: Applications of Field 
Methods to the Study of the Cr'iminal Justice System, is not, how
ever, a handbook of research methodology. Rather, Dr. McCall 
attends to further developing the various field techniques, then 
indicates how these may be used in studyillg all facets of the 
criminal justice system. 

Field approaches concentr(l,te on understanding behavior within 
the context in which it occurs and in terms of the meanings of that 
context for the individuals involved. Thus, on one level, use of the 
field method facilitates an appreciation of the roles of criminal 
and victim, police, the courts, and the corrections systems. Addi
tionally, field approaches shed much needed light on the settings 
per' se in which the behavior takes place. Application of field 
methods to studies of the criminal justice system is likely to yield 
findings which may be formulated for more rigorous testing. 
Similarly, data generated thl"ough the field approach, if creatively 
handled, may lead to new conceptions regarding crime and 
delinquency. 

As the author notes, observational studies of crime do pose 
unusual, though not insurmountable, research problems. The 
benefits of resolving and adapting to these problems encompass 
rich and, for the most part, untapped sources of information. 

In order to provide the author full freedom to develop this mono
graph, no detailed specifications were set in advance and no sub
stantive changes or major editorialrevisiol1s have been made dur
ing the pUblication process. The views expressed are those of the 
author; the Center for Studies of Crime and Delinquency is pleased 
to make them widely available to further needed discussion and 
research on this topic. 

SALEEM A. SHAH, PH.D., Chief 
Center' for' Studies of Cr'ime 

and Delinquency 
National Instit~tte of Mental Health 
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CHAPTER 1 

The Nature of Field Methods 

Social research, such as the study of crime and criminal justice 
(or delinquency and juvenile justice), may be pursued through a 
variety of useful methods of data collection and may assume 
variolls legitimate ~orms. The researcher may operate within a 
laboratory, experimenting with neurochemical agents related to 
aggression or with the social composition of mock juries. He 
may choose to conduct his researches within a clinic or testing 
center, administering' psychological tests or conducting depth 
interviews. Alternatively, he may obtain a desk in a file room to 
analyze court records, may mail out questionnaires or administer 
them in university classrooms, or may haunt the library in con
ducting a critical confrontation among scholarly reports or 
governmental statistics. 

All these activities represent venerable and valuable forms (01' 

aspects) of social research and comprise the backdrop for the 
present monograph. The concern here is with forms of sodal re
search which take the researcher out of these familiar academic 
settings into the field, i.e., into settings where he lacks natural 
authority but where the people he is studying find it natural for 
them to be engaged in meaningful activity. 

The study of crime and criminal justice has a long and diverse 
history offield research in this sense. The aim of this monograph 
is to review the range of existing field methods in social research 
and to describe or suggest some applications of these methods, 
techniques, and research designs to the study of selected topics VI' 

problems in crime and the criminal justice system. 
In order to be here regarded as an instance of field method, a 

study (whatever other activities it may include) must be based 
in some significant part on data collection activity that involves 
direct researcher contact with subjects in the field and in relatively 
natural sodal situations. 

Beyond these deftnhlg feattu'es j field studies ~xhibit enormous 
diversity of aims and forms, defying any easy stereotypes or 
classifications. Field research may be undertaken to evaluate pro
grams or to investigate substantive or theoretical problems. Under 
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2 OBSERVING THE LA \V 

the rubric of substantive/theoretical research,field studies may 
aim to answer descriptive questions, to pose explanatory questions, 
or to test defined hypotheses. rrho subj ect matter of such studies 
might be cultural meaning systems, individual behaviors, social 
actions, or features of social organization. 

In relation to social science theory, field studies may be induc
tive and theory-generating, or they may be deductive and theory
testing. Their research designs may be largely emergent or highly 
prestl'uctured. The approach to the variables under study may be 
naturalistic, employing concepts endogenous to the culture of the 
organization being studied, or it may be scientistic, employing 
abstract theoretical concepts exogenous to that culture. The data 
conected may be qualitative narratives of incidents or rigorously 
quantified scale scores, and data analysis strategies may be 
qualitative or highly statistical. Field studies may be conducted 
by a lone researcher at a single site or, at the other extreme, by a 
large-scale research organization at numerous sites with national 
or international scope. 

While all these aims and :rorms offield study are not entirely 
independent, the possible distinctive combinations are quite 
numerous. In the discussion to follow, some guidelines to the 
shape and utillty of vm:j0}Js cornbinations are. offered. 

METHODS OF DATA COLLECTION 

Since certain characteristics of data collection activity serve 
to mark a study as representing an instance of field method, it 
may be well to initially review the uses of various methods of data 
collection commonly employed in social science research. 

Di rect Observation 

Perhaps the one method of data collection most widely asso
ciated with field research is that of direct observation. While 
direct .observation is frequently important in field research, the 
method is also heavily employed in laboratory and clinical re
seare-h, where many technical developments in observation have 
been invented. Tn field reRearch, direct observation is the collection 
of empirical data concerning behavior, interaction! or social or
ganization throllgh more or less disciplined processes of lookil1g at 
and listelli11g' to the conduct of relevant organisms within the 
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NATURE OF FIELD METHODS 3 

context of their indigenous settings. The disciplined processes 
referred to are those of selecting, recording, and encoding certain 
features of conduct and setting. 

Since obElervation means "planned, methodical watching that 
involves constraints to improve accuracy" (Weick 1968, p. 358), 
the process of selecting those features to be 'watched (or watched 
for) is the heart of observational method. The span of an ob
server's attention is far too narrow to allow very many features of 
an ongoing scene to enter his consciousness. He must have a plan, 
explicit or implicit, that dictates which features of the scene he 
will be watching (or watching for). The more explicit the plan is, 
the more systematic the resulting observation. 

This selective noticing of features must then be carried through 
to their selective noting or recording. That is, what the observer 
so planfully notices must be planfully recorded, so that these ob
served facts may be subjected to scientific analysis at some later 
time. In many studies these facts will be recorded literally as notes, 
written ac.r..ounts of the selected facts, often in a narrative form 
([3malley 1960). 

Prior to analysis of the observed facts, the records containing 
them must be simplified, reduced t and transformed so that the 
analyst can more easily grasp the relations among these facts. 
The facts contained in the records must be encoded, whether 
through categorization, rating, oJ.' counting. Encoding may pre
cede or follow recording. If it precedes, the recording is then 
conducted through use of precoded categories, marking or other
wise noting the code for that category. Such precoded recording 
is associated with the more explicit plans for selecting features to 
be noticed. Thus, in the most systematic forms of field observa·; 
tion, the observer's plan ,for watching (or watching for) selected 
features is itself based upon the preestablished code. 

Typically, such systematic forms of observation employ a 
schedule of observational items, of either the category-type or the 
signgtype. Category codes: 

limit the observation to one segment or aspect of ... be
havior, determine a convenient unit of behavior, and construct 
a fmite set of categories into one and only one of which every 
unit obsm'v'ed can be classified. The record obtained purports 
to show, :lor each period of observation, the total number 
of unit::; of behavior which occurred and the number classifi
able in each category. 
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Sign codes: 

list beforehand a number of specific acts or incidents of be
havior which nmy 01' may not occur during a period of ob
servation, '1:he record will show which of these incident:::: 
occurred during a period of observation and, in some cases, 
how frequently each occurred. (Medley and Mitzel 1963, 
pp.298-299.) 

With category codes, the observer is watching; with sign codes, 
he is watching lo?'. 

A wide variety of techniques for selection, recording, and en
coding have been developed in the social sciences, Only a fraction 
of these can be explicated in the chapters to follow; many others 
are described 01' cited in the standard literature on observational 
methods (e,g., Weick 1968; Medley and Mitzel 1963 ; Wright 1960; 
Whyte 1951; Whiting and Whiting 1970). 

For obta ~'ling certain types of data, direct observation i~ 
virtually indispensable, For example, people perfor111 many be
haviors of which they themselves are largely unaware but which 
may be studied by a trained observer. In other cases, the actors 
may be inchoately aware of certain behaviors or facts but lack the 
concepts and vocabulary necessary to communicate these facts to 
a researcher. Observation is also especially valuable when the 
actors will not, l'ather than cannot, communicate relevant facts; 
deviant acts, for example, are often more readily observed than 
discussed. Similarly, where the actors are strongly motivated to 
distort information (e.g., to justify their own behaviors or to 
elevate their own status), direct observation may be more useful 
than interviewing, Finally, where it is the absence of some phe
nomenon from a scene that is critical for the researcher's inter~st, 
such an absence should not be inferred from the failure of ii1. ';er
viewees to men~lon the phenomenon, since they may not have ob
served or reported it even though it was indeed present. Here 
again direct observation is preferable. 

Of course, S0me matters are not as fruitfully studied by means 
of direct observation. Many events, such as lynchings and earth
quake disasters, occur so infrequently and unpredictably that wait
ing for them to happen within range of the observer is simply not 
productive. Other events, such as strategic military decisions, 
take place in settings from which the observer is prohibited. Still 
others have taken place in the past, before the observer began his 
study, or will only occur in the somewhat distant future; direct 
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NA'l'URE OF FIELD ME'l'HODS 5 

observation is inextricably bound to the present. Certain events 
and objects prove to be so ambiguous, complicated, tentative, or 
opaque that the observer cannot be certain of the meaning of what 
he has himself observed. Under all these circumstances, other 
methods may be more profitably employed. Further, the known 
presence of the observer sometimes leads subjects to alter their 
natural behavior patterns. This "reactive effect" engenders dis
tortions in observational data, In such a circumstance, the re
searcher must resort to unobtrusive observation or to some non
observational method of data collection (Webb et aL 1966). 

I nterviewi ng 

Although observation is the method most popularly associated 
with field research, it is undoubtedly the case that fewer field 
studies omit interviewing than omit observation. Interviewing 
is the collection of empirical daHt on human affairs through 
processes of planned, methodical hdking with people that involve 
constraints to improve the accuracy of the information obtained. 
As in observation, the processes of selecting, recording, and en
coding certain features of what is heard to count as data are 
central aspects of interviewing, Indeed, many of the techniques 
imrolved are identical to tl'W",6 employed in observation. rrhe 
critical difference between observation and interviewing is that 
interviewing' much more centrally- relies on a process of eliciting 
utterances of the sort marked out for special attention in the 
rcnearcher's explicit or implicit plan for listening to his subj ects' 
talk. 

Most of the technical developments in interviewing represent 
tactics of social interaction with subjects that are designed to 
better elicit (precipitate, or provoke) the selected utterances. 
The standard literature on interviewing contains ample explication 
of these techniques, which extend beyond the scope of this mono
graph (e.g" Richardson, Dohrenwend, and Klein 1965; Gorden 
1969; Kahn and Cannell 1957 ; Payne 1951), 

Two forms of interviewing are of special importance to field 
research: informant and respondeLt interviewing. 

Info1'mant inte?'viewing (Richardson, Dohrenwend, and Klein 
1965; Mead and Metraux 1953; Osgood 1940) is the collection of 
information about external events or structures from interviewees 
(informants), essentially utilizing these informants as surrogate 
observers. This method is frequently employed to obtain infor-

, 
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mation about events that occur infrequently or a::e no~ o~en ~o 
direct observation by the researcher, Inform~nt mtervlew:ng IS 
also an economical means of learning the detml~ and I?eamng . of 
highly institutionalized practices and norms wIth .WhICh the + 11:
formant is familiar by dint of considerable expel'lence. In Jus 
case, where institutionalization is sufficiently Jirm that ~ll Imowl
edgeable informants contacted by the res:arche:' are 111 almost 
complete agreement among themselves, the 111tervlewe~' needs only 
a few well-chosen cases rather than the whole populatIOn relevant 
to that pattern (Zelditch 1962), " 

ReS1JO?UZent inte?'viewi?lg is the col~ection o~ ll1formatIon ~bou~ 
the personal feelings, attitudes, motIves, actions, and habIts of 
the interviewee (l'espondent). Here it is the person rather than 
the event that is of interest to the l'esearcher. When persons 
arc thus the focus, it is usually because of variability in phenomena 
rather than institutionalized sameness; th:l'efor:, one cannot 
safely interview just a few persons but must 111tervIew.all of them 
in a particular category or a sample of them f!-'om WhICh one can 
justifiably describe the entire c~tegol'Y (Z~lchtch 1962:.-

In general, interviewing of elthel' type IS more flexIble t~an 
observation, allowing the researcher to ~ircumve.nt ~h~ barrIers 
of time, space, closed doors, and the curtam.of sU?JectIvIty, More~ 
over interviewing is usually more economICal S111ce any number 
of t~pics can be covered in a short span of time, whereas the ob
server can only wait and watch through many irrelevant eve:lts 
in hopes that those pertinent to his interests will soon transpIre. 
Thus the observer typically lacks that degree of ~ontrol over 
the s'equence and timing 0:[ his information gatherll1~ that the 
interviewer enj oys by virtue of his elicitation techmques. As 
noted above, however, under some circumstances the ?bserver.'s 
patience, like that of the tortoise, enables, him to ~ttall1 certam 
objectives denied the i~lterviewer, for all hIS hal~e-hke pace. 

Unlike observation, in interviewing the subjects ar~ alwa~s 
aware of the researcher'S presence (though not necessarIly o,f hl~ 
role), which awareness may exert a reactive effect on the subJe~ts 
responses, Recourse to less obtrusive methods of data collection 
may be necessary under such circumstances. (Webb et al. 1966), 

Tests and Questionnaires 

Questionnaires are essentially a literate version of .respondent 
interviews (Oppenheim 1966), Rather than conversatIOEally ask-
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ing questions and listening to responses, the researcher submits 
written interrogatories to respondents, who in turn write out 
(or check off) their responses, The chief advantage of the ques
tionnaire it: its economy, A single researcher can simultaneously 
administer a questionr.aire to a large group of respondents or can 
mail out any amount of questionnaires. A second advantage is 
the greater possibility of assuring respondent anonymity. 

Paper-and-pencil tests closely resemble questionnaires and share 
their advantages. However, tests are constructed so that the 
constituent items are 8co?'ecl, whereas questionnaire items are 
encoclecl, The aim of a test is to arrive at a score for an individual, 
rather than simply an inventory of information about him, Tests 
are designed for mecu:m1'ement of some ability, knowledge, atti
tude, or disposition, rather than for gathering discrete bits of 
information. Of course, not all tests are of the paper-and-pencil 
variety; many even require pursuit of some physical task (Cron
bach 1960). Moreover, tests frequently may be imbedded within 
questionnaires, respondent interviews, or observational settings, 

Generally speaking, questionnaires and paper-and-pencil tests 
play a small role in field studies, most frequently as a suppJe
mental adjunct to the respondent interview, in which these written 
interrogatories are left by the interviewer with the respondent 
to be completed and returned at the respondent's convenience in 
order to shorten the interview time. '1'he principal reason for this 
lesser l'ole is that, no matter how carefully designed, such paper
and-pencil tests carry much less assurance than the interview 
that the respondent properly understands the questions, that his 
responses will be full and material, or that the researcher will 
correctly interpret the sense and meaning of those responses, 
Moreover, the use of such written instruments requires a reason
ably high degree of Literacy and dedication on the part of re
sp )ndents. Finally, paper-and-pencil self-report instruments 
necessarily apprise the subjects that they are under study, an 
aWal:eness that may exert a reactive effect on their responses 
(Webb et al. 1966), 

Analysis of Records 

Not all data collection requires direct contact with the subj ects 
of a study-visual, conversational, or through correspondence, 
In the course of their natural functioning, persons and organiza
tions genel'ate a great many records 01' traces of their behaviors. 

r i 
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8 OBSERVING 'l'HE LAW 

The resourceful researcher can glean a great deal of pertinent 
information from the analysis of these records. 

Doc~t?nents represent one important class of records. Ours is 
a documentary society, blessed or beset with a wide range of insti
tutions whose purposes entail generating bits of paper recording 
an enormous variety of soc.ial information. 

Public documents, such as journalistic accounts, archives, and 
official statistics and reports, can be used much like informants 
to establish facts about events which the observer could not or did 
not observe directly (Angell and Freedman 1953; Webb et al. 
1966,. pp. 53-111; Holsti 1969). Often such documents are 
superior to informants in that official reports and statistics cover 
matters beyond the awareness of a particular informant, are 
based on regularized procedures often under external audit, are 
more precise than an informant's memory, and may extend farther 
into the past than any living ii1formant. Typically, of course, the 
views conveyed by such documents are partisan or merely official 
views, but these are often important data in themselves, and, in 
any case, those imparted by informants may be no less partisan 01' 

official. 
More private documents, such as diaries, letters, and life 

histories, are sometimes employed to obtain data much like those 
of respondent interviewing, such as personal characteristics, 
states, and actions (Allport 1942; Gottschalk, Kluckhohn, and 
Angell 1945) . 

Nonliterate reco].'ds, or t'l'aces, can also yield important infor
mation. l!l'ess or i1ersonal snapshots, film clips, and tape re
cordings can be especially valuable, but researchers have also 
made good use of floor-tile erosion, the contents of garbage cans, 
dial settings of car radios, and finger smudges on the pages of 
library books (Webb et al. 1966, pp. 35-52). 

Crosscutting both documents and traces is the classification 
of records into those existing independent of the researcher and 
those elicited by him for the purposes of study. 

Existing 1'eco1'ds exhibit a distressing tendent:y to be incom
plete, unsystematic, and tantalizingly tangential. The researcher 
can exert little control over selection or recording of informa
tion and can only select from among that information which 
happened to have been selectively recorded. Unlike informants 
and respondents, existing records cannot be probed and caj oled in 
an attempt to overcome these deficiencies. 

Although without being able to reach into the past, elicited 
1'ecorcls can be carefully designed and edited to render the resulting 
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NA'l'URE OF PIELD ME'l'HODS 9 

r~cord~ more complete, systematic, and material to the purposes 
of a glven study. Agency forms can be revised and their use 
supervised by the researcher in collaboration with the agency 
(Glaser 1973b). Structured formats for diaries and life histories 
can be imparted to cooperating subjects (Langness 1965; Zimmer
man and Wieder forthcoming). The researcher can make his own 
photographs, movies, videotapes, and tape recordings (Collier 
1967; Michaelis 1955). He can install his own hidden hardware 
to secure physical tracings of sound or movement levels entries 
and exits, and thumbing of magazine pages (Webb et ~l. 1966, 
pp. 142-170). 

Whether documents or traces, existing or elicited, such records 
must not be confused with data. As in direct observation inter
viewing, Or the use of questionnaires, records must be r~duced 
simplified, and transformed through a process of encoding in ordel: 
to generate usable data. The difficulty and expense of this process 
should never be overlooked or underestimated. 

Analysis of existing records is ordinarily the least reactive of 
all methods of data collection, since traces and documents cannot 
alter their informational content in reaction to researcher in
terest. However, proprietors of traces (such as garbage cans) or 
o~ docu:nents (such ~s governmental files) may react to expres
Sl?n~ Of. researcher mterest in these records by systematically 
elimll1atmg or altering records or by renewing the vigor and 
formal adequacy with which documents are compiled. 

Applying Methods of Data Collection 

A l:esearcher may obtain information on a person's age through 
a val'lety of methods-estimation from visual appearance, askhlg 
the person, asking an acquaintance of the person, sending the 
person a questionnaire, radiologically testing the person's bones 
and teeth, looking up his draft records, or finding a time-dated 
photographic print of the person. Indeed, with sufficient ingenuity 
and good fortune, any of the methods of data collection described 
here can be made to yield information on any aspect of human 
affairs. 

How is the researcher to select a method for obtaining a given 
type of information in a particular study? Richardson Dohren
wend, and Klein (1965, pp. 21-31) suggest that the d~cision in
volves weighing one method against another in terms of four 
hasic criteria: information accessibility, economy of the 1'e-

.' 



10 OBSERVING THE LAW 

searcher's resources, accuracy, and informational relevance. Webb 
et al. (1966) amplify these criteria and emphasize the importance 
of nonreactivity as an additional criterion warranting some trade
off with the other foul' criteria. Selection of a method of data 
collection is, thus, a matter of rather searching and concrete com
parison of alternatives with regard to multiple criteria. 

Some very general guidelines can be suggested, however. In
formation on physical and social settings is usually best obtained 
through direct observation or informant interviewing. Informa
tion on 1Je1'sonal cha1'acte1'istics (e.g., biographical data, social 
positions, possessions) generally best lends itself to respondent 
interviewing and questionnaires. However, personal traits, skills, 
and abilities are brought out best by tests, personal appearance 
features by direct observation, and social status by informant 
interviewing. 

Subjecti've states of persons (e.g., motives, intentions, attitudes, 
values, goals, feel1ngs, opinions, beliefs, wants, judgments, in
terpretations) are usually best studied through respondent inter
viewi11g, questionnaires, and paper-and-pencil tests. 

Behavio1's (e.g., posture, gestures, paralinguistic features, 
sequences of movements) are best studied through direct observa
tion or the analysis of audiovisual recordings. 

Actions, the larger-scale, intentional behaviors of persons, are 
also best studied through direct observation or audiovisual traces,' 
but respondent and informant interviewing, as well as documents, 
can also provide some types of information. 

Large-scale events or happenings (such as riots, disasters, 
crowd celebrations) may be studied by direct observation but 
frequently require a good deal of informant and respondent inter
viewing as well. 

Oultm'e (norms, concepts, rules, practices, conventions, occa
sions, shared beliefs and va1ues) is usually studied primarily 
through informant interviewing. Social organization (the pat
terns through which the lin6S of action of several actors are fitted 
together) generally requires the use of some direct observation, 
informant and respondent interviewing, and the analysis of 
documents. 

ELEMENTS OF RESEARCH DESIGN 

When the researcher has selected a method (or methods) for 
collecting his data, several decisions still confront him prior to 
his undertaking data collection. These may be categorized as 
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sampling deciSions, measurement decisions and errol' control 
decisions. ' 

Sampling 

The researcher interested in police conduct in the United States 
faces a good many choices in selecting that police conduct on which 
he will actually collect data. Which police departments shall he 
study? Within a department, which operational divisions shall he 
select? Within such a division, on which policeman's conduct will 
he actually collect data? In which of the many settings within 
which these policemen operate? At which of the distinctive times 
of the day, week, month, year, career, or history? On which 
features of these organizations, settings, and the contained 
conduct shall he collect his data? 

Many of these choices are, in practice, largely constrained by 
th~ ~pportunities and resources at the researcher's disposal. 
:VIthm these limits, the choices will be further constrained by the 
mterests of the researcher and the purposes of his research, 
Where any of these choices are made (or simply faced) without 
benefit of deliberate selection proc€:dures, the researcher must be 
prepared to at least describe his de facto choices and to under
stand the limits they place on the generalizability of his resulting 
data, Wherever possible, he should make use of some deliberate 
selection procedure. 
, A wide variety of selection procedures is available and well 

documented in the li~erature on sampling (Kish 1965; Cochran 
1953; Hansen, HurWItz, and Madow 1953; Slol1im 1960). Non
probability ,sampling procedures include accidental sampling, 
q~~ta samph:lg, and purposive sampling. Major forms of proba
bIht~ samplmg procedures include simple random sampling, 
stratIfied random sampling, and various types of cluster sampling. 
Other important sampling procedures, such as systematic sampling 
and certain types of cluster sampling, represent combinations of 
probability and nonprobability procedures. Certain classes of 
objects pose distinctive sampling problems, such as time units 
(Brookover and Back 1966) and informants (Honigmann 1970). 

Measurement 

The key measurement decision is that of carefully selecting 
which features (variables) the researcher will collect data on. 
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Which vadables will he measure? For which units? When shall 
these measurements be made? 

The remaining measurement decisions concern how each of these 
measurements is to be made. Many measurements are simply 
codes, such as race (black or white) or sex (male or female). 
Codes of this sort are said to represent only nominal (or cate
gorical) measurement. In other cases, a feature is conceived as 
something that can vary in degree or quantity, not simply in 
kind. An ordinal measurement procedure establishes, for any 
two objects, which of them has more of this feature. An interval 
measurement procedure establishes how much more of this feature 
one of them has. A ratio measurement procedure establishes how 
many times more of it one has compared to the other object. For 
each variable, the researcher must decide which type (or level) 
of measurement is required for his purposes. 

Ordinal, interval, and ratio measurements are obtained through 
the use of tests (not necessarily of the paper-and-pencil type). 
Such tests ordinarily consist of a number of items, the responses 
to which are combined (or scaled) to generate a score on a given 
variable. Diverse technical procedures are employed to select 
these items and to scale them so that the desired level of measure
ment is obtained (Cronbach 1960; Nunnally 1967; Torgerson 

1958) . 

Error Control 
None of the methods and procedures discussed here is infallible. 

Data obtained through their use will always contain some errors. 
Consequently, the researcher must take some steps to assure him
self (and the consumers of his research) that these errors are 
neither too numerous nor damaging to his conclusions. 

Error of various sorts may occur in the process of measurement, 
so that factors other than the true state of the feature being 
measured influence the scores obtained. The researcher must de
termine that his measurement procedures are reliable, i.e., produce 
stable and objective scores. He must also determine that his pro
cedures are valid, i.e., reflect the true state of the feature he 
seeks to measure (Webb et al. 1966, pp. 12-34). Suitable tech
niques exist for assessing and enhancing reliability and validity 
and for sorting out the various sources of measurement error 
(Nunnally 1967; Medley and Mitzel 1963; Lord and Novick 1968; 

Alwin 197 4) . 
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Even with quite accurate measurement procedures the data 
obtained in a study may be biased and misleading because of 
~uirks in the sam~ling of objects to be measured. If this sampling 
IS. not representatIve, the obtained data will present an inaccurate 
pIcture of the state of affairs in the larger universe from which 
those objects were sampled. Through techniques associated with 
probability sampling, such sampling error can be assessed and 
controlled wit~ considerable precision (Kish 1965; Cochran 1953; 
Hansen, HurWItz, and Madow 1953; Slonim 1960). 

Very often research shows how two variables are related to 
one another. In such cases, factors beyond those of measurement 
e~To.r and. sampling errol' can lead to erroneous or misleading de
PI~tIO~l of such a relationship. Some of these factors are quite 
UbIqU~tous (D. Campbell 1957) , while others are more contingent, 
affectmg only certain variables in rather particular ways. One 
device for reducing this confounding of a relationship is the use of 
control (or comparison) groups together with statistical tech
niques of controlling effects of extraneous factors (Rosenberg 
1968). The second major device is the use of randomization 
together with direct (experimental) manipulation of extraneous 
factors (D. Campbell and Stanley 1963, pp. 13-34). 

TYPES OF RESEARCH DESIGN 

The carefully constructed combinations of decisions concerning 
sampling, measurement, and error control constitute the design of 
a study. As would be expected, the possible combinations are 
quite numerous. In this section, a few types of research design 
of particular importance to field research are reviewed briefly. 

Surveys 

Perhaps the most basic and most frequently employed type of 
research design is that of the survey. In the survey, some universe 
of units (e.g., objects 01' events) having some common feature is 
conceptualized, and comparable information is obtained once 
only, about other, more variable features of each of thes~ units 
(or, in the case of the sample survey, of each of some sample of 
these.units). The survey design is well discussed in Moser (1958), 
Babble (1973), and in Hyman (1955). 

Although we typically associate survey research with the use 
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of respondent interviewing, questionnaires, or tests, information 
on the variable features of units \vithin a llniverse may equally 
well be obtained through direct observation, informant interview
ing, documents, or traces. 

The most common aim of survey research is to describe the 
variability of certain features among the units comprising some 
universe. In such circumstances, sampling error is a matter 
of central concern, and the more disciplined pr0bability sampling 
procedures are typically employed. Great emphasis is also placed 
on strict comparability of the information obtained from each 
unit so that methods of data collection are typically used in their , 
most systematic forms and frequently embody tests that generate 
scores. The data are usually presented through tables displaying 
distributions of scores and through descriptive statistics sum
marizing those distributions. 

Survey l;esearch is also frequently employed for the purpose 
of testing hypotheses concerning the relationship, causal or other
wise, between two variables. In such cases, the strictures con
cerning sampling error and measurement noted for descriptive 
uses again obtain. Greater concern is felt for the decision as to 
which v~u'iables are to be measured, f?-;nce the multivariate statisti
cal procedures for controlling the effects of extraneous factors 
are inapplicable to any extraneolls factor which is unmeasured 
(Rosenberg 1968). 

Where survey research is undertaken for exploratory purposes 
of formulating concepts and hypotheses, error becomes less criti
cal, with the result that less disciplined procedures of sampling, 
data collection, and measurement may be equally satisfactol'y 
and, in some cases, preferable. 

Experiments and Quasi-Experiments 

In the past decade there has been a remarkable surge of interest 
in the use of experimental and quasi-experimental research de
signs in naturalistic field settings (Bickman and Henchy 1972; 
Swingle 1973). The primary aim of experimental and quasi
experimental research is one of testing hypotheses concerning 
causal relationships. Unlike the survey. research approach to 
this aim, experimental research does not simply measure inde
llimdent variables but directly manipulates them, by deciding 
~hich units will receive which level of the experimental treatment. 
True experimental designs are those in which the researcher as
signs units to levels of treatment entirely through randomization. 
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I~ quasi-experimental designs, the researcher must rely on less 
l'lgorous procedures for controlling assignment of units to levels 
of treatm~nt (D .. Campbell and Stanley 1963). Many experimental 
and quasI-expel'lmental designs require repeated measurements 
of the dependent variables, and, of course, all require at least 
one measurement subsequent to administration of the experi
mental treatment. 

These measurements can make use of any of the methods of data 
~ol1ection de.scribe~-.direct obs;rvation, informant interviewing, 
lespondent mtervIewmg, questIonnaires 01' tests, documents, or 
traces. 

Experi~ental . research may also be conducted for exploratory 
purpose~, III WhICh so~e vari~ble is directly manipulated simply 
to see what other varIables mIght be affected thereby. 

Participant Observation 

Like survey research, participant observation research is under
taken ~rimarjly with the aim of description. The description 
sought IS not one of variability within a defined population, but 
rather an analytic description of dynamic system properties of 
sOI?e conc~'et~ social organization (McCall and Simmons 1969). 
ThIS deSCl'lptlOn and the data on which it is based are not so much 
statistica.l as narrative. Data collection is less systematically 
standardIzed and almost always involves at least some direct 
observation, informant interviewing, and respondent interviewing, 
frequently supplemented by use of the other methods of data col
lecti.on: Analysis of data is typically qualitative and quasi
statlstIcal l~ather than quantitative or statistical. Formulation, 
data collectIon, data analysis, and writeup are conducted simul
taneously throughout the study rather than as discrete sequential 
stages of research. More than the other designs reviewed here 
participa~t observation is carried out through, and made possibl~ 
by, ~ustaI.ned, ~enuine1y social interaction with the people being 
studIed. In thIS sense, participant observation represents the 
archetypical field method. 

Joint Designs for Field Research 

Many field studies are less narrowly conceived than the fore
goin~ acc.ount of designs might suggest. That is. they may involve 
combmabons of these research designs. 
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In some cases, a single design may be replicated ~ith two or 
more methods, For example, standardized observatIons of the 
conduct of a sample of persons may be obtained and related to 
standardized respondent interviews of those same persons con
~erning their attitudes and interpretations .. Such .a ~tu:1Y would 
be an instance of a multimethod survey deSIgn. SImIlarly, many 
experimental studies measure the dependent variables through 
both direct observation and tests. . . 

In other studies, diverse research designs may be con]omed. 
For example, a survey study may be made of docume~ts or.perso~s 
(through respondent interviewing, tests,. or quesbonna:re.s) 111 

order to locate persons with certain deSIred charactenstIcs to 
serve as subjects in an experimental study. 0:', mo~e f~'equently, 
subjects may be surveyed through responc~ent ll1~er.v16wmg su?se
quent to the experiment in order to obtall1 then' mterpretatlOns 
of and reactions to that experience. . 

Survey research frequently benefits .from a pr~ce~ll1g p~r
ticipant observation study of the commumty or org.a~Izahon whIch 
i" to be surveyed (Sieber 1973). Conversely, partIclpant observa
tion is very often supplemented by respondent s~rv~ys of members 
of the organization under study (Bemlett and 'IhaIs~ 1970) . 

In a similar fashion, participant observers may, 111 the course 
of their research, conduct small field experiments ~r, more 
typi.cally, quasi-experiments in order to explore ?r ~larlfY some 
system property. Experimentall'csearch on.o~·gal1lzatIonal c~al1ge 
may be preceded 01' supplemented by partIClpant observatIon of 
the subject organizations. . ., 

And, of course, all three design types mIght fnlltfully be com-
bined in the conduct of certain field studies. 

FIELD RELATIONS 
Whatever the methods and research design, what characterizes 

all field studies is the fact that at least a good p~rt of th.e data col
lection takes place in naturalistic field settmgs. Sll1ce the~e 
settings are rarely under the control of the researche.r or ~IS 
employer) a critical aspect of all fi~ld s.h:dies is a co~sl~eratIo~ 
of techniques for obtaining and mall1tammg of cooperative pa~
ticipation on the part of those persons who are naturally located m 
those settings. . ., 

Even traditional survey research by respondent mtervIewmg 
must employ field relations techniques to some degree. If the 
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community has a Green River ordinance, the researcher must seek 
police authorization to go door-to-door in that commnnity. The 
interviewer must gain the respondents' consent to the interview 
and he must obtain their satisfactory participation in the ques
tion-and-answer process. Typically, some arrangements must be 
made to provide confirmation for the interview's identity claims 
and to receive and adjust respondent complaints about the study. 
The range of field relations problems potentially faced by the 
field experimenter or participant observer can be enormously 
greater. 

One important group of problems centers around effective entry 
into the field setting. How is the researcher to gain access to the 
settings in which his data are to be collected? More importantly, 
once in those settings, how is he to achieve cooperative relations 
with the people there so that he is enabled to extract the informa
tion contained within those settings? A certain amount of back
ground information about the structure of the general type of 
setting, and of this setting in particular, is helpful in planning 
whom the researcher will approach for access and how he will 
approach them. He will need to explain the auspices under which 
he is proposing to conduct his study. He will need to obtain spon
sors, outside and inside the setti11gs, to vouch for his purposes 
and activities. Such choices become more difficult when the people 
within those settings are organized into strata, segments, or fac
tions, thus entailing multiple or successive entry (Kahn and 
Mann 1952). Certain understandings and bargains will need to be 
negotiated between the researcher and the people inhabiting his 
settings (Schatzman and Strauss 1973, pp. 18-33). 

A second group of problems concerns the role of the researcher 
in the field settings and his relationships with the people therein. 
The researcher may choose to be purely an external l'csearcher, 
a semi-involved researcher, an insider who is also known to be a 
researcher, or an insider who is covertly conducting research 
(Gold 1958; Schatzman and Strauss 1973, pp. 58-63). To the 
extent to which he is known to be a researcher, a learner, he must 
patiently teach the subjects of his research how to be research sub
jects (Le., helpful teachers). To the extent to which he purports 
to be some kind of insider, he must carefully select his inside role 
and learn how to execute that role effectively. Both the researcher 
and the insider roles involve him in social relationships with his 
subjects, in which he must achieve and maintain some optimal 
level of rapport through close attention to maintaining reciproci-
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ties of benefits (McCall and Simmons 1969, pp. 43-44). These 
relationships are continually threatened by resistances, mis
understandings, and rumors, so that continuing effort is required 
in order to maintain proper rapport. 

Emotional and ethical problems are frequently encountered by 
the field researcher. Field research often exacts a variety of emo
tional costs (Henry and Saberwal 1969) compounded by human 
l'elations difficu1ties emerging within the research team if more 
than Ol1e researcher is involved in a study (R. Adams and Preiss 
1960, pp. 11-40). As in all social research, st\ldying human beings 
infield settings also engenders certain ethical problems, particu
larly in reporting the results of the study (Becker 1964; Rain
water and Pittman 1967) . 

CRIMINAL JUSTICE RESEARCH: AN OVERVIEW 
OF THE VOLUME 

In order to suggest applications of fielcl methods to the study 
of the criminal justice system, some conception of criminal justice 
research is required. In this monograph, problems suggested for 
study thl'onghfielcl methods will g'merally ref1ect an interest in 
coming to understand the exercise of official discretion at the 
many stages of processing criminal offenses and offenders. (For 
a most graphic representation of these stages of processing, see 
the flow chart in President's Commission 1967, pp. 8-9.) 

After all, la\v (and especially the criminal justice system) is a 
vital social institution of the community, llerving to contain 
threats to and departures from the moral, social, and economic 
orders of that community. Numerous intrinsic goals al'e thus 
implied for the criminal ;iustice system, of which five will be 
emphasized hero: (1) the rehabilitation of offenders, (2) the isola
tion of offenders who l)ose a threat to community safety, (3) the 
deter.renee of potential offenders, (4) the expression of the com
munity's condemnation of the offender'S conduct, and (5) the 
reinforcement of the values of law abiding citizens. In addition 
to these and other intrinsic goals, several more extrinsic goals 
portain. First, like any other social organizations, the componeLt 
organizations of tho criminal justice system (e.g., police depart
ments, courts, the local bar, prisons) are concerned to maintain 
or enhance their individual organizational welfare (status, stabil
ity, resources, powers). Similarly, indivi.clllal members of these 
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component organizations try to maintain or enhance their own 
personal or Cl:;,l'eer welfare, defined in parallel fashion. Further, 
each of these component organizations typically possesses re
sources insufficient to fully meet the work demands placed upon 
it; hence, efficiency and economy of effort become an important 
extrinsic goal. 

Much of the detailed functioning of the criminal justice system 
is an artful attempt to balance and "satisfice" these multiple goals. 
':Phe exercise of official discretion in the handling of offenses and 
offenders-with the resultant differentials and disparities of out
comes~is a necessary precondition for the "satisficing" of 
multiple goals. 

The research problems selected for treatment in this mOHO~ 
graph are generally related to questions of the decisional weight
ings given to characteristics of the offense and to characteristics 
of the offender, in light of the multiple goals of the criminal justice 
system, in the exercise of official discretion on the part of citizens, 
police, prosecutors and defenders, judges, probation and parole 
officers, and correctional officers. 

Although similar in overall outline, each local system of criminal 
justice is uniquely organized. To begI~l with, there are 52 distinct 
criminal codes in the United St:'ates (Cole 1973). The organiza
tion of criminal courts varies importantly among the States 
(Vines and Jacob 1971). The ,ia-uctllre and functioning of police 
departments varies widely among local communities (Wilson 
1968b). More importantly, elle relationships among the com
ponent agencies are typicall;v quite different from community 
to community. 

Perhaps the most vital type of field research is the detailed 
study of the distinctive organization of a local cdminal justice 
system focusing on the manner in which the discretionary deci
sions of various agents are constrained and influenced by relation
ships with other local agencies. Still exemplary in this respect are 
the pioneering team studies of the admillistration of criminal 
justice conducted by the American Bar Foundation during the 
1950s in Wisconsin, Kansas, and Michigan, culminating ill the 
report on Detroit (McIntyre 1967). Observers were placed simul
taneously in the several component agencies, viewing and probing 
ongoing activities with a special interest in the relationships of 
their own agencies with each of the others. Detailed sharing of 
findings and perspectives among the observers during the data 
collection process greatly enhanced the discovery of these wo):king 
relationships among agencies. Other leading instances of this 
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type of research, but conducted by solo researchers, include the 
studies by Skolnick (1966) and Blumberg (1967). 

Many more studies of local criminal justice systems in their 
entirety are needed, covering a larger portion of the range of 
community types. Since the largest volume of criminal cases is 
handled within the larger metropolitan centers, the majority 
of studies of criminal justice have been conducted in these few 
communities. The largest number of criminal justice systems, 
however, are located in smaller ci~ies and rural areas. With 
the exception of Neubauer (197M» ~md some of the American 
Bar Foundation studies, the smaller criminal justice systems have 
received little research attention. 

Most studies of criminal justice deal not with the local system 
in its entirety but with some restricted aspect of the functioning 
of a single component agency. Such segmental studies are of great 
value and will no doubt continue to dominate the research 
literature. Nevertheless, from the more system-oriented studies, 
researchers should at least draw the clear implication that re
search within a single agency may be quite misleading without 
some reasonably accurate appreciation of the functioning of that 
agency within the larger context of the entire local criminal 
justice system. Furthermore, local system differences make it 
difficult to apply fully standardized research instruments and de
signs across systems or to straight-forwardly replicate studies 
conducted within another local system. 

Despite these cautions, this m'r,\TIograph must deal with actual 
or suggested studies of the segmental type. In each of the follow
ing chapters, applications of field methods will be reviewed for 
application to the study of discretion and disparities within the 
various segments of the criminal justice system.1 Those readers 
wishing to locate discussions of a particular method, technique, 
or design-rather than substantive problems-may be guided by 
the index. Each chapter will contain discussion of field relations 
problems distinctive of the system segment under review. 

1 Not all of the studies cited in this review represent applications of field 
methods as defined in the present chapter. Such nonfield studies are generally 
cited for the suhstantive imp{)rt of their findings fOl' research questions which 
might be approached through field methods. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Observing Crimes, Criminals, and 
the Victim Community 

OBSERVING CRIMES 

Although criminology is usually defined as the study of crime, 
little interest has been manifested in the direct study of crimes 
as social events. The primary concern has been broadly statisti
cal-in the rates, spatial distributions, temporal trends, and 
economic costs of crimes. In recent years this tendency has been 
somewhat offset by a series of investigations of particular offense 
types as social events. Most of these studies have focused on 
offenses as work episodes or technical achievements. Other studies 
have focused on the offense as a social drama, an interpersonal 
encounter. 

As work episodes, crimes require the e:cercise of certain skills 
(Letkeman 1973), which may be technical skills (handling ex
plosives or bypassing alarm systems) or social skills (persuading 
a swindle victim to put up his own mOney or preventing resistance 
by robbery victims). Various techniques are employed in the 
several stages in the commission of a crime: (1) Before the 
crime, victims must be located, evaluated, and selected; accomplices 
may need to be recruited, trained, and organized; equipment may 
need to be procured; plans for evading detection, int,erruption, 
apprehension, or injury may be required, as may plans for dis
posing of criminal proceeds. (2) During the crime episode itself, 
victims may need to be controlled; equipment may be employed; 
criminals may need to coordinate their actions; and disruptive 
contingencies may need to be managed. (3) After the crime, the 
criminals must leave the scene and transport any proceeds, must 
avoid detection or apprehension, and must dispose of any proceeds. 
In view of all these task requirements, crime episodes may be 
expected to have variable task outcomes. Types and instances of 
crimes vary markedly in skills, techniques, contingencies, and 
outcomes. Important studies of crimes as work episodes include 
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Letkeman (1973), Conklin (1972), Normandeau (1972), DeBaun 
(1950), Einstadter (1969), and Shover (1973). . . 

As social dramas, crimes exhibit a dramahcally meamngful 
sequence of actions among several persons, which may be well or 
poorly carried out. As in other interp~rsonal encol~nters, ~eatures 
of analytic interest include the physlcal and socIal sett~ng, the 
social c01nposition of the encounter, its 1'ole st1'1lCt'lJ1'e, .a~d 'the 
intemctio1~ sequence, including the demeanor of the partlClpants. 
Instances of such studies include Henslin (1968), :a:umphr~ys 
(1970), Cavan (1966), and Jackman, O'Toole, and ,Gels (1960): 

Most of our information on crimes (other than VIce) has been 
derived from interviews, principally of inca~'cerat~d ?ffende~·s. 
Whether from offenders, victims, witnesses, 01' ll1vesbgatll1g polIce 
officers, interview accounts of specific crime events must be ~'e
garded somewhat skeptically. The rapi? p.ace of th~ event, Wlt~ 
the high level of fear and excitement gl'lppmg these mvol~ed pe1-
sons renders these accounts fragmented and frequently dlstorted. 
Although a very successful program of disaster resear~h ~as been 
built largely on accounts of this sort, the study of cnmes as 
events would profit greatly from the use of more detached ob-

. servers. . 
Social scientists rarely report direct observations of cnmes 

other than vice, suggesting that such observation poses some 
serious difficulties. , ' . 

One difficulty is the low probability and low predlCtabllIty.of 
criminal events. Despite frightening crime rates, even polIce 
patrols rarely observe a crime in progress (Reiss 1971b). Thus, 
the observer time expended in waiting for such an event to occur 
in view can be prohibitively expensive. Nonetheless, care~ul 
selection of locales and times for observation may sufficiently 111-

crease the likelihood of observing a crime to warrant under
taking a direct observational study, 

A second difficulty is the reactive effects of the presence of the 
observer on the probability of a crime occurring ~11 view, Ro?bers, 
burglars, rapists, etc., are frequently deterred from executlon of 
a contemplated crime by the presence within view of a person oth~r 
than the victim. Such deterrence is not universal, however, .and,lll 
many circumstances the observer may be able to hide or dlsgmse 
his presence. . 

A third difficulty is the risk incurred by the ob~erver o,f phYSIcal 
danger from the offender (or from any, pursumg .pollcemen or 
citizens), At a lesser level, the observer IS also. at 1'1sk for deten
tion or arrest by police si::nply by virtue of hIS presence at the 
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scene of trouble. Again, such risk may be diminished by employ
ing hidden observation, 

Even a hidden observer, however, may be technically liable to 
testify in court as a material witness, should his obsei'vational 
activities become known to legal authorities. Moreover, he may 
face ethical dilemmas as to whether he should assist an observed 
victim, pursue an observed offender, notify the police, or testify to 
police or in court. 

Though these difficulties are formidable, they do not necessarily 
preclude the social scientist from undertakil1g observational study 
of crimes. 

Street· crimes-such as robbery, theft from a person, and 
assault-are the archetype of the fast-paced and emotionally 
involving event that renders interview accounts less credible, 
And since street crimes necessarily take place in public settings, 
they additionally invite direct observational study, both as work 
episod~s and as social dramas (Conklin 1972) . 

One useful strategy is to undertake hidden observation. Since 
neither police patrols nor street criminals pay much attention 
to areas above street level, the researcher could stake out a cheap 
hotel room or loft on the second or third story overlooking a street 
block characterized by a high level of street crime. Particularly 
during the evening hours-the peak period for most street crimes 
-with the room lights extinguished and the street illuminated, 
the observer is enabled to see reasonably well without being seen 
and is relatively removed from direct risk. His ethical obligations 
are essentially those of a civilian blockwatcher assigned an 
anonymous code number to be used in reporting crimes to the 
police. 

During the peak hours, the hidden observer should be able to 
observe a considerable volume of "near-crimes" and occasionally 

. an actual street crime committed. Since street crimes are crimes 
of opportunity, by concentrating attention on those persons on 
the street who appear to exhibit high potential for offense, the 
observer can gather a good deal of information concerning the 
manner in which potential offenders seek and size up possible 
criminal opportunities. Felonious interest in a possible victim 
is often quite manifest, as are the subsequent processes of evaluat
ing and even testing the potential victim and of assessing the 
likelihood of bystander intervention. In following the progress 
of a group of potential offenders under observation, the prob
ability is high that at least an episode of such "near-crime" will 
be observed. 
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The utility of tLis observational strategy depends on.the ~bi1i~y 
to correctly identify potential offenders. Such identIficatIon lS 
entirely probabilistic and quite probably biased. N oneth.e~es~, 
police experience in that local m:ea provides useful probabllIstIc 
cues on the type of offenses, victims, and offend~rs ~ost c.:o~
monly encountered in that block segmen:c. ~ubmstem (~9~'::I, 
pp. 218-266), for example, inventories. ce~·tam. c~aractenst~cs 
which police at times have employed m IdentIfymg potentIal 

offenders. . , t d 
Frequently, the obverse strategy for watch~ng ~s mdlca ~ . 

That is when a relatively slow-moving person wIth hIgh potentIal 
fOl: victimization (e.g., a drunk or a dazed junkie) is in view, 
the observer may usefully concentrate his attention on the manner 
in which passersby of various descriptions orient th~mselves. to 
this potential victim. Many parties will pass him by WIt~ nothmg 
more than a fleeting expression of pity or scorn, whIle others 
will clearly manifest their potential felonious interes~, . 

This second observational strategy suggests one addItIonal ~p
proach to the problem of observing street crime. Many P?hce 
departments occasionally or routinely .c~l:duct .deco? op~r~tI~ns, 
in which a police operative simulates a cIvIlIan WIth hIgh vIctImIza
tion potential in the hope of being victimized while ~nder .the 
surveillance of his undercover confederates nearby. It IS posslble 
-and under proper circumstances, even quite feasible-for a 
social science observer to play the role of such an undercover 
confederate from a position optimal fOl' victim-centered observa-

tion of passersby. . 
This decoy approach affords several advantages over the hIdden 

observer approach. First, the probability of observing an actual 
street crime is appreciably enhanced, thus reducing the dross 
rate. Second, the victim and his conduct are held more. nearly 
constant, allowing cleaner comparison among ~he actIons of 
passersby. Decoy squads typically have a repertOIre of standard 
victim simulatiom so that over a sustained period of study, com
parisons of passerby reaction to a whole series of victim types c~n 
be made. Third, decoy operations are mobile, rotating the area::; m 
which they are conducted. In this way, the observer can mor3 
readily obtain data from a number of block segments than by 
means of the hidden observer approach. Fourth, the decoy squad 
observer may typically be closer to the observed action than the 
hidden observer perhaps close enough to overhear. the remarks 
of potential off~nders to and about the ~otential victim .. Fif~h, 
supplementary interviewing is made pOSSIble. The potentIal VIC-
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tim is always available at the end of the operation to be inter
viewed concerning those remarks and conduct of potential of
fenders that the observer was unable to note accurately. More
over, if the decoy were victimized, the observer 'would be able to 
interview the offenders on the spot. 

On the other hand, the decoy approach also entails certain dis
advantages as compared to the hidden observer approach. First, 
the observer is clearly at risk of physical danger, particularly if 
the squad is mobilized to aid the victimized decoy and to arrest 
the. offenders. Weapons may be employed by the offenders, the 
polIce, or both. Second, interpersonal obligations may develop 
so that the observer is pressured to play essentially a police 
role in the operati.on. Third, the observer's activity is directly 
controlled by the police department, dictating what activities he 
shall be allowed to observe, where, and when. Fourth, there is 
a considerable likelihood that the observer will come to adopt the 
police viewpoint of uffenses, victims, and offenders. Fifth, sus
tained operations by decoy squads quickly produce a reactive 
effect of their own, inducing acute suspicion among potential 
offenders concerning the probability that a person of high victim 
potential in a high crime area may be a police decoy. Sixth, police 
frequently resent the burden of an unarmed civilian-detached 
from the practical ardor of an anti-crime unit-at the scene of a 
potentially violent crime. 

Through either of these approaches, however, street crimes 
can be successfully observed. In both approaches, the observer 
is free from risk of detention or arrest. The decoy squad observer 
is relatively free from legal accountability (for court testimony, 
etc.) and from ethical dilemmas about responding to an observed 
crime, because of the known presence of responsible and respon
sive police agents. (Also, any ethical or legal burden concerning 
the issue of entrapment rests properly on the police officers con
ducting the decoy operation, since the researcher is merely ob
serving the ongoing operation.) The hidden observer may similarly 
resolve these particular difficulties by instituting arrangements 
with the police department like those of an officially sponsored 
blockwatcher, who is trained by the police department and issued 
a confidential identification number to be used when contacting 
a police dispatcher. Although neither approach entirely removes 
the observer from physical danger if gunshots should be fired, 
the decoy squad observer is clearly at greater risk. (That risk 
should not be exaggerated, however, as the observer is surrounded 
by very experienced policemen alert to his presence and con-
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cerned for his well-being.) The decoy squad observer does exert 
greater likelihood of reactive effects on the probability of a street 
crime being enacted in his view, but this depressing effect is prob
ably offset by the enhancing effect of the decoy's high apparent 
victimization potential. Of course, the hidden observer may also 
make limited use of the decoy technique in striving to increase 
the probability of observing crime while maintaining detachment. 
Without the backup capability of a police squad, the risks of a 
hidden observer utilizing a decoy person are unconscionably great, 
but he might well employ a property decoy, such as parking an 
unlocked car across the street or leaving a portable radio near 
the open end of an unattended truck. (Of course, if the observer 
reports the ensuing crime, he then shoulders some burden of en
trapment.) Similarly, the advantages of the decoy squad ob
server's potentially greater proximity to the target can be partially 
offset by the hidden observer's use of technological aids, such as 
binoculars and parabolic microphones. 

Many crimes, of course, occur not on the streets but indoors. 
Certain nonemployee crimes against businesses, such as bank 
robberies, occur with such low frequency and low predictability 
that direct observational study is generally quite uneconomical. 
In such instances, analysis of existing traces may largely sub
stitute for direct observation. For example, banks are monitored 
by automatic cameras for the express purpose of photographically 
recording bank robberies. So far as I have been able to deter
mine, no social scientist has attempted to utilize such recordings 
to verify 01' amplify existing informant-based accounts of the 
conduct of bank robberies (Letkemann 1973; Normandeau 1972; 
Conklin 1972; DeBaun 1950; Camp 1967) . 

Other non employee crimes against businesses, such as shop
lifting, do occur with sufficient frequency that large department 
stores have found it profitable to employ hidden or disguised 
observers in order to detect shoplifting. This fact suggests that 
social scientists, in cooperation with store managers, might also 
find direct observation of shoplifting sufficiently economical. 
Again, many retail establishments are equipped with closed-circuit 
television monitoring systems to detect shoplifting. These systems 
could easily yield (or be modified to elicit) videotape traces of 
shoplifting incidents for analysis by sociai scientists. 

Employee theft is also potentially observable. Indeed, certain 
establishments, such as post offices, are known to be equipped 
for hidden observation of employee conduct. Generally speaking, 
however, employee theft is probably best researched by studying 
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work behavior more broadly, in the tradition of industrial and 
occupational sociology. Participant observation research that 
reaches into the stockroom, warehouse, loading dock, and em
ployee's cloakroom is quite likely to yield direct and indirect ob
servation of patterns of employee theft and inventory shrinkage 
without necessarily seeking it. 

Similarly, white-collar crime (Geis 1968) and professional 
fringe violations (Quinney 1963) are more likely to be observed 
by studying the work life of executives and professionals than 
by attempting manifestly to study white-collar crime. The 
primary reason that social scientists have seldom observed white
collar crIme 01' professional violations is that they have too seldom 
studied the work life of executives and professionals (Geis 1974). 
Of course, even with thorough participant observation of executive 
work life, certain crimes, particularly embezzlement, are by 
their nature extremely unlikely to be detected by the observer. 

Crimes against persons most often occur in settings other 
than the streets. Simple and aggravated assaults, for example, 
may reasonably be observed directly by an observer willing to 
station himself in certain disreputable bars and taverns on Thurs
day, Friday, and Saturday evenings. Here again, the risks of 
physical danger, detention or arrest, legal accountability, and 
ethical problems must be confronted. Other crimes against per
sons, such as murder and rape, occur with frequency and p1:e
dictability too prohibitively low to warrant observational study, 
although there remains a possibility that an observed assault might 
eventuate in a homicide. 

Vice activity and other victimless crimes have ?1istorically 
proved most amenable to direct observation, owing to the profound 
societal ambivalence concerning the criminality of these activities. 
The doubtful criminality of these activities increases the regu
larity and predictability of their occurrence while diminishing 
the potential reactive effects of the observer's presence. Con
comitantly, the risks of physical danger, detention or arrest, legal 
accountability, and ethical problems are also diminished sig
nificantly. Prostitution, homosexuality, public drunkenness, minor 
gambling activities, liquor violations, and lesser drug offenses 
have all been studied at first hand with virtual impunity. Even 
without resort to participant observation, certain aspects of these 
activities can be directly observed on the streets or in other public 
places. Important examples include solicitation for prostitution 
or homosexual liaisons, public drunkenness, and illicit drug 
purchases. 
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A number of important crimes can reasonably be o~served on~y 
by knowingly accompanying an habitual offender: Cr~mes. of ~hlS 
sort include burglary, check forgery, auto theft, hlgh-Jackmg, 
and swindles. It is within this category of offenses that ~he o~ten 
enumerated risks of direct observation of crime reach theIr zemth. 
Perhaps the only way in which these risks may be reduc~d to 
possibly acceptable levels is for the observer to serve sImul
taneously as either a protected police informer or an undercover 
policeman. 'l'hese roles are in themselv~s risky .and trouble.some, 
and their successful performance entmls role mvolvements not 
necessarily compatible with the cognitive and emotional detach
ment desirable for scientific observation. 

Short of a scientific observer adopting either of these .ro~es, 
he might strive to obtain access to the many ver'y use:~ul eXI.stll1g 
records generated by incumbents of these roles ll1 theIr ordll1ary 
activities. Criminal organizations devoted to burglary, auto theft, 
subversion, or vice are frequently penetrated by undercover ag~nts 
(essentially participant observers) and/or sU.bjected to sustall1~d 
external surveillance, often through electromc and photographIc 
devices. The field notes and traces (recordings) generated by such 
undercover investigators may constitute an invaluable treasury 
of information for the social scientific analysis of the social or
ganization of these relatively inaccessible criminal a~tivities. Un
fortunately, such criminal intelligence files are rIghtfully re
garded by police agencies as highly c.onfi?ential and ~egally very 
sensitive, so that external social sCIentIsts are unlIkely to be 
granted access to these fi.les. One possible solution would be for 
police agencies to hire qualified social researchers for ~ year 
or two in desk jobs devoted to analysis of criminal intellIgence. 

More typically, social scientists have utilized l.ess c~nfi.dent.ial 
police and court records, often suppleme:lt~d by mtervIews WIth 
convicted offenders, to formulate descl'lptIons and analyses of 
serious criminal acts. Conklin's (1972) monograph on robbery 
is an excellent example of the potential fruitfulness of detailed 
analysis of even the less desirable existing records. Ca~~ron's 
(1964) monograph on shoplifting demonstr~tes. the utIhty ~f 
exploiting !1onofficial records, such as those mamtamed by depal t
ment store security agents. 

Observational access to various types of crimes is in good part 
a function of personal characteristics of the observer-not ol:ly 
his level of acceptable risk, but also his age, sex, race, and socIal 
statuses. A young black male of lower-class origins m~ght ~e 
especially well suited for observation of juvenile street cnmes 111 
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ghetto neighborhoods, for example, but would find lesser access to 
white-collar crimes in corporate executive suites. 

OBSERVING CRIMINALS 

An alternative commonsense definition of criminology is that 
of the study of criminals. Certainly it is the case that criminals 
have received more study than has crime. Since the decline of 
biogenic theories of criminality, study of criminals has focused 
upon Psychologic.al and social characteristics of Criminals, seeking 
clues to the etIology and modifiability of criminality. Most 
criminals are annoyed by bad weather, shop in supermarkets, 
and forget to see the dentist twice a year, much like the rest of 
us. They often do, however, exhibit somewhat different values 
attitudes, skills, and practices, and it is these that dispose such 
p.ersons toward committing crimes. Criminality-the predisposi
bon toward commission of cl'imes-appears to be a matter of 
cultural and social differences. 

Social scientific research 011 cl'iminals has been concerned not 
so much with individual attributes of these persons nor with study 
of their individual criminal acts. Rather, it has dealt with the 
c1'iminal life, i.e., the culture and social organization of sustained 
criminal involvement. Such research has examined the lifestyles 
cultures, and social communities associated with particular type~ 
of sustained criminal involvement. It has sought to investigate 
the careers and work organizations arising within these types of 
involvement. 

Recently, in fact, the term "career" has come to be employed 
as identifying such types of criminal involvement. Gibbons (1965, 
1973), for example, has differentiated 15 pattel'DS of adult criminal 
behavior which he has theoretically characterized as types of 
cdminal careers: 

1. professional thief 
2. professional "heavy" criminal 
3. semiprofessional property criminal 
4. property offender-"one-time loser" 
5. automobile thief-"j oyrider" 
6. naive check forger 
7. white-collar criminal 
8. professional "fringe" violatOl' 
9. embezzler 

(i 
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10. personal offender-" one-time loser" 
11. "psychopathic" assaultist 
12. violent sex offender 
13. nonviolent sex offender-"rapo" 1 

14. nonviolent sex offender-statutory rape 
15. narcotic addict-heroin. 

One important'line of research has been the empirical investiga
tion of the stages, contingencies, and role-activities of such 
criminal careers. Many of these studies have essentially employed 
a life-history approach (Langness 1965), such as the volumes by 
Shaw (1930); Sutherland (1937); Jackson (1969); Kloekars 
(1974) ; and Chambliss (1972). Other studies have gathered data 
on a number of persons in a given career type in an attempt to 
nomothetically characterize the social organization of that career 
type. Important examples include Cressey's (1953) study of 
embezzlers, Lemert's studies of systematic and naive check forgers 
(1953, 1958), several studies of prostitutes (Bryan 1965, 1966; 
Jackman, O'Toole, and Geiss 1963), Polsky's (1969) study of the 
pool hustler, and Roebuck's (1967) study of a variety of crimina.l 
ca.reer types. 

Other studies have dealt primarily with various types of crimi-
nal work organizations, such as the social organization of 
burglary (Shover 1973) or of armed robbery (Einstadter 1969). 
Further examples include studies of bank robbery (Letkeman 
1973, pp. 90-116; Normandeau 1972), criminal gangs (Thrasher 
1927) j abortion mills (Ball 1967) ,confidence games (Maurer 1940, 
1974), and organized crime (Landesco 1968; Inciardi 1973, 1974 ; 
Ianni 1974). I 

Still other studies have dealt more broadly with particular types 
of criminal cultures, lifestyles, and communities, such as Maurer's 
(196£1) study of pickpockets, Suttles' (1968) study of youth 
gangs, Zola's (1963) study of lower-class gambling, Bryan's 
(1966) study of occupational ideologies of call girls, and various 
studies of the homosexual community (Hooker 1965; Cavan 1966; 
Humphreys 1970; Reiss 1961; Leznoff and Westley 1956). 

A good many of the studies cited above are based substantially 
on interviews with incarcerated criminals. While useful, these 
studies are frequently criticized for primary reliance on such 
'data, which are alleged to be retrospective, "sad tales" calculated 
to gain some favorable treatment for the prisoner or self
~lggrandizing fables designed to elevate his criminal status. More-

1 "HrqJo" (01' "ding") is a prison inmate term for a nonviolent sex offender 
involved in exhibitionism, ('hild molesting, 01' incest (Gibbons 1965). 
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over, such data are stigmatized as coming from unsuccessful 
criminals, on the supposition that successful criminals are not 
apprehended or at least are able to avoid incarceration. Although 
the pr~~ond~rance of evidence clearly runs contrary to that 
SUppo~lt~on, It .nonetheless remains the most central bogeyman in 
the crlm~nologlst's dem~nology. Aside from whether 8pprehendec1 
or even lllcal'cerated cnminals are entirely representative of the 
criminal population, the other criticisms of pl'isoner interviews 
~nust still be cOl:fronted. Interv~ew data from prison inmates m.ay 
mdeecl be too hIghly retrospectIve, for the inmates have become 
enmeshe~, il: the prison culture a,nd are no longer reliably sensitive 
to the cl'lmmal culture; jail inmates on the other hand (at least 
those ]:ot in j ail for the first time) are still caught up in the 
~treet hfe.fven with jail inmates, it may be held that interview 
ll1fo~'mation. obtained may be importantly distorted by the self
s0rvmg motIves of the inmate to obtain a break. Inmate interviews 
do ind~ed e",:hibit ~ strong tendeney of this sort, but the e~,<peri
enc~c1 m~erVlewer IS unlikely to tolerate 01' to be deceived by such 
s~lf-servll1g ~ales. We must conclude, then, that it is entirely pos
SIble to obtam useful information on the criminal life in studies 
?as;,d on appreh81~cled 01' incarcerated criminals, as is well 
111dlCated by the calIber of some of the studies eited. 

On the other hand, it is equally clear that-convenience of the 
researc~e:' ~side-fiel(l studies of criminal1ife are less subj ect to 
these Cl'lbClsms. The representativeness of the criminals studied 
the freshness of the information they impart, and their motive~ 
for imparting it are less readily questionable in a natural field 
setting than in prison. Moreover, the obtained information is 
more susceptible to cross-checking by means of direct observation 
and interviews with other informants. 

The need for such cross-checking of interview information-as 
\.yell as the subject matter of these studies of criminal life (i.e., 
careers, subcultures, lifestyles, communities, ane! work organiza
tions) -indicates that participant obsel'vatiol1 is clearly the pre
fen'edresearch design in stUdying this substantive area. Pm'tici
pant observation among criminals is not without its difficulties 
and r~sks, which should be confronted without unnecessary exag-
geratlOn. ' .' 

Risks 

Although the criminal life is largely noncriminal in its content, 
field study of Dlat life does necessarily place the researcher in the 

" 
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position of attaining knowledge about and witnessing, a number 
~f illegal acts. With exercise of reasonable prudence concerning 
what sorts of illegal acts he is willing to witness, he may avoid 
undue risk of physical danger and of direct criminal arrest. rrech
nically, however, he is definitely legally liable to arrest for ob
struction of justice or for serving as ~1,n accessory (before or after 
the fact) to any crime of 'which he has certain knowledge. 

The criminologist studying uncaught criminals in the open 
finds sooner or later that law enforcers try to put him on the 
spot-because, unless he is a complete fool, he unc'Uvers in
formation that law enforcers would like to know, and, even 
if he is very skillful, he cannot always keep jaw enforcers 
from suspecting that he has such informatiml. (Polsky 1969, 

p.141.) 
Furthermore, the field researcher is certain to encounter ethic.t'·l 

problems concerning his obligations as a cithen to aid victims 'Oi 
an ongoing crime, to prevent a crime, 0).' to mobilize police. 

It must in fairness be concluded thatfie:ld study of sustained 
criminal involvement contains more inescapable risks for the re
searcher than does field study of certain crime episodes pel' se, 
such as street crimes. Field study of the criminal life is not 
advisable for everyone. Hesearchers with too much or too little 
stomach for guilty knowledge of crime will surely be unacceptably 
victimized by thes{.J inescapable rislcs of studying criminals in the 
open (Polsky 1969, pp. 118, 127-128, 133-143). The field re-

searcher: 
will not be enabled to discern some vital aspects of criminal 
lifestyles and subcultures unless he (1) makes such a moral 
decision [not to act upon his guilty knowledge of illegal acts], 
(2) makes the criminals believe him, (3) convinces them of 
his ability to act in accord with his decision. That third 
point can sometimes be l1eglected with juvenile delinquents, 
for they know that a professional studying them is almost 
always exempt from police pressure to inform; but adult 
criminals have no such assurance, and hence are concerned 
to assess not merely the investigator's intentions but his 
ability to remain a 'stand-Up guy' under police questioning. 

(Polsky 1969, p. 13<1.) 

'1'he risks to 'which we have been referring, though inescapable, 
vary rather \videly in magnitude according to the type of criminal 
career being studied and the type of information being sought. 
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Studying the life of the abortionist, the shoplifteJ:, or the naive 
check forger is much Jess risky than studying the life of the 
burglar, bank robber, or highjacker. Similarly, for a single 
career .type, such as the burglar, studying his leisure world or his 
argot IS much less risky than studying his professional career 
or his work groupings. 

Again, as in observing crimes (see p. 28), personal and social 
ch~r~cteristics of the observer importantly condition the type of 
~nn::ll1al and the aspect of criminal life which would prove most 
feaSIbly accessible for that observer. A young middle-class female 
for :~ample, might encounter :fewer difficulties in cOll,ductin~ 
partICIpant observation among abortionists or shopliftei:s than 
among bank robbers or safecrackers. 

~'iven both such variability in magnitudes of risk and accurate 
~e1i-kn?wledge of his personal limitations and his level of tolerance 
fo" , ... ,,_I,e .. l-no'vlecl " t II l·ti " i""L"'~, l~, •. , ge, V11' ua y any qua lIed social researcher 
could delineate some aspect of some criminal life that he would 
feel capable and comfortable in studying in the field. Unfortu
l:~tely, r'81'tain misconceptions about such field study of criminal 
hf~ have deterred many researchers from undertaking this enter
pnse. 

Misconceptions 

The fir~t ~f these misconceptions is that participant obgervation 
amo.ng crlmll1als entails having to become one of them, or at least 
haVll1g to pass for one of them. This belie:f stems from a serious 
misl~n~lerstanding of the nature of participant observation. A 
partICIpant observer does not participate in every role or even 
every activity involved in the social organization under study. A 
female a~1thropologist might perfectly well conduct a participant 
obsel'vatlOn stt:,dy of circumcision rites, even though she obviously 
could not pass through such rites herself. What is critical for 
particip~~1~ obse~'vation is that the researcher play some role (s) 
and partlCIpate 111 some constituent activities. Thus the pat'tici
p~nt. observe~ of the criminal life will have to play some role 
w~thlll that hfe-space (but not an outright criminal role) and 
WIll have to participate in some activities of that life (but not 
seriously illegal activities). As Irwin (1972) has pointed out 
requisite participation is primarily in a world of talk. ' 
. Attempting to conduct field research by passing for a criminal 
IS not only unnecessary but actually foolhardy, for several reasons. 

r·· 
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First, aside from the standard risks discussed above, the re
searcher will eventually either be trapped into outright criminal 
acts or, more likely, be exposed as an imposter, destroying his 
field relations and perhaps ll1cUlTing retribution. Second, his re
search activities "will be sharply limited, in that he could not ask 
certain important questions of other criminals, for if he were 
indeed the criminal he pretends to be he would already know the 
answers. 

The successful field researcher under these circumstances must 
openly-though not necessarily blatantly or exclusively-operate 
among criminals as a researcher, if he is to enjoy proper freedom 
to pursue his scientific questions. Most frequently, however, in 
order to play the role of researcher he must also play some non
criminal role indigenous to the criminal being studied. Typically, 
such a field role is found in the leiRure-time activities of the 
criminal, such as gambling, pool-playing, or drinking. The re
searcher may play the role of fellow participant .:1' may play 
the role of a service functionary, such as bartender or pool hall 
attendant. Even within such natural field roles, howevor, the 
researcher must eventually reveal his research interest and 
identity and must convince the criminals that he is an ?cceptable 
(Le., accepting) type of "square" (see Polsky 1969, pp. 120-121, 

125-126) . 
The second important misconception is that, due to the threat 

of arrest and punishment, crimi11als will not permit the researcher 
access to the information he seeks. Denial of informational access 
is frequently encountered in thoroughly "legitimate organizations, 
of course, and the motivation for such denial is indeed greater 
among criminals. Not only may the criminal be harmed by per
mitting informational access, but he may be quite resentful of 
intrusive questioning by squares on his own turf when he is 
continually subjected to it already by law enforcement personne1. 
Here the researcher llas no formal authority to back his informa
tional requests, and the criminal is for once free to put down his 
interrogato);. 

If the researcher is able to convince the criminal that he is a 
"right guy," however, informational access may not prc·ve difficult. 
For one thing, crimilmls value glib and imaginative conversation 
and tend to talk very freely (though too often very loosely) about 
their activities and their world. Se.?ondly, most of the informa
tion sought by the researchel' is not di.rectly incriminating but 
has to do with shared subcultural beliefs, values, and practices. 
Furthermore, even when specific illegal acts are being discussed, 
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these acts are often either offenses for which the criminal has 
previously ~e~n tried or are discussed with cavalier disrespect 
for the preClSIOn or accuracy of incriminating details. 

The third important misconception is that criminals being 
social fugitives, are difficult to locate. As Irwin (1972) and 
Polsky (1969) observe, making contact with a criminal in the com
munity is remarkably easy. Locating some particular criminal 
or even some particular type of criminal may be more difficult: 
but even such a search can be surprisingly simple (Becker 1970; 
Klockars 1974). A chain of referrals is required. If a researcher 
wants to make contact with, say, a bootlegger, he thinks of the 
person he knows who is closest in the social structure to boot
l~gging. Perhaps this person will be a police officer, a judge, a 
lIquor store owner, a crime reporter, or a recently arrived 
Southern migrant. If he doesn't personally know a judge or a 
crime reporter, he surely knows someone (his own lawyer or a 
circulation clerk) who does and who would be willing to introduce 
him. By means of a very short chain of such referrals the re
se~r~her can obtain an introduction to virtually any' type of 
Cl'lmmal. Research by Milgram (1969) on this "small-world" 
phenomenon has demonstrated that any stranger can be connected 
with any other stranger by an average of 5.5 intervening links. Of 
course, simply to make contact with a particular type of criminal 
in this manner does not suffice to obtain social or informational 
access to that criminal world. Successful utilization of contact 
depends on constructing a proper field role. 

Field Relations 

The discussions by Polsky (1969), Irwin (1972), Becker (1970), 
and Maurer (1968) provide innumerable useful suggestions for 
establishing and maintaining viable field relations with criminals. 
Although aimed at study of deviant behavior more broadly, the 
anthology edited by Douglas (1972) also affords a number of 
relevant considerations for the study of criminals. The appendix 
to Klockars (1974) prese.nts a valuable account of problems en
countered and tactics employed in his study of the world of the 
fence. 

As mentioned previously, the first problem for the researcher 
is winning trust of the criminals-getting himself defined as a 
"right square." Irwin (1972, pp. 123-124) enumerates four mini
mal dimensions of "rightness": being close-mouthed in regard to 
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potentially harmful information, being tolerant of criminals, 
being nonphony, and being the sort of person who can be cOUl~ted 
on by friends when needed. As a social scientist with suffic1ent 
confidence and interest to seek out criminals outside of a law 
enforcement setting, the researcher begins with a certain kern~l 
of initial trust. "Criminals will probably trust a strange SOCI
ologist before they will a strange criminal . . . If the researcher 
earns the respect and trust of some group of criminals and is 
defined by them as all right, he will usually find that this reputa
tion ... will travel on its own or can be carried by the re
searcher's friends to ol:her criminals" (Irwin 1972, p. 124). 

In acquiring amI maintaining such trust, certain reciprocities 
are always required (Wax 1952). One such reciprocity is that: 

In studying a criminal it is important to realize that he will 
be studying you, and to let him study you. Don't evade. or 
shut off any questions he might have about your personal hfe, 
even if these questions are designed to "take you down," 
for example, designed to force you to admit that you too ha:e 
knowingly violated the law. He has got to define you satIs
factorily to himself and his colleagues if you are to get any
where and answering his questions frankly helpi:l this process 
along.' Sometimes his definitions are not what you might 
expect. (Polsky 1969, p. 126.) 

Just as that reciprocity stems from the necessity of establishing 
the researcher's lack of phoniness, so does a second important 
reciprocity flow from the necessity of establishing his willingness 
to aid criminal friends when necessary. Since criminals lead 
very problematic lives, and since mutual aid is a prominent value 
in the criminal culture, the researcher will frequently need to 
honor requ'ilsts for help of various kinds (Irwin 1972, pp. 129-
130). Requests of an outright criminal nature can safely be 
refused on the grounds that these involve the risk of arrest, since 
cl'imin;ls can fully appreciate someone's not wanting to risk 
arrest. Other personal requests-especially for help in goillg 
straight-cannot safely be denied without offering good reasons 
that are understandable to the criminal. 

While not reciprocities in this sense, the researcher's dress and 
language must be accommodated to those of the criminals he is 
studying (Irwin 1972, pp. 124-126; Polsky 1969, pp. 121-124, 
128-129). The researcher is obliged not to be obtrusive through 
his presence. Since dress is a very important aspect of identity 
in the criminal world, he must dress as much like his subjects 
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as possible, or at least in a manner that is acceptable to them. 
Similarly, though much more difficult, he will have to modify his 
usual speech patterns as well, so as to blend into the normal con
versationallife of the criminals he is observing. Not only are there 
various criminal argots, but criminal communities also employ 
ordinary words in special ways and with distinctive frequencies. 

In fact, aside from the problem of winning trust, the problem 
of mastering the distinctive conversational conventions of the 
criminal culture being studied is probably the most influential 
factor in determining the pacing and eventual success of partici
pant observation in the criminal world. Polsky advises: 

. . . initially, keep your eyes and ears open but lceep YMt1' 

lIW2tth sh~tt. At first try to ask no questions whatsoever. 
Before you can ask questions, or even speak much at all other 
than when spoken to, you should get the "feel" of their world 
by extensive and attentive listening-get some sense of what 
pleases them and what bugs them, some sense of their frame 
of reference, and some sense of thei1' sense of language. . . . 
(1969, p. 121.) 

When the researcher eventually does begin to venture an active use 
of their language, he must proceed very cautionsly. If distinctive 
expressions are misused, or used correctly but too often, his 
squareness will be obtrusive. If he overdoes the special language, 
comes on too hip, he will also obtrude. 

Although this process of language acquisition may be protracted 
and difficult, it is of vital importance for significant data collection. 
As Irwin observes: 

The way something is said as well as ~vhat is said will define 
the situation and shape the perspectives of the actors in it ... 
Until researchers are immersed in the meaning world and 
blend into the setting, they will obtrude upon situations and 
change them. As long as it is perceived that they ... repre
sent a different perspective, their presence unavoidably alters 
the context. Instead of it being a group of people interacting 
within a particular shared meaning world-a criminal one
it will be a group of criminals interacting with some outsider. 
Even if the criminals try to be natural, they cannot. (1969, 
pp. 125-126.) 

Such a shift may lead the researcher to believe that the criminals 
are merely posing or deliberately misrepresenting the actual situa
tion. Mastery of the language and meaning system is clearly 
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vital to study of cultural features and frequently to the study of 
actions and behaviors as well. 

Unusual terms or unusual uses of conventional words signal 
areas of central concern to the people under study and provide 
an opening analytic wedge, as the term "square" did in study
ing musicians or "crock" did in studying medical students. 
Differences in the use of deviant argot may serve as useful 
indicators of generational differences among members of the 
group, of differences in degree of involvement in its activities, 
or of differences in the segment of the deviant world one 
belongs to. (Becker 1970, p. 39.) 

Perhaps the greatest difficulty encountered in sel ving the re
searcher's two central problems-winning trust and learning the 
language-is the difficulty of sllstaining sufficiently regular con
tacts with the criminals in informal settings. This difficulty stems 
no'l; so much from the criminals' unwillingness to allow researcher 
participation as from the fact that most criminals lead very chaotic 
lives and do not routinely get together for small talk (although 
this varies importantly by criminal career type). Irwin (1972, 
pp. 121-122) recommends that the researcher concentrate on 
maintaining regular contacts with one or two more stable crim
inals, around whom temporary groupings in which the researcher 
can participate will form from time to time. Even such a proce
dure can prove inconveniently costly, for the researcher's activity 
must be paced by the undependable flow of these central criminals' 
lives. Polsky strongly suggests that the researcher refrain from 
attempts to schedule, regularize, or influence the criminal's activi
ties for the sake of research progress (1969, pp. 129-130). Not 
only are such attempts alienating but if successful they distort 
precisely what the researcher aims to study-the natural flow of 
events that comprise the chaotic criminal life. 

The core activity in participant observation research is direct 
observation-watching and listening to criminals in the natural 
settings of the criminal life. Becker (1970, pp. 39-42) suggests 
certain elements of such life that frequently repay close observa
tion. The first of these is nuances of criminal language. The 
second element is the social organization (segmentation, differ
entiation) of the criminal group. The third suggested ~lement is 
typical situations and events, such as the criminal acts themselves, 
situations in which novices are recruited and socialized into those 
acts and the criminal group or subculture surrounding them, and 
situations in which criminals are apprehended (since such situ a-
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tions, or the threat of them. critically affect the organization of the 
criminal's life and his community). 

Informant interviewing is also highly important in such re
search. In fact, some of the best studies of criminals have relied 
exclusively on this method (e.g., Sutherland 1937; Maurer 1940; 
Bryan 1965). Dean (1954) offers a generalized typology of spe
cially useful informants, and Irwin (1972, pp. 126-128) recom
mends the important use of so-called expert informants and the 
general use of exploiting or arranging group discussions among 
informants. Useful informants need not be restricted to criminals 
but may. also include those who service, police, or otherwise 
associate with criminals (Becker 1970, pp. 42-43). 

Respondent interviewing also has a place in the study of 
criminal life, and certain general tactics are suggested by Becker 
(1970, pp. 38-39) and by Leznoff (1956). Questionnaires and 
tests are not so successfully employed with criminals, but good 
supplementary use may be made of existing records maintained 
by police and courts (e.g., Conklin 1972) . 

As a final suggestion, it should be pointed out that data obtained 
from criminals in field settings should not be recorded in those 
settings. Tape recorders) recording forms, or even narrative note
taking are particularly obtrusive in such settings. Reliance must 
be placed on making field notes as soon as possible after leaving 
the field setting and the presence of the observed criminal. 

THE VICTIM COMMUNITY 

The victims of crime also constitute an increasingly important 
focus of criminological research (Drapkin and Viano 1974). 
Victims in this sense extend beyond those citizens whose person 
or property were offended against to include the entire noncriminal 
community. After all, the entire community bears many indirect 
costs of any crime, both economic costs (increased taxes, time lost 
in jury duty, increased insurance rates) and social costs (fear, 
distrust, diminished use-benefits of public facilities such as streets 
and parks). In the case of so-called victimless crimes such as 
prostitution, drunkenness, and gambling, it is primarily'the com
munity which has been offended against, through disruption of the 
public order. 

The reactions of the civilian community to crimes serve as the 
key element in the entire system of criminal justice (Reiss 1974). 
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In the first instance, citizens control most of the input into the 
criminal justice system by making discretionary decisions to 
mobilize the police or to seek warrants. The majority of offenses 
are dealt with by the citizen community without mobilization of 
the official criminal justice system. Schools, businesses, neighbor
hoods, and peer groups have internal means of effecting restitution, 
retribution isolation of offenders, and deterrence of further , . 
offenses. Indeed, private citizens often obtain justice by appealmg 
to these social control mechanisms of the offender's family, church, 
neighborhood, school, or employer (Nader 1969). As a conse
quence, relatively few thefts, altercations, or episodes of criminal 
property damage ever result in mobilization of any official agency 
of the criminal justice system to be processed as criminal offenses. 

Second, since citizen testimony is frequently the sole evidence 
for adjudicating criminal cases, citizens also control most of the 
information employed by the system in processing those cases 
which are initiated. Third, through public reactions and political 
pressures on the system, citizens effectively determine which laws 
shall be enforced, when, and where. Finally, citizens control the 
stigmatization of those offenders who eventually exit from the 
system. 

Direct Victims 

In ma11Y types of crime, particular individuals are directly 
victimized-those individuals whose persons or property suffer 
harm as a result of the criminal act. Who gets victimized? By 
whom? 'rhrough what crimes? When (time of day, week, month, 
year) ? Where (city, neighborhood, setting)? Criminologists have 
long been interested in the answers to these questions in order to 
assess the volume of crime in a very practical way as expressing 
the risks of citizens being victimized by crime (as well as in order 
to better understand the genesis of crime and ·to structure crime
prevention programs). A secondary interest in victimization has 
concerned the extent of victims' losses, in order to assess the 
costs of crime (e.g., Hawkins and Waller 1936). 

Criminological research on these concerns with victimization 
was for long confined largely to analysis of official crime statistics. 
In recent years, long-standing dissatisfaction with the reporting 
procedures underlying official crime statistics (e.g., Biderman 
1966b; Kltsuse and Cicourel 1963) have given rise to more direct 
efforts to ascertain patterns of victimization. 
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Several studies have undertaken respondent interview surveys 
of probability samples of citizens in order to determine rates and 
costs of criminal victimization (Ennis 1967; Reiss 196,7; Bider
man et al. 1967). Despite certain problems in interpretation of 
results of victimization surveys (Hood and Sparks 1970, pp. 
23-32), the utility of this type of research has proved so great that 
the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration has established 
a national probability sample of households to be interviewed 
repeatedly to measure changes and trends in rates and costs of 
crime. Through the Bureau of the Census, an independent repre
sentative subsample of the panel is interviewed each month 
rotating so that each household is reinterviewed every 6 months: 

In add" '1)]1 to these national estimates, local area data are 
provided through supplemental sample surveys in 35 of the Na
tion's metropolitan areas. Such local area data should prove 
useful in planning crime prevention and control programs in allo
cating scarce police resources. Moreover, the repeated interviews 
should provide more sensitive measures of changes in local crime 
rates, thus affording more valid evaluation of the effectiveness 
of such programs. Finally, the uniform data collection procedures 
should permit more accurate comparisons between cities with 
respect to amount and types of crime. 

~n addition to assessing amount and type of crime, the National 
Cl'lme Panel study is to gather data on victim proneness, the costs 
of crime (physical injury, dollar loss, property damage, insurance 
protection, medical expenses, altered living habits), and public 
fear of crime. 

The major limitation on the manifold utility of the victimization 
survey is that its reliance upon self-report of victimization restricts 
its scope to include only "predatory crimes" (e.g., theft, robbery, 
burglary, forgery, fraud, assault, rape, murder), since respondents 
are quite unlikely to conceive of themselves as having been vic
timized by most service, consumption, or public disorder crimes 
(Glaser 1970). Moreover, to report nonpredatory crimes might be 
self-incriminating in many cases. 

Within this intrinsic limitation, even the early victimization 
studies have proved quite informative, showing, for example, 

. . . that only about half the incidents of assaultive violence 
occurred between strangers; that incidents of person-to
person theft occur inside buildings, including one's own home, 
with about the same frequency as they occur outside on the 
street, in playgrounds, parking lots, etc.; that daytime rob-
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beries account for about two-fifths of all robberies; and that 
one in six of the victims of robbery or assault during the 
course of a 12-month neriod can expect to be victimized at 
least one more time ch;ring that period, (National Advisory 
Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals 1973, 
pp, 199-200,) 

The methodological importance of victimization surveys lies 
in the widespread conviction that official crime statistics repre
sent unreliable and inaccurate measures of the amount and type 
of crime due to vagaries of citizen reporting and agency record
keeping,' The direct approach of rigorously and uniformly inter
viewing an unbiased sample of citizens has demonstrated that t~e 
true rate of victimization is generally much higher than officIal 
crime statistics would indicate, 'l'he pilot studies conducted f,or 
LEAA, for example, indicate that predatory crimes exc~ed offiCIal 
police counts by factors ranging from 1.5 to 5, dependmg on the 
type of crime, , 

The central contribution of victimization surveys, however, lIes 
in the data these have generated concerning the attitudes and 
reactions of direct victims in mobilizing the criminal justice 
system, The surveys have shown that in at least h~l~ of the ca~es 
of predatory crime, the victim chooses not to mobIlIze the polIce 
by reporting his victimization. ., . 

Respondents' reasons for not calling the police are qmte IllumI
nating. Crimes against property are frequently not. repor~ed to 
the police because victims (if insured) fea~' c,ancell,atlOn ?f msUl'
ance or future rate increase and because VlctIms (If not l11sUl'~d) 
see no personal gain in reporting the loss to police .. ~rimes agamst 
the person are frequently not reported because VIctIms de~ne the 
offenses as primarily personal matters rather than of polIce con
cern; and in general, the more personal the relationship between 
victim and offender the less likely is the victim to report any 
offense to the police. ' Perhaps the most interesting factor in citizen 
discretion is the victim's attitude toward the police. The most 
frequently cited reason for not reporting his vict~mization ~s the 
belief that the police would be unable to do anythmg about It. 

For property crimes, at least, the hypothesis w~ich survey 
data seem to support is simpJy: The P1'Op01'twn Of. total 
c?'inws that a1'e 1'ep01'ted by victims to the police va?'ies cl~?'ectly 
w'ith the 1J?'01)Ortion of ?'epo?'tecl c?-imes on which the police 
act effectively . ... This may be one reason :vhy im~ro:,ed 
police work leads to higher police-reporb~d :;'\'lme statIstIcs: 
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more crime is reported to good police forces, in addition to 
better records being kept by them. Regularly collected victim 
survey crime rates could break this particular circle of higher 
apparent crime rates with improved policing, due to lower 
discrepancy between police-reported rates and actual rates. 
(Glaser 1970, p, 144.) 

Direct Bystanders 

Many crimes are witnessed by citizens other than the offender 
and his victim, Such bystanders might be expected to render 
assistance to the victim, at least by mobilizing the police. Although 
'we lack surveys of bystanders comparable to the victimization 
surveys, it appears that the willingness of bystanders to call the 
police may be even less than that of victims. The well-publicized 
unresponsiveness of bystanders to the pleas of murder-victim 
Kitty Genovese has spurred an important line of social psycho
logical research, summarized cogently in the volume by Latane 
and Darley (1970b). 

Bystander reactions to a wide range of simulated social crises 
have been examined experimentally in field settings as well as in 
the laboratory. Reactions to situations such as automobile break
downs (Bryan and Test 1967), medical emergencies (Darley and 
Latane 1968; Piliavin, Rodin, and Piliavin 1969), collapsing 
grocery bags (Wispe and Freshley 1971), vandalism of abandoned 
automobiles (Zimbardo 1969), and petty theft of money from an 
experimenter (Latane and Darley 1970a) have been studied to 
ascertain the conditions under which bystanders will intervene on 
behalf of the victim. Latane and Darley (1970b) suggest that the 
intervention process involves a sequence of five decisions: (1) The 
bystander must notice that something is happening; (2) he must 
interpret the event as an emergency; (3) he must assume some 
degree of personal responsibility for helping; (4) he must decide 
the appropriate form of assistance to be given; and (5) he must 
implement the intervention. 

Bystanders frequently do fail to notice crime episodes or to 
interpret them as being crimes (Gelfand et a1. 1973; Denner 1968), 

Perhaps the critical factor in bystander response is the question 
of assuming some degree of personal responsibility for helpinp:. 
Assumption of such responsibility has been found to be an invc-,-se 
function of the number of othel' persons present in the situation 
(Latane and Darley 1970b), Four reasons for this inverse rela-
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tionship are suggested: "( 1) Others serve as an audience to one's 
actions, inhibiting him from doing foolish things. (2) Others serve 
as guides to behavior. and if they are inactive, they will lead the 
[bystander] to be inactive also. (3) The interactive effect of these 
two processes will be much greater than either alone; if each 
bystander sees other bystanders momentarily frozen by audience 
inhibition, each may be misled into thinking the situation must 
not be serious. (4) The presence of other people dilutes the re
sponsibility felt by any single bystander, making him feel that 
it is less necessary for himself to act." (Latane and Darley 
1970b, p. 125.) 

Deciding upon an appropriate form of assistance and imple
menting such assistance bears importantly on whether or not the 
bystander notifies the police. As do victims, bystanders frequently 
feel that the police would be unable to do anything about the crime. 
Bystanders feel reluctant to invoke the police in a socially messy 
situation in which they have no clear personal mandate and which 
may cost them embarrassment, resentment, delay, and possibly 
physical danger of reprisal. Given the large proportion of crime 
victims who choose not to mobilize the police, the reluctance of 
bystanders to do so-in possible contravention of the victim's 
desires-is perhaps not unfounded. 

As is the case with reporting by victims, bystander mobiliza
tion of police may be expected to vary according to the nature of 
the offense. Certainly, the perceived likelihood of effective police 
I:esponse, as well as the bystander'S risk of inr1uTing costs, differs 
for various types of crime. The research on bystander intervention 
in noncriminal emergencies suggests also that the seriousness of 
the emergency is positively related to rate of intervention. 

Social characteristics of the bystander, the victim, and the 
offender-such as age, sex, race, class, and subculture-undoubt
edly influence probability of bystander reporting of crime. Re
search on bystander intervention more broadly has shown that 
rates of intervention are clearly linked to such characteristics of 
the bystander and suggests some effect of victim characteristics, 
as these condition the liking 01' sympathy for the victim felt by 
the bystander. A promising research focus, then, would be the 
investigation of bystander reporting of crime as a function of 
interaction among various roles and social statuses (e.g., old 
store-keeper-victim, female pedestrian-bystander, young white 
customer-offender) . 

Of course, in many crimes the victim is a corporation rather 
than an individual, as in most retail theft and check forgery. 
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Smigel's (1956) study of public attitudes toward stealing from 
businesses clearly shows that little sympathy is felt for such 
corporate victims, suggesting that bystanders would have little 
inclination to report observed crimes against corporations, such 
as shoplifting episodes. 

Several studies of j oint design, combining field experiments in 
natural settings "Vvith respondent interview surveys, have been 
undertaken to evaluate this suggestion (Gelfand et al. 1973; 
Steffensmeier and Terry 1973; Terry and Steffensmeier 1973). 
In the Gelfand study, for example, shoplifting incidents were 
staged by a research accomplice in two outlets of a drugstore chain 
in contrasting neighborhood locations, with cooperation of the 
management, and videotaped by the research staff through a one
way mirror along one wall. Bystanders selected to be exposed to 
the~e incidents were unaccompanied adults, out of the visual field 
of any sales clerk but in a position to observe the shoplifter easily. 
No other customers could be within 30 feet of the bystander within 
the same aisle. 

The young female research acr..omplice (shoplifter) was directed 
by means of radio communication with the observing research 
staff. When an eligible subject approached, the shoplifter (carry
ing a miniature radio receiver in her purse and wearing a con
cealed earphone) was instructed to begin her shoplifting per
formance. 

The first step in the performance was to attract the subject's 
attention, by droppillg an article, rattling a package, or reaching 
for an item very close to the subject. Next, when notified that 
the subject was watching her, she blatantly removed several inex
pensive items and stuffed them into her purse. She then hurried 
directly to the front of the store and out the door without paying 
the cashier. 

Two observers independently rated the degree to which the 
bystander appeared to notice the shoplifting incident. Whether the 
bystander reported the incident was determined by watching him 
until he passed the check-out stand and asking any store personnel 
with whom he was seen to converse whether he had reported the 
shoplifting to them. 

Whe.l the subject was beyond the check-out point, he was 
approached by an interviewer to assess his awareness of and reac
tions to the incident, his rationale for reporting 01' not reporting 
it, his attitudes toward shoplifting and factors which would 
dispose him toward reporting a shoplifter to the management, 
and certain brwkground characteristics. Whethel' 01' not the by-
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stander consented to the interview, he received a printed handout 
describing and explaining the study. 

The 336 observations were approximately balanced with respect 
to age and sex of bystander, hour and day of the week, store 
location, and appearance of the shoplifter (hippie versus con
ventional clothing). Approximately half of those approached for 
an. interview granted the request, although these were drawn 
disproportionately from those who had reported the shoplifting'. 

Despite the careful efforts of the researchers, only 28 percent 
of the bystanders were judged to have noticed the event. Many 
of those interviewed said they were uncertain whether the young 
lady was truly shoplifting. These results thus sustain Latane and 
Darley's (1970b) model, in that many bystanders fail to notice 
the event 01' fail to interpret it as a crime. 

Similarly, Gelfand et al. found through the interviews that many 
failed to assume personal responsibility for intervention, since 
other people-namely, store employees-would and should assume 
responsibility for detecting and responding to shoplifting. Of 
those interviewed, 41 percent mentioned the possibility of either 
a countersuit by the person they accused or of demands for court 
appearances as reasons they would hesitate to report a shoplifter. 

Apparently, some bystanders were unable to decide upon an 
appropriate mode of intervention. Still others did decide that 
reporting to store personnel was appropriate but stated in inter
views that the absence of nearby sales clerks deterred them from 
implementing that intervention decision. 

In the Gelfand field experiment, the nature of the crime, the 
mode of intervention, characteristics of the victim, and the absence 
of other bystanders were held constant, but characteristics of the 
offender and of the bystander varied. The appearance of the shop
lifter (hippie versus conventional) had no effect on the rate of 
reporting, a finding contradicted by Steffensmeier and Terry 
(1973). Gelfand et al. (1973) did find that bystander character
istics were related to reporting, with men, the middle-aged, higher 
socioeconomic status, and those of rural background reporting 
more frequently. Again, these results are not entirely consistent 
with those of Steffensmeier and Terry (1973). 

Further field experiment/surveys of this type are clearly 
required in order to clarify the effect of offender and bystander 
characteristics. A wider range of offenders (varying, for example, 
in sex, age, and race) should be employed, preferably within a 
single study. Terry and Steffensmeier (1973) also suggest that 
characteristics of the corporate victims should be compared as 
these affect the rate of reporting shoplifting incide, '1;S. 
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The results of field experiments on bystander response to shop
lifting episodes might also be followed up through analysis of 
physical traces. In the past few years many stores have installed 
closed circuit television systems in an effort to curb shoplifting. 
Cameras peel' down at customers from a variety of angles and 
relay pictures to a monitor screen (or a bank of monitors) watched 
by a single attendant. Through the cooperation of management, 
it would pruve quite feasible (technically and economically) to 
simultaneously record these pictures by mee,ns of portable video
tape recorders. Through analysis of the resulting videotapes, the 
noticing. reactions of bystanders to any detected incidents of shop
lifting, for example, could be rated by the procedures of Gelfand 
et al. (1973). The effect of social characteristics and of the 
presence of other bystanders on such noticing reactions could 
also be observed, although their effects on reporting behaviors 
(analogous to the results of Steffensmeier and rrel'ry 1973) might 
prove less amenable to analysis of videotapes of nonmanipulated 
shopping behavior. 

Indirect Victims 

A crime 01' series of crimes has wider impact on the citizen 
community extending beyond the impact on the direct victims. 
Such an event may lead to a wave of panic purchases of locks and 
guns, to a wave of citizens being stopped and frisked on the 
street, to increa~~~d insurance rates, to a general curfew or (.\H';-" 

tailment of retail business hours, to diminished availabilit~ ,:,( 
taxi cabs, to increased racial tensions, 01.' to parental curtailment 
of children's activities. Such a ripple effect engendered by com
munity response to a crime 01' crime series represents a significant 
indirect cost of crime. When one citizen is victimized directly, 
the entire community is victimized indirectly to some degree. 
Such indirect victimization is a little-studied area deserving of 
much greater attention (Conklin 1975). 

Neighborhood groceries 01' pharmacies are frequently forced 
to close as a result of criminal victimization (directly, through 
excessive losses in robbery or through murder of the owner, or 
indirectly, through inability to obtain or afford insurance). In 
high-crime areas, the closing of such establishments has particu
larly adverse effects upon neighborhood residents (Reiss 1969). 

This not only causes a decline in the services available to the 
people, forcing a rise in prices because of a reduction in 
competition and consuming more of their time in shopping 
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because they must go greater distances to do their marketing; 
it also increases the dangers they must face. At night, large 
numbers of people do not go out of their houses. If a perso:1 
must go to a store, an exact route is often followed tha~ IS 

calculated to avoid dangerous blocks and corners. Each tIme 
a store is closed the people who depend on it must suffer the 
anxieties and d~ngers involved in testing and developing a 
relatively safe route to a new store (Rubinstein 1973, p. 354.) 

'1'he study of such effects lends itself well to the type of research 
design that Biderman (1966CL, pp. 272-301) has designated as the 
anticipatory study with standbY research capability. That is, the 
researcher need not wait until such a store closes before under
taking his research, attempting after the fact to identify the 
former patrons of that store, their former shopping patterns 
alld anxieties, and their new patterns and COI:.cerns. Such a pro .. 
cedm:e places undue reliance on retrospective information, particu
larly fallible concerning subjective aspects. Bider~~n su~ge~ts 
that an event-such as a store closing-may be anticipater wlth 
high probability, though perhaps with considerable u.ncertainty as 
to when where and with what effect. In such cIrcumstances, 
baseline '("befor~") data might reasonably be collected in anticipa
tion of the event and a standby research capability maintained for 
mobilization should the anticipated event occur, providing occasion 
for the collection of effect ("after") data. 

In such a study, the researcher might choose to obtain objective 
and subjective information on the shopping patterns of a .large 
sample of ndghborhood residents by means of respondent mter
vi.ew survey, in the reasonable anticipation that one or more 
neighborhood stores would be forced to close within the rela.tive~y 
near future. Upon conclusion of the survey, he would mamtam 
contact with the neighborhood (and his dormant survey staff). 
If one or more of the stores did close, he would reinterview the 
same panel of respondents to assess the effects-perhaps once at 
the time the closing is announced and again a month later when 
the respondent's new patterns had become established. If the 
researcher's anticipation did not materialize (no store closed 
before his initial survey panel became too scattered), he at least 
has obtained cross-sectional data for a description of neighborhood 
shopping patterns in a high-crime area. 

To choose al10ther example of indirect victimization, the wave 
of airline skyjacking triggered a heavy deployment of security 
personnel and equipment in order to prevent armed passengers 
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from boarding airliners. In addition to the indirect financial 
burden of this security system, the traveling public had imposed 
on it additional delays, queuing time, and invasions of person and 
property. In many airports, friends and family were no longer 
permitted to enter the boarding area to see passengers off or to 
meet them. In evaluating this security program, such social costs 
should be directly considered, if for no other reason than that their 
imposition may have a dampening effect on potential airline 
patronage. 

A researcher might undertake a conjoint observation-interview 
survey of passenger reactions to undergoing the security checks. 
For example, the researcher might take up a position beyond the 
clearance area and visually select a rigorous systematic sample 
of passengers. He could then systematically observe the manner 
and the various possible outcomes of the check procedures and the 
passenger's overt reactions to them. For example, a passenger 
who failed the automatic metal detector test and was then sub
jected to frisk may become overtly belligerent, humiliated, or 
unexpressive. Each of the sampled passengers could then be ap
proached for a short respondent interview to determine some of 
his personal characteristics and his expressed reactions toward 
security personnel and procedures and toward continued airline 
travel. It might be found, for example, that female passengers 
frisked by male security officers are more unfavorable to continued 
airline travel than those frisked by female officers, or that overtly 
embarrassed passengers are more unfavorable to continued travel 
than are overtly belligerent passengers. 

Indirect Bystanders 

Just as every citizen is indirectly victimized by any crime, so 
is every member of the offended community an indirect bystander 
to that crime, who mayor may not through his reactions to the 
crime indirectly mobilh;c. the criminal justice system of that 
community. Civilian reaction to crime, generating community 
political pressures, is ultimately the most significant determinant 
of the character and functioning of the criminal justice system. 
Community norms and pressures determine which offenses and 
offenders are policed and punished, for example, and determine 
whether the police force is crime-oriented or the courts are 
corrupt. 

Community reaction to crime is largely channeled and mani-
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fested through the actions of its news media. Newspaper and 
television news coverage of both crime and the crimi.nal justice 
system exert very important influence on citizen reactions and 
ultimately, thereby, on the criminal justice system itself. Police, 
courts, and corrections are acutely sensitive to the possibility of 
news media coverage producing public outcry concerning their 
operations. Adverse publicity concerning even an isolated em
barrassing incident is feared, and the possibility of a sustained 
expose and reform crusade by newspaper or television is particu
larly dreaded, :for once such a media crusade is undertaken, 
political pressures on the criminal justice agency nearly always 
force at least token adjustments in agency staffi.ng, organization, 
or procedures. 

Following Wiseheart's (1922) study, several studies have shown 
that the amount of news coverage devoted to crime is substantially 
unrelated to the actual amount of crime, both overall and by type 
of crime (e.g., Roshiel' 1973). Some types of crime (especially 
murder, but also all other crimes against the person, robbery, 
fraud, blackmail, and drugs) are significantly over-covered, while 
other types receive disproportionately low coverage. 

By combining measures of news coverage (Harris 1932) and 
ofHcial cdme rate statistics with respondent interview surveys 
o:f: citizen perceptions o:f: crime, other studies (Davis 1952; Roshier 
1973) have suggested that public perceptions and concern about 
crime may be more importantly influenced by amount of crime 
coverage than by amount of actual crime. 

Some factors in determining the amount of crime coverage are 
explained by Rock (1973). Whether, and how, a particular crime 
receives news coverage is primarily a function of its unusualness, 
seriousness, human interest, and drama (Roshier 1973). Although 
'editors and producers greatly influence the treatment of crime 
110\VS, the primary discretionary decisions in media reaction to 
crimes are made by crime reporters. The good crime reporter 
probably has the best overall view of crime and criminal justice 
of any agent in the community. His relationships with criminals, 
police, courts, jails, political figures, and the public should be the 
envy of any criminologist. Virtually unstudied, the crime reporter 
represents not only an untapped resource for the criminological 
researcher as field sponsor and expert informant, but also a vital 
agent of community reaction whose activities and discretionary 
decisions would repay direct field study (Tunstall 1971). 

News coverage of crime importantly shapes public definitions 
and images of cl'irninal types (Turner and Surace 1956; Cohen 
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1972) and com~unity areas (Fuller and Myers 1941; Young 
1971), and often thereby determines community response to such 
persons and areas (Sutherland 1950; Young 1971). The volume by 
Cohen and Young (1973) represents an excellent anthology of 
research on the selection, presentation, and effects of news cover
age of crime and deviance. 

Although largely shaped by the news media, public reaction 
to a crime or series of crimes must itseJ:E be measured. As noted 
earlier, respondent interview surveys occasionally study public 
perceptions and fear of crime, opinions on police and court effec
tiveness, and desired criminal legislation. 

An a'lternative approach to measuring public reaction to crime 
is to rely upon unobtrusive standardized observation of spon
taneous conversations in public places, encoding all comments 
bearing upon crime and criminal justice, in much the spirit of the 
British Mass-Observation movement (Madge and Harrison 1939). 
Upon exhaustive review of the development of general conversa
tional sampling studies, Webb et al. (1966) conclude that: 

(t) he essential problems have been the representativeness of 
the sample collected. The unobserved observer ... must be 
sensitive to the limitations of self-selection of subjects, a 
problem of external validity, and the limitations of the prob
able partial character of pl,lblic-conversation samples. Any 
public conversation may be constrained because of the "dan
ger" of being overheard. Many of the inaudible comments in 
public are likely to be drawn from a different popUlation of 
topics than those loudly registered. . Moreover, . . . the 
method requires a careful selection of both p1ace- and time
sampling units to increase representativeness, and these 
controls will not be the same over different geographic locales. 
Sampling bus conversations in Los Angeles and in Chicago 
yields a population of very different subjects. Moreover, these 
data are typically loosely packed, and it takes a substantial 
investment in time and labor to produce a large enough 
residual pool of relevant data. For all these limitations, how
ever, there are research problems for which private com
mentary is not a significant worry, for whkh the adroit 
selection of locales and times can circumvent selective popu
lation characteristics, and for which the issue is of sufficient 
currency in the public mind to reduce the dross rate. For 
these situations, conversational sampling is a sensitive and 
faithful source of information. (pp.133-134.) 
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Public commentary on crime and criminal jusfice would seem to 
be a problem of just this sort. Spontaneous public conversations 
in stores, bars, restaurants, barber and beauty shops, lobbies, 
bus stations and airports, subways, buses, commuter trains, taxis, 
parks, parties, or business and residential sidewalks are unlikely 
to resort to whispered or censored comments when the topic of 
crime arises. Careful attention to time-, locale-, and person
sampling within such places is likely to generate a reasonably 
representative sample of public conversations. The dross-rate 
problem may be diminished by piggybacking studies of other 
publicly expressed concerns (e.g., race relations, inflation) onto 
the conversational sampling study of public commentary on crime. 

Further validity might be obtained by moving from a simple 
cross-sectional survey to a before-after comparison design, so 
that representativeness of sampling becomes subordinated to com
pm'ability of sampling in the two waves of observation. For 
example, the first wave of conversational sampling might be 
undertake):l as the base-line stage h1 an anticipatory study with 
standby research capability (see page 148; Bidennan 1966a). 
Such a design might be appropriate for research in a small city 
where two or three murders a year might be expected. The base
line measurement could be undertaken at any point when no local 
murder was a salient public concern, thereafter maintaining a 
standby capability for a second wave of conversational sampling in 
the anticipation of occurrence of a local murder and attendant 
publicity and concern. If the sampling in both waves were closely 
comparable, the results of such a study would measure the increase 
in expressed public concerns about crime produced by a single 
serious crime and the resultant news coverage of it. The addition 
of a third or even a fourth wave of data collection would permit 
assessment of the rate of subsequent decline in citizen concel'll. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Observing the Police 

~f all the official agencies in the criminal justice system, the 
polIce exercise discretion over far the largest number of citizens. 
The discretion of the police officer to decide whether an offense 
has occuJ.'red and, if so, what police action should be taken has 
surely been experienced by anyone who drives an automobile. A 
citizen driving 5 m.p.h. above the posted speed limit, in view of a 
p.olice c~r, knows that the officer may 01' may not stop him, may 
tIcket hIm or issue a warning. Moreover, the citizen knows that 
the car ahead of him, though speeding identically, may not be 
stopped by that officer. That is to say that citizens are well aware 
of the disparity of outcomes that derive from the discretionary 
powers of the police. 

Much of the social science research on the police during the 
past decade 01' so has been directed toward analysis of police dis
cretion and resultant disparities, a direction reflected in the 
present review. 

THE VARIETIES OF POLICE WORK AND 
THEIR STUDY 

Reiss and Bordua (1966) attempt to show how police discretion 
and disparity stem in good part from the general organization of 
modern police work. As a largely reactive force, primarily 
dependent upon citizen mobilization, the police officer functions in 
criminal law much like a private attorney functions in civil law
determining when the victim's complaint warrants formal action 
and encouraging private settlement of disputes whenever possible. 
Among such private arrangements protected by the police are 
included their own relationships with various categories of citi
zen.s, so t~at the degree to which formal legality is extended by 
polIce to dIfferent categories of citizens varies considerably. Such 
disparate treatment is difficult to control, given that policing is a 
highly decentralized operation involving widl~spread spatial de
ployment of large numbers of officers working alone or in very 
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small units beyond the range of effective direct supervision. 
Decisions by officers thus do not lend themselves to either com
mand 01' review; beyond trah)ing, briefings, and policies, control 
over officers largely takes the form of productivity demands-for 
volume of alTf'sts, parking tickets, pedestrian stops, etc. (Rubin
stein 1973, pp. 43-54). Skolnick (1966) argues that the police 
officer is confronted with conflicting demands by his organization: 
productivity and adherence to a t:\et of formal procedures that make 
productivity difficult 01' impossible. Since productivity is a matter 
of record an.d pl'ocedural adhe~'ence is of low visibility to the 
officer's superiors (though of central importance to the courts), 
officers tend to resolve their dile1'.\1ma in favor of productivity. 

Having so resolved, police are frequently faced with the situa
tion that the legal outcome of the'il' formal actions (e.g., arrests) 
are unsuccessful. Theil' se11se (If competence and morality is 
affronted. "Many police see two broad classes of violators-those 
who deserve to be punished and those who do not. For the police, 
justice is done by them, when th,\;y let a man go; he does not 
deserve to be punished. But justice must be done by some other 
nwcms when they arrest" (Reiss and Bordua 1966, pp. 37-38). 
If the prosecutor and the COUl'ts an:) not seen as constituting such 
other means, the police frequently 'will employ their own means of 
achieving justice 'Without trial-such as harassment, incivility, 
and even brutality (Skolnick 1966; Reiss 1971.b, pp. 121-156). 

One fUl'ther feature of the general organization of modern 
policing that contribuks to police dtSlcretion over citizens is that 
although police are charged with enforcement of the law, they 
are also assigned primary responsibil'ity for maintaining the public 
order and very heavy responsibility for providing a wide range 
of civic services (infonnational, paramedical, etc.). In a given 
situation, these responsibilities may l\:ot be compatible; the officer 
may choose to ignore a minor la,v v\\olation in order to sustain 
his current involvement in maintaining order 01' transporting an 
injured person to the hospital. 

There are more than <10,000 public law enforcement agencies 
in the United States (U.S. President'~; Commission on Law En
forcement and the Administration of JU".\\tice 1967), as well as some 
4,000 private security agencies (KalmUk and Wildhorn 1971). 
These public and private police agenc!es vary widely in legal 
jurisdiction, size, resources, internal organization, and community 
role. Despite the recent upsurge in re8earch on police, only a 
very narrow segment of this wide range (If police agencies has been 
the object of direct study. Wilson (~968a, 1968b) has analyzed 
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certain variations in the internal organization of police agencies 
emphasizing variations in the community role of police agencies~ 
the predominant administrative emphasis placed on the various 
police responsibilities. 

In these works, Wilson found that some agencies are char
acterized by a watchman style, emphasizing the responsibility for 
maintaining public order. The policeman in such an agency sees 
himself as a peace officer, ignoring or handling informally many 
minor violations of the law and paying much greater attention 
to local variation in the demand for law enforcement and order 
mainten~nce. The role of peace officer affords the policeman very 
great discretion since peace-keeping is poorly structured by law 
or by agency regulation. Other agencies exhibit a service style 
in which citizens expect more personalized attention by police to 
their private needs and demands. The predominant role of the 
policeman is one of public servant. Finally, other agencies display 
a legalistic style in which law enforcement takes precedence over 
order maintenance or public services. The policeman is viewed 
as a law officer, treating even minor violations as matters for 
arrest. 

Banton (1964) had proposed that the style of policing in a stable 
community is a reflection of the moral consensus in that com
munity. Wilson (1968a, 1968b) and Gardiner (1969) found evi
dence that police agencies may indeed apply local standards of 
policing, communicated in part through the pressures of com
munity politics. Clark (1965) showed that the attitudes of police 
officers tend to be significantly more similar to those of the public 
than are the attitudes of other public agency personnel. 

Cain (1971, 1973) has probed most deeply into the manner in 
which the police officer's role is shaped by the local community 
through community influences on the nature of the police depart
ment. In a comparative study of one rural and one urban police 
department in England, Cain sought to analyze the policeman's 
role as a resultant of the influences of three reference gl'OUpS
his family, his community, and his department. 

The methodology of Cain's study deserves some special attention 
as an application of field methods. Her research design was 
essentially a standardized respondent interview survey of a 
systematic sample of officers in each department, conjoined with 
concomitant participant observation of patrol work in each depart
ment (Cain 1973, pp. 7-13, 24,7-285). Over time, however, the 
primary focus of the design shifted. The participant observation: 

-
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. . . was first intended simply to enliven the rather bald 
discussion of tabulated responses; very rapidly it became 
evident that it also served the purpose of establishing nVPPo1·t, 
so that in many cases it would be fair to say that it was the 
observation work which made the interviews possible. I 
would guess . . . that it also improved their validity . . . 
'The observational records make it possible to 'go behind' the 
interview data so that the responses given are themselves 
explained in terms of the structure of the policeman's life 
space and the sense which he makes of it. 

. . . As my knowledge of on-going police work became 
more complete the inappropriateness of many of the [inter
view] items became increasingly evident, on two levels. First, 
some of the situations and sentiments about which questions 
were asked were more meaningful in the researcher's wod(l 
than in the policeman's. Second, even when the situation OL' 

feeling under discussion was one which was recognized by the 
policeman, it was not always presented or expressed in his 
concepts Or language, so that he was constantly having to 
make conceptual leaps . . . For these reasons when the [in
terview] data and observational data conflict-as in the 
discussion of differential interdependence with the community 
in rural and mban areas, which is not fully reflected in the 
scaled scores or in the responses to the hypothetical situa
tions-in these cases I have chosen to' regard the data gathered 
by observation and informal conversation as more valid than 
those gathered in answer to the structured interview ques
tions. (Cain 1973, pp. 9-10.) 

Relatively few field studies will delve so deeply into the effects 
of community type and agency type on the role performance of 
the policeman. Nevertheless, variations in the nature of police 
organizations do appear to be an important determinant of varia
tions in officer conduct; wider comparative analysis of police 
agency organization remains an imperative need in criminological 
research. 

One relatively inexpensive field study approach that holds some 
promise is what some ethnologists call field-manual ethnogmphy. 
As this approach was first employed in the 19th century, knowl
edgable external informants-each in contact with a different 
culture or organization in the set to be compared-are asked by 
mail to ans"wer a specific set of questions about the organization 
with which they are in contact. In more contemporary develop-
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ments (D. Campbell and Levine 1970), fieldworkers known to 
be currently in contact with relevant organizations are each asked 
to carry out a small number of informant interviews with members 
of his own subject organization, in accordance with a standardized 
interview guide, or field manual. In either fashion, the initial 
costs and difficulties of establishing working field relations with. 
a number of organizations have already been absorbed by the 
independent projects, thus effectively subsidizing the costs of 
the comparative research. Sociological fieldworkers known to be 
engaged in independent studies of police organizations could 
profitably be approached to participate in such field-manual 
ethnography, adding greatly to our comparative knowledge of the 
varieties of police organization. 

A related approach, of comparable cost efficiency, is the mail 
questionnaire survey of knowledgable inte1'nal informants in . , 
whIch several members of each organization occupying compara-
ble positions across organizations are sent questionnaires asking 
them to report on specific aspects of their own organization. Mail 
surveys of internal informants are not unknown in research on 
police (e.g., Ward 1971), but recent methodological refinements 
permitting new heights of rigor (Seidler 1974) invite renewed 
application to the study of police organization. 

Beyond the effect of the organizational nature of the police 
agency as a whole, the policeman's conduct may be greatly in
fluenced by his position within that agency. While police work 
varies among agencies, in the case of large agencies police work 
and perspectives on policing may vary even more widely ~vithin 
a single agency. The patrolman "does police work different from the 
(letective, the captain from the corporal, and the headquarters 
sergeant from the beat sergeant. Division, rank, and setting 
importantly affect the work and perspectives of policemen. Oddly 
enough, few field studies have seriously examined such intra
agency factors. 

The American Bar Foundation studies employed team partici
pant observation to investigate the functioning of various divisions 
within each of a number of police agencies (particularly well 
within the Detroit Police Department) (McIntyre 1967). As a 
solo participant observer, Skolnick (1966) undertook comparative 
study of divisions within one West Coast department. Cain (1971, 
1973) and Westley (1970) employed conjoint participant observa
tion-respondent interview survey design in similar studies. Tifft 
(1970) employed a field staff to conduct direct observation surveys 
of the field activities of several divisions of the Chicago Police 
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Department, conjoined with his own respondent interview survey 
of the corresponding divisional sergeants in his study of police 
~lUpervisiol1. 

Although these studies cut across ranks as well as divisions, 
the 'l'ifft (1970) study of sergeants stands out as perhaps the 
most explicit study of any of the supervisory ranks. Almost all 

• research on police work has focused on the activity of personnel 
in the lowest ranks. 

Similarly, the maj ority of police studies have largely confined 
themselves to an examination of the work of the patrol division, 
easily the largest division in any modern police agency. Such 
studies have been very productive, however, and have introduced 
important advances in the application of field methods. 

For example, the large-scale direct observation survey of patrol 
work within three types of police command structures (Boston, 
Chicago, and Washington, D.C.), undertaken by Albert J. Reiss, 
Jr. for the National Crime Commission, did much to establish the 
utility and feasibility of the direct observation survey design 
(Reiss 1968, 1971.c~, 1971b; Black and Reiss 1967, 1970; Black 
1968) . 

Within each city, a purposive sample of comparable high-crime 
black and white police precincts was selected. Within each pre
cinct, a probability sample of tours of patrol duty was drawn. 
Twelve trained observers were assigned to these sampled 8-hour 
tours of duty in each city. During each tour, the observer main
tained a bare list of police-citizen encounters. At the conclusion 
of the tour, the observer recorded his observations by completing 
a standardized, precoded observation schedule (much like a ques
tionnaire or an interview schedule). One schedule recorded a 
detailed summary of overall activity and police conduct during the 
tour. In addition, a more detailed schedule was completed for each 
police-citizen encounter; the content of the schedule varied some
what, depending on the source of the encounter-dispatch, citizen 
field mobilization, 01' on-view response by the patrolmen. (See the 
appendix for a copy of the schedule for a radio dispatched en
counter.) Overall, through 7 weeks of observation in each city, the 
observers reported on 5,360 mobilizations (of which 28 percent 
failed to produce any transactions with citizens). The accuracy of 
each completed schedule was thoroughly reviewed by a field 
supervisor. 

Tifft (1970) employed very similar procedures, with more 
highly detailed observational schedules, supplemented by rather 
minutely detailed narrative accounts of each police-citizen en-
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counter, dictated (through a tape recorder) upon completion of 
each schedule. 

The demonstrated utility of such detailed hard data on police
citizen interaction obtained through direct observation survey 
design encouraged others to seek even mOre highly detailed inter
action data, comparable to interaction analysis as it is carried ollt 
in the social psychological laboratory. Rathel' than taking an 
entire police-citizen encounter as the basic unit of data collection, 
each utterance or gesture by officer 01' citizen could be categorized, 
thus permitting deeper analysis of the interaction sequence. Rich
ard Sykes and John P. Clark designed a similar direct observation 
survey of police-citizen encounters in Minneapolis, employing a 
staff of trained field observers to accompany and observe patrol 
tours (R. Sykes and Clark, in press; Lundman 1974). 

The relatively microscopic detail of their observations precluded 
primary reliance on post-tour recording or the use of an observa
tional schedule for recording observations. Sykes and Clark 
instead devised a category system (derived from Bales' Interaction 
Process Analysis and similar observational category systems) and 
adapted existing electronic hardware for instantaneous digital 
recording. Observers then instantly categorize and encode each 
act of officer or citizen and record a digital code identifying the 
actor, the act, and its recipient. The recording is accomplished by 
pressing digitized buttons (much like dialing a touch-tone tele
phone) on the battery-powered recording device. '1'his instrument, 
of approximately the size and weight of a standard dictionary, 
contains an automatic timing device and a cassette tape recorder, 
so that each code entered is permanently recorded along with the 
time of its entry. At the conclusion of each tour, the cassette was 
electronically read into a standard computer, which entered the 
data into a cumulative data i1le and also printed out a visual 
record of the data for that tour. Trained supervisors then re
viewed the printed record with the observers for accuracy of 
recording, and any errors were corrected within the computer's 
data file (Wallen and Sykes 1974). 

Use of this Minnesota Data Collection and Reduction System 
(MIDCARS) in team research, employing direct observation sur
vey design, raises several general methodological questions in 
pointed form. 

First, although Sykes and Clark report few adverse reactions 
by police or citizens, the visible presence of the recording device 
might be expected to add to any possible reactive effects of the 
presence of an observer. Perhaps by now citizens are accustomed 
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to police adoption of an immense variety of novel hardware and 
are prepared to assimilate this instrument to walkie-talkies and 
the like. In any case, the emotional potential of police-citizen en
counters is such that only in the most casual encounters was the 
recording instrument likely even to be noticed. 

Second, the use of very complex category systems by several 
observers (by the Reiss and Sykes and Clark teams) raises to 
an acute level the general concern about reliability of observa
tional elata. Methodological studies have shown interobserver 
agreement to be generally overestimated and difficult to maintain 
even through use of continuing spot checks (Jones, Reid, and 
Patterson, forthcoming). Intel'observer agreement is found to be 
inversely related to complexity of the code and of the behavior to 
be recorded. More comprehensive designs -[or analyzing facets in 
the reliability of observational scores (Medley and Mitzel 1963; 
Cl'onbach et a1. 1972) enable more discriminating assessment of 
the effects of using several observers. Resu Its of such analyses 
(e.g., Jones, Reid, and Patterson, forthcoming) tend to indicate 
that with adequate training and control, multiple observers can 
indeed apply rather complex codes to behaviors in var;ying situa
tions such that the resulting observational scores exhibit quite 
satisfactory reliability (01' generalizability). In the Sykes and 
Clark study, continual monitoring and retraining of observers did 
result in quite adequate reliability of observation (R. Sykes and 
Clarl<, in. press) . 

Despite these landmark advances, solo participant observation 
of the traditional sort has retained an important role in the study 
of patrolmen (Hubinstein 1973; Buckner 1967). Rubinstein's 
account of patrol in Philadelphia represents perhaps the most 
thoroughly penetrating analysis of patrol 'work yet available. 

Other ll1ternal divisions of police agencies have received less 
attention. Skolnick (1966), Tifft (1970), and Gardiner (1969) 
examined the distinctive work life of police "\vithin the traffic divi
sion, and 'l'ifft's (1970) study included direct observation survey 
of police work within the tactical force division. The work of 
juvenile officers has been studied by Goldman (1963), Wilson 
(1968[('), and Cicourel (1968). 

Detectives and vice control officers received important attention 
in the relatively comprehensive studies of police agencies by 
Skolnick (1966), Westley (1970), Cain (1973), and rrifI't (1970). 
Additionally, several solo partiCi\pant observation studies have 
dealt solely with detectives and/or vice officers (Cummins 1967; 
DeFleur 1975; Schiller, in preparation; Sanders and Daudistel 
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1974). These studies indicate significant variation h1 detective 
or vice work according to offense-type specializations among 
offic~rs. Ward (1971) sought to compare the effectiveness of 
speCIalists and generalists, in a conj oint participant observation
respondent interview survey design applied to two large police 
dep~rtments, supplemented by a mail questionnaire survey of a 
nahonal sample of other departments. 
Whate~er the ranks and divisions included in a study, virtually 

every polIce study has confined data collection almost exclusively 
to the street activities of the police. The district or precinct station 
hOl~se is both the organizational locus of most police work (Rubin
stem 1973 ~ and the site of most post-arrest processing of suspects. 
The Ame.l'lcan B~r Foundation studies (e.g., McIntyre 1967) paid 
~ystemahc attenhon to station house booking, search, photograph
mg ~ncl ~n~erprinting, detention, and interrogation of suspects, 
~s clId TIfft s o,hsel'vers (although those data have not been pub
lIshed). Skoll1lck (1966) and Heiss and Black (1967) included 
son:e study of interrog·ation. Yet another important setting of 
polIce work-central headquarters-has virtually escaped direct 
study, even though city-wide divisions, central records, dis
patchers, and central detention facilities are situated there. 

I.n general, the:l, it is to be desired that the growing' body of 
polIce research WIll more thoroughly and systematically take into 
~ccount the very considerable inter- and intra-agency diversity 
111 police conduct (Clark and Sykes 197tl). 

POLICE DISCRETION AND DISPARITY 

In the conduct of the many varieties of police work officers 
e~erci.se dis~r~tion over citizens in making a considerable range 
o~ polIce declslOns. As a result of large numbers of officers making' 
dIscretionary decisions, disparities in treatment of citizens arise 
among officers. 

One important focus of research, then, is to seek an uncler
~tanding ~f police. discl:etion. The prototypical research design 
IS to exa:nlll: ~he dI~crebonal'Y decisions of a single officer, seeking 
to explam chfIerenbal outcomes as a Iunction of the nature of the 
offense and the nature of the offender. (For the results to be of 
much significance, of course, parallel analyses would have to be 
made for a number of comparable officers.) 

In the previous chapter, the nature of offenses and of offenders 
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ft'N!iVf!d Homc' diHC'uHHlon. One approach to the ge=le:'al discretion 
tlegign is to examine th(~ effect of H"zericcl ('/laracierlsilcs of offenses 
(£!.:1!,., d(~gr(!e of harm done) and of offenders (e.g" age, sex, ~'a:e, 
ihtcmH'tiv(>, dmneanol', pl'ior police l'ecol'd) upon treatment 1 e
(·eiv(!c1. AUuthel' approfwh h~ to Qxamine the effect~ of types of 
oifemwf( (,.g" robhery VI;. theft from i1. person) and of offenders 
(r',J!,., profesHional lwavy VR. occasional property offender) up~n 
tr('fttrrwnt l'(~('('.iv(~d. Preferably. the typologies to be employed 111 

flut'h a }It udjr would lw the tYj)ologi(~fl ordinarily u~ed by t,he officers 
th(!mlWlvNI (if any), but alternatively, typologIes del'l~e~ from 
1'1'iminoJogieal th(!ory or rCHNtrch might be e,mployed. Vi h~chever 
tho HiHU'('n of the typologies, thpy must cmnpl'lse an exl~austlVe and 
mutually (!xdusiv(' H(!t of types, and the researcher lumself must 
apply tJH! tYIllllogy to the caRCS. , . 

Wlwthm' tIl(! oIf('lUl(!S !tnd offend(;I'$ are e1asslfied lJy means ~f 
!owlccted ('hm'lwtm'isties or of typologies, the sta~hltical an~lysls 
of the trcatment dala mUHt he mullivariate in deSIgn. That IS, to 
IIHHC~l'I the I'lreC't of. ~ay, the' nature of the of render on treatment 
ollt('Ol1Hl, the l'('searc'h must through s~atistica~ l:l'oceclures .h.OI~ 
('OllHlanL thu (IITt!d of the nature of the oflel1se. SImIlarly, assessll1<> 
the ()lre('~ of Uw nature of the ofl'tmse on treatment ol~tcome 
l't'(l\liN!~ holding eOl1filant the effect of the nature of the of:I:ender. 
Whf.'lWVm' possilJl(), both effectH should be so analyzed, thus per
mitting- 111(' )'c;;clll'dwl' to judge which effect is more imp~rtant. 
If tlw data and tIl(> l't'senrch,'l"s gtn:tistical resources pel'm~t, the 
l'ltatiHticnl illtc>radiol1, ot' joint effect. of offense and offender 
~h()llld nls(l b(' examhwd. , . 

A l'('latNl line of 1'('tlon1'ch deal::; with disparity, of ;ltlzen tre.at
lnmlt among ()ml'el'~, '1'he prototypic reseUl.'ch deSl.gn IS t.o exanune 
tlill'('l'(llH'l'S in treatment outcome among' officers ,for a, ~ll1gl0 CO~1-
hill::l.tion of oll'ense and on'cnder types. By l'elat1l1~ chflel'enc:-~ 111 
I) (>I'sOlH1.1 nut! ('ontoxtual characteristics of the ofh~ers ,to chffel'
('nt'es in ll'<')!1tl11Cnt of citizens in thifl standn:rcl sltt;abon, some 
nndel'stnmling' of the s~nn:ces of clispm'ity may be gamed, 

Hoth of thl'::;(~ g(luN'ul l'PtlNl1'ch designs "vill be l'ef7lTed~0 
fl'l·(ltlt'lltly tln'oughouf this monograph, as t!ley are apphc~hle to 
tlll' study of tlll' functioning' of n wide v~U'lety of agents 111 the 
('l'hninnl'justit'c system. Suc:h :furthcl,' applications may be located 
thl'oq~h the. l'netbodologicnl index to this monograph. . 

gxi!:ltinl-r l1olit't' studIos suggest much about the range of dlS
l'l'('tionnry tlel'ifll(HlR nmel1uble to research m~d some of the fact~rs 
inflUl'llt'iug' both dixcrctiol1 und disparity. Smce ~l~e b:llk of ~ohce 
w()l'l{ is tmdt'l'tnkt'll in 1'(';:;1)011S0 to citizen moblbznholls, c1IS(~re-
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tionary decisions in such reactive police work will be reviewed 
first. 

Because radio dispatched patrol work is the largest proportion 
of police work, the communications center is at the heart of modern 
police organization, yet is almost unstudied, save for Rubinstein's 
(1973, pp. 69-123) analysis of radio dispatch crews in Philadel
phia. The dispatch crew answel'l) all telephone calls made to the 
police emergency number, interviews the callers to identify the 
nature and location of the reported problems, and decides whether 
to dispatch a pa hoI cal', In a study of calls to three departments, 
Bercal (1970) found that 20-40 percent of the calls are handled 
without dispatching a cal'. Many of the calls are requests for 
services or information, complaints about the police, etc. (Bercal 
1970; Reiss 1971b, pl', 8-15, 70-72; Cumming et aI. 1965; Webster 
1973). Even calls on ostensibly criminal matters are frequently 
crank calls or essentially civil matters in the eyes of the police. 
Direct study of factors influencing the dispatcher's discretionary 
response to citizen emergency calls is much needed and is facili
tated by the police practice of maintaining recordings of the 
dispatchers' telephone conversations and radio output, Little is 
known of the influencing factors, although McIntyre (1967) men
tions a few examples, slich as judged intoxication of the com
plainant. 

If the dispatcher does decide to dispatch a car, he must decide 
the nature of the assignment (e.g., "open property" vs. "bur
glary") and which car to assign. Such assignment tends to be 
made on the lJasis of territoriall'espol1sibility of cars, though such 
is frequently confounded by momentary worl< loads, in which 
case proximity to the scene may become the operative basis. 
Rubinstein (1973) also suggests tlmt dispatchers may use assign
ments to chastize patrolmen not on good relations with the 
dispatchers. 

If a caris dispatched on a given aSSignment, the patrolman must 
clecicle whether and how to comply. He may informally signal the 
dispatcher that he is disinclined to accept the assignment, in which 
case the dispatcher may aSRign it to another cal'. III some cases, 
another patrolman may ask to take an assignment which he knows 
is distasteful to the assignee or to which his caris closer. Other
wise, according to Rubinstein. the patrolman must accept the 
dispatcher's assignment. l'he speed and willingness with which 
he complies are another matter, however. He may procrastinate 
on his \yay, only perfunctOrily investigate. the location, or even lie 
about having investigated the calL Some of the factors in patrol-

) 
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men's response to dispatch assignments are suggested in Rubin

stein (1973, pp. 87-123), 
If the patrolman does investigate a call, he frequently must 

decide whether a crime has been committed. Reiss (1971b) found 
that in Chicago, while citizens defmecl. 58 percent of their com
plaints as criminal matters, pah'olmen responding to these dis
pate'hes officiallY processed only 17 percent as criminal matters. 
.(n many cases, of course, what citizens regard as criminal is, at 
law, a civil or private matter. In other cases, such as disputes and 
clistul.'bances, the officer could reasonably process a matter as 
c):iminal but prefers to treat it as a civil or private matter. In 
many instances, because the complainant withholds information 
upon the arrival of the officer, the poUce are left with inadequate 
grounds to process a m~'\.tter as criminal. Black (1968, pp. 188-
19

t
J; 1970) found tbat police tended to follow the preferences of 

complainants in decicling to process incidents formany or inform
Etl1y, especially when the complainants were deferential to the 
officers. Detectives subsequently assigned to investigate reported 
crimes h8.V(l strong incentive to unfound the report whenever 
plausible in orde!' to improve the division's clearance rate. rrhe 
classic study of the decision as to whether crimo has occurred is 
the American Bar Foundation l'esearch, as repr,)l·ted in Tiffany, 

McIntyre, arid Rotenberg (1967), 
Of course, reactive police entry into afield situation gives rise 

to numerous other possible action decisions by the patrolman-to 
provide assistance 01' suggestions, to make threats or eml)loy 
l1eCe!lSHl'Y force, to frisk or interrogate suspects, to call for the 
neld I:\erge~mt, etc, All of these discretionary actions have been 
studied in one fashion 01' another and might well be approached 
through the general discretion and disparity designs. 

If in the reactive situation it )s decided that a crime has 
occurred, the police ,vill seek to obtain from witnesses an iden
tification 01' description of the offenders, If the whereabouts of 
the offenders is unknown, a description of the offenders 'will be 
comm11l1icated to patrolmen in an effort to locate and identify 
the offenders. Rubinstein (1973, pp. 227-235) suggests some of 
the factors that influence patrolmen's decision to stop and inter
rogate pal'tiCl,llar citizens in the attempt to locate and identify 

the described offenders. 
The most frequently discussed discretionary action of the police 

Is the decision whether to arr~1st a suspect (IL Sykes et a1. 197Ll) , 
'J~he classic l1CCOUl1t of factors hdluencing' that decision is LaFave 
(1965), reporting the research of the American Bar Foundation 

" " 
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tea~. With respect. to ~rrest for purposes of prosecution, Reiss 
(19 lIb) note~ that m hIS team's observations of citizen-initiated 
encou~ters :vIth the police, officers decided not to make arrests of 
su.spec (s) for. 43 percent of all felonies and 52 percent of all 
mIsd~:neal1ors Judged by the trained observers as situations where 
an anest could have been made on probable cause. 

~omethin~ .other than probable cause is required, then for 
~he officel to, n:al~e ~n arrest . , . His decision . . . will be 
l11fluen:ed,. as It IS 111 the COUl'ts, by the deference and de
~eanol of the .suspect, argument as to mitigating circum
stances, complall1ant preferences for justice and the' II' 
ness of th I . ,., < WI mg-

. . e com~ amant to participate in seeing that it is done. 
Allm all, aJ~ of:hce~' not only satisfies probable cause but also 
cOl:cludes after hIS ca:'eful evaluation that the SZGS1J"ct is 
,Cju~lty and an an'est u; t;herc/o?'e just (Reiss 1971b ' 134-135.) . . . , pp. 

A pa;t of that judgment of justness of arrest also concerns just
ness ,or t~e ~fficer-wh.ether ma~ing the arrest will cost him 1110re 
papel wOlk <md court hme than It is worth (Skolnick 1966) 0 
alter~ative to a1'l'est-~he formal caution-has been ~tudi~d ~; 
St~el (1,?:O). At least. 111 some departments, the decision to arrest 
~o.e~hnot re.st solely v11th the p~l.trolman but is subject to review 

C

k Ie, statIon house desk officCl' and the investigating detectives 
c, myre 1967; Skolnick 1966) . ~ 

. .O~ ~ourse, some important police work is undertaken on the 
l~~t!.abve of the police themselves without citizen mobilization 

.:\'~I~S 19!1b, pp,' ~8-114). The work of traffic and tactical force 
chV~S~O~lS IS prImarIly proactive policing, as are the nondispatched 
act~vltles of ~he. patrol, detective, ~md vice divisions. Proactive 
polIce w~rk Sll11llarly entails discl'etion and disparity that invite 
study t~r ou~h the. g~meralresearch designs for these topics. 

In p:~actIve [ohcmg, the distinctive decision is whether to stop 
a SUS~lCIOUS. pedestrian or automobile for investigation. The most 
compl:hen~lVe acco.u~t of factors that dispose patrolmen to de
velop ~~~cIel~t SUspICIon ~f a particular citizen to justify making a. 
pedest~L<.n 01 car. stop 1~ developed in Rubinstein (1973, pp. 
218-2(6), Other mfluentIal accounts include Piliavin and Briar 
(1964), Werthman and Piliavin (1966), Sullivan and Siegel 
(197,2), and S.acks (1972). The American Bar Fotmdation team 
studled pr?~~bve field stops by patrol and vice divisions (Mc.Intyre 
196:). ~Iffts (1~70) .team observed factors in. field stops by 
patrol, traffic, tactIcal force, vice control, and detective divisions. 

:' ~ , , 
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Gardiner's (1969) studies of traffic law ,enforcement and Skol
nick's (1966) study of vice officers also ~fford u~eful accounts. 

Other than traffic violatiol1s, proactIve. pollce work seldom 
yields on-view detection of criminal events. 111 pro?"l'E~ss, alth.~u.gh 
planned surveillance of sustained, ol'gamzed c~lmll1al. actIVIty 
might be considered an exception. Most proactIve pollce work 
involves a decision as to whether a crime. ~as occurred solely as 
an outcome of the investigation of SUSpICIOUS persons through 
Held stops. Field interrogation, fdsking,. car searche~, and 
searches of the immediate area frequently. ~lVe the office~ cause 
to 1,elieve that a crime has occurred (TIffany, McIntYle, and 
1l0tenbel'g.1967) . 

In such cases, identification and location of the offend~r are 
ol'dinariJy relatively simple; one or more of the. sus~ects IS the 

"'ender The arrest decision is also somewhat slmphfied, as the 
OIL . • , . .• ,( d . h" and 
officer mOre frequently beheves that he has a goo pmc . 
requires no citizen complainant, taking the role o~ complamant 
himself (LaFave] 965). Even here, however, the f~cto.rs of Sl~S
pect demeanor, mitigating circumstances, etc., rema111 mfiuenbal 
in thp. decision to arrest. 

DIVERSION PROGRAMS 

When police believe there is probable cause to believe that a 
crime has been committed by a particular suspect, they may choose 
not to m:rest the suspect for potential prosecution .. In many c~ses, 
the police choose to halt any further formal pO~Ice proce~dmgs 
against the suspect; such a choice represents polIce screemng of 
offenders from the criminal justice system. In othe~ cases, the 
police choose to halt 01' suspend any f~n:ther formal polIce proce:d
ings against the sllspect on the conchhon that he does .s~methll1g 
in rettil'l1 : participate in some specified program or actlvIty.; s.uch 
a choice represents police diversion of offenders fro~ the cnml~al 
·justice system. If a diverted offender does not sabsfy the polIce 
that the condition has been fulfilled, they may resume formal 
police proceedings against him. . . . . . '. 

T'he range of programs 01' <1CbVlbes to Wlll?h polIce may dlVert 
offenders is quite extensive, as is the ~al1ge of off~nders who m.ay 
be diverted. ~L'he types of cases most :frequently dIverted by polIce 
include juvel1ile offenders, domestic dispute o~enders: mentally 
ill offenders, drunkenness offenders, and drug abuse offenders. 
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Diversion alternatives for juveniles offenders range from the 
informal remanding of the offender to his own family to formal 
educational, vocational, or medical programs offered by com
munity-based youth services bureaus. 

Special family intervention services or units are sometimes 
available for diverting domestic disputants (Bard 1969), and 
emergency psychiatric programs are increasingly available for 
police diversion of mentally ill offenders (Matthews 1970). De
toxification centers represent alternative dispOSitions for drunken
ness and drug abuse offenders (Nimmer 1971). 

Like screening, diversion serves to lessen the burden of massive 
case loads on the system; yet, unlike screening, does so without 
forgoing significant opportunities to diminish the probability of 
repeated offenses. 

Evaluation of police diversion programs is an important enter
prise in the study of the criminal justice system. The effectiveness 
of police diversion programs depends not only on the scope and 
effectiveness of the formal or informal activity or program to 
which offenders are diverted, but equally on the scope and quality 
of police referral of offenders to those programs. 

Like the screening decision, the diversion decision is a matter 
of police discretion. The evaluator of a diversion program will 
need to know how widely, uniformly, and appropriately the police 
apply the diversion decision. Such information can only be ob
tained through field studies of police work, preferably through 
direct observational surveys. The general designs for the study of 
discretion and disparity, applied now to the discretionary decision 
of the police whether to divert, would with direct observational 
survey data enable the evaluator to learn how widely, uniformly, 
and appropriately that decision is being made. 

POLICE JUSTICE 

The policeman-whether as law officer, peace officer, or public 
servant-functions importantly as a di.c:;pcn1ser of justice. Above, 
the guiding principle of seei:qg ,iustke done was cited as a recur
rent factor in the series of police discretionary decisions in law 
enforcement. At times, police resort to unwarranted use of 
authority in the course of rendering street-level j Llstice, such as 
illegal search or seizure, undue use of force or threats, uncivil 
treatment through verbal abuse, or harassment. A number of 
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field studies of police work have sought to describe and to explain 
such excesses in police dispensation of justice. 

Illegal search and sdzure practices, for example, have been 
the subject of fruitful participant observation research by Skol
nick (1966) and the American Bar Foundation team (Tiffany, 
McIntyre, and Rotenberg 1967). According to police justice, "the 
demands of apprehension require violation of procedural rules 
in the name of the 'higher' justification of reducing criminality" 
(Skolnick 1966, p. 228). 

Harassment is sometimes employed by police when they feel 
pressured to control unlawful conduct but their arrests are sys
iem9.tically disregarded by other agents in the criminal justice 
system. Thllb, police frequently harass vice practitioners, drunks, 
juveniles, and minodties. Arrests for harassment ptn'poses was 
well studied by the American Bar Foundation team (LaFave 
1965), but harassment does not depend upon arrest, as shown in 
field studies by Bittner (1967a, 1967b), Wiseman (1970), and 
Werthman and Piliavin (1966). 

The use 0:1: undue force has received considerable public atten
tion as "police brutality." Direct observational studies of police 
violence by Westley (1970) and Black and Reiss (1967) have 
indicated that excessive force is most often a response to defiance 
of the authority of police. Verbal abuse and uncivil treatment 
of citizens, though more frequent, follow similar patterns (Black 
and Reiss 1967). 

Respondent interview surveys of citizens concerning personal 
experiences with pclice conduct (e.g., A. Campbell and Schuman 
1969) yield estimated rates of police misconduct toward citizens 
roughly consistent with those derived from direct observational 
surveys (Black and Reiss 1967). A particularly promising re
search design for calibrating such interview surveys with obser
vational surveys is to interview a probability sample of citizens 
from a larger set of citizens whose interactions with police have 
been directly observed within an observational survey of police
citizen encounters. Tifn (1970) employed such a conjoint design, 
although the published analysis (Tifft and Bordua 1971) did not 
fully exploit the potential utility of this design. 

WORK CRIMES OF THE POLICE 

Apart from the unlawful use of police authority against citizens, 
on-dnty police officers not infrequently violate criminal statutes 01' 

departmental rules and regulations. 
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Through di:·e.ct observational surveys (Reiss 1971b, pp. 156-
163) and partICIpant observation (Rubinstein 1973, pp. 372-433) 
field researchers have shown that police accept goods from busi~ 
nesses-, accept bribes, take goods from the deviants or burglarized 
estabhsh:nents,. and participate in the illegal markets and practices 
of orga:llzed CrIme. These crimes basically provide income supple
mentatIOn. Officers have also been observed to plant evidence and 
offer !als.e testimony-crimes related to poliee justice and to 
orga~Izahonal pressures for productivity, 

. ReI~s (1971b, pp, 164-169) also observed frequent and serious 
vIOlatIOI: of de~artmental rules and regulations, such as drinking 
or sleepmg'wh~le on duty, unauthorized time away from duty for 
other th~n 1,lollce ~atters, and falsification of reports, 
. In rev~ewmg aVaIlable data, lethe conclusion seems inescapable 
t~at durmg ~ny' year a substantial minority of all police officers 
VIOlate the crImmal law, a majority misbehave toward citizens in 
an encount~r, and most engage in serious violations of the rules 
and regulatIOns of the department." (Reiss 1971b, p. 169.) 

FIELD RELATIONS IN STUDYING THE POLICE 

Becal~se p~licew?rk involves large amounts of potentially em
barrassmg dIscretIon and disparity, misuse of authority in the 
name of informal .i llstice, outright work crime and low level of 
effectivenes~ in contro.lling ~ri~e, the police a:'e said to envelop 
then:selves l~ a conspIratorIal blue curtain of secrecy" against 
out.sIde scrutmy. Although there is a great deal of truth in this 
clmm~ the field researcher can successfully penetrate that "blue 
curtam," and with fewer risks and inconvenience costs than in 
penetrating the crimibal community. 
Alt~ough many researchers have ,uccessfully studied police

work 111 the field, few of them have explicitly reported their ex
periences in negotiating ent1'ee into police organizati~ns. Manning 
(1972) presents the most comprehensive review of such accounts 
stressing participant observation studies, and I!'ox and Lundma~ 
(1974), as well as Reiss (1971a) , analyze the rather more complex 
tas~ of gaining a,nd maintaining access for a field team conducting 
a dIrect observatIOnal survey of police patrol work. 

Because police departments are highly formalized bureaucracies 
the first problem of ent?'ee is gaining access to the police depart~ 
ment. Departments vary rather widely in their openness to re
search, depending in part on their professionalization size morale 

d ff t ' " , 
an e ec Ivene~s. Th~ researcher's sponsorship may be very 
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influential meaning both the character of the external organiza
tion unde{' whose auspices the research is being proposed a~ld 
the character of inclividuals within (or known to) the polIce 
department who can vouchsafe the character an~ purp?ses of the 
reseal'Chel·. Development of prior informal relatlons wIth ~1epart
ment administrative personnel through proper sponsorshIp con
tributes greatly to the likelihood of negotiating department access. 
Since most police department':! are hierarchically organized! de
partment access typically 1 equires that access be neg?tlated 
recursively at each administl'a1.~"TB level, a problem not umque to 
police studies but common i~O much field research (Kahn and 
Mann 1952; Dalton 1964) . 

Departments frequently seek to impose various condit~ons on 
the researcher in return for access, such as first attendll1g t~e 
police academy (in the hope that the researcher will beco~e (11s
cOUl'aged and drop his planned study 01' at least that he wIll come 
to acquire the police view of policing). Specific typ~s. of reports 
may be requested or restrictions on researcher actIvIty may be 
imposed. As infield studies of other organizations, the researcher 
must strive to strike a V\;)rkable bargain in this process of research 
negotiation (Kahn and Maim 1952; Becker 1964). Schatzman 
and Strauss (1973, p. 29) suggest that "any restrictions ~nitiallY 
accepted by the researcher should be regarded as renegotIable at 
later, more propitious times." . 

If administrative access is successfully negotlated, the ~ext 
problem frequently encountered is gain.ing access to ~he .dIrect 
subjects (e.g., patrolmen) of stud~. GIven the orgamzatIon of 
modern police departments, field pohcemen are granted a good deal 
of autonomy and discretion. Administrative clearance seldom 
guarantees adequate access to field P?licemen, a~d frequentl! the 
researcher will need to negotiate wIth them dlrectly (Fox and 
Lundman1974) . 

Assumillg direct access to field policemen, the researcher may 
still be denied access to the desired information about the conduct 
of those field policemen. Effective informational accest.! may. be 
denied, for example, by policemen overtly 01" covertly 1"efusll1g 
to answer truthfully an interviewer's questions. An important 
instance is the tendency of some police (deliberate or ot~()rwi~e) 
to sabotage the researcher's sampling plan, e.g., by malllpulatmg 
which activities of which policemen the observer is en:,tbled to 
see (Tifft 1970). . . 

Generally, however, if subject access can be mamta\.ned long 
enough, adequate informational access will eventually develop. 
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As with criminals, who also have something to hide, once trust 
is established, informational access develops rather naturally. 
Most policemen take some sort of pride in their work and are 
pleased to demonstrate their work to a sympathetic observer. 
Moreover, they tend to be relatively sociable and loquacious, so 
that respondent and informant interviewing of the less formal 
varieties prove rather successful. (The researcher should keep 
in mind, however, that police culture too places considerable 
premium on the gift of gab and the good raconteur [Rubinstein 
1973J ; data from informal interviews should be treated with some 
degree of skepticism, especially with respect to generalizability). 
Perhaps because of their ambivalence toward "book learning" 
(Westley 1970) and their antipathy toward paperwork (Black 
1970), questionnaires and paper-and-pencil tests are not well 
received by many of the less professionalized officers. 

One factor influencing access to desired information is thefielc1 
role adopted by the researcher. A few researchers have functioned 
within an official police role, either as social scientists temporarily 
working as sworn policemen (e.g., Buckner 1967), or career police
men conducting research on the side (e.g., Ward 1971). In 
vil'tuall;y all these cases, the policeman was known by bis police 
colleagues to be engaged in research on the police. The role
strains associated with this field role are discussed usefully in 
the appendix to Buckner (1967). While adoption of this field 
role minimizes certain problems of informational access, it re
stricts the researcher'S ability to control allocation of his data 
collection activities and effectively requires him to employ a 
participant observation research design. Moreover, where multiple 
observers have been employed, it has generally been found that 
policemen were less effective observers of policework than were 
other types of observers (Reiss 1968, 1971a) . 

Most researchers have elected to function as a civilian re
searcher, known as such to the policemen under study. Not being 
in unifOl'm yet closely accompanying the police, the researcher'S 
field role is typically not known to citizens coming into contact with 
the researcher in the course of his fieldwork. Such citizens tend 
to assume that the researcher is some sort of plainclothes detective. 
To some degree, then, the overt observer field role tends to involve 
tbe researcher in some sort of informal police role as well. 

Some overt observers have attempted to minimize this quasi
police role, refusing to assist officers in any aspects of their police 
work and referring any inquiries from encountered citizens to 
the officers. Other overt observers have chosen to participate 
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rather fully in many aspects of police work, physically capturing 
fleeing suspects, guarding suspects, driving unmarked police 
vehicles, carrying out surveillance, offering advice and opinions, 
and signing interrogation statements as a legal witness. True 
participation in police work raises difficult questions concerning 
the legal and ethical right of the researcher to carry out such 
activities (see pp. 25-26). Methodologically, such participation 
also raises questions about informational access. On the one hand, 
helping the field policemen surely contributes to gaining and main
tailling certain aspects of informational access through gaining 
trust for the researcher. On the other hand, true participation 
may constitute observer interference with the data sought, in 
that the researcher is rendered unable to learn how the police 
would have handled a given situation without his aid. If the re
searcher represents not so much an addition to normal police 
staffing of the observed tour but rather a replacement for an 
officer who would normally be present, the researcher's participa
tion is likely to be expected and would be less likely to represent 
o}Jserver interference. 

In the consensual experience of field researchers, observers of 
the police exhibit rather uniformly a disposition to "go native" 
and adopt the perspective of the police on matters related to polic
ing. One might speculate, then, that observers who participate 
in actual police work are perhaps even more susceptible to this 
biasing effect on informational access. 

Whether the field 1'ole is that of policeman-observer or overt 
observer, field study of police work entails certain personal risks 
for the observer. Physical danger is a constant theme of police 
work-not only the danger of assault by offenders but the dangers 
posed by high-speed auto chases, running down dark alleys, in
vestigating dark and decrepit structures, and constant driving 
under all conditions. Legal risks also arise, even though the 
police observer is generally assumed to be on the right side of 
the law. The observer is virtually certain to witness violations 
of the law, both by citizens and by the police, for which the 
researcher is technically liable as an accomplice or as obstructing 
justice. Ethical risks have already been alluded to. For the overt 
observer, the decision to participate in actual police work serves 
to escalate his level of physical, legal, and ethical risks. 

On both methodological and personal grounds, then, the deci
sion as to degree of participation in policework is a critical and 
thorny decision. As in studying crIminals, the vital matter is to 
explicitly and self-consciously arrive at some decision, to have 
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decided clearly just where the researcher will draw the line 
between acting as a policeman and acting as all observer. 

Whatever the choice of field role in this sense, the researcher 
~ust de:elo~ an adequate level of rapport with the policemen he 
IS s~udy~ng Il1 order to operate effectively in that field role. To 
begm WIth,. he must evince a reasonable degree of sympathetic 
understandmg of the police subculture, as described by Skolnick 
(1966), Banto~l (1964), Westley (1970), and Rubinstein (1973). 
~he v:lues:. belIefs, an? pl~actices of the policeman reflect primarily 
the plecanous .0rgal1lza~lOnal locus of his work (Reiss 1971b) 
~nd the .masculme workmg-class culture from which he typically 
IS reCrtllte? The researcher need not personally embrace these 
values, . belIefs, and practices but he must show himself able to 
dea.l WIth them somewhat sympathetically. The masculinity of 
pohc.e culture poses some difficulties for female researchers in 
partIcular, . but these are not insurmountable, as shown by the 
work of Cam (1973) and DeFleur (1975). 
Appear~nce is a m~tter of considerable importance in the world 

of .the ~ohce. Certam conventional standards of grooming and 
haIrstylmg are taken to serve as critical symbols of moral char
acter. Shoes, coats, ties, and shirts serve almost as uniforms 
so that the researcher is well advised to dress as nearly like on~ 
duty detectives as possible. 
~anguage, too, is o~ importance. To a considerable extent, 

~acm~ common occupatronal tasks and concerns, police everYwhere 
111 thIS country share a certain distinctive vocabulary derived in 
part. from policem~n's .pa.ssing concern with legal ~hraseology 
an~ 111 part from lIngUIstrc innovations given currency through 
poIrce ~a~azines, television programs, and the like. In most 
comI?umbes, however, distinctive local usages complement and 
partIally supplant the national police argot. 

A final factor in developing adequate rapport is the establish
me~lt of t~ust. Policemen are highly suspicious, even of other 
polIcemen :n their own department or unit, so that demonstrating 
sympathebc understanding of police cult-are does not suffice to 
ass~re the researcher of adequate informational access. Each 
polIceman must assure himself that the researcher can indeed 
b~ trus.ted not .to report to police administrators any questionable 
dIscre~lOnary Judgments, violations of departmental regUlations 
or polIce offenders against the law. To some extent a reputatio~ 
for. trustworthiness is exportable, but perhaps less so among 
polIcemen than among criminals. Anonymity and confidentiality 
of data must not be simply promised but in some way demon-
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stratecl. At the most obvious level, the researcher should ordinarily 
refrain from overt recording of observational data. The re
searcher may expect his trustworthiness to be .tested r~peatedly, 
with increasing severity, until the police are satIsfied of. It. Often, 
as part of the testing process, poUce will attempt t? ll1duc~ ~he 
researcher into participating in some officially proscnbed actIvl~y, 
since a nlaj or source of occupational secmi ~y among the polIce 
rests on possessing incriminating informatIon about colleagl~es 
(Reiss 1971.b, 1JP. 170-171; Rubinstein 1973,~. 444), ?~lce agam, 
the researcher needs to have made a conSClOUS decIsIon about 
where he wm draw the line regarding participation. , " 

Attention to reciprocities is a critical aspect of mamtall111:g a 
propel' level of rapport. Exchange of credits and fav~rs IS a 
central element of police culture. 'l'his fact serves to mc):e~se 

the pressure on the researcher to participate in a~tua~ polIce 
work, as a due favor to the policeman to rendeI: help 111 hIS work 
in return for the officer's help to the researcher 111 hIS work. Such 
favors in kind can be withheld by the researcher if he has care
fully communicated the line he has drawn, but he shoul~ be pre
pared to restore reciprocities through sociabili~y dU1'l11g dead 
time down time and off-duty time. Their occupatIonal role serves 
to ls~late the p~lice from relaxed sociable relations with civilians 
(Skolnick 1966; Clark 1965), so that the researcher's int~rested 
sociability is valued by policemen. Moreover, such occaSlOns of 
informal sociability frequently afford invaluable data, as the 
officers are inclined to open up and mention or discuss topics that 
lTIay be avoided in more formal contacts. 

Not unimportantly for such sociable contacts, the .rese~rcher 
accrues a certain degree of rapport simply by shar~ng :n the 
policeman's Jot-the dangers, monotony, pressures, pubbc ~ffronts, 
fatigue, inconvenient working hours, and resultant sh'an~ .upon 
domestic life. Sharing such a common lot not only facIlItates 
mutual appreciation but also provides conversational leads t~at 
may prove very informative about unsuspected features of polIce 
work. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Observing the Lawyers: 
Prosecution and Defense 

Upon arrest, the offender enters the lawyerB' segment of the 
criminal justice system. Immediately upon an'est, and prior to 
police interrogation, the offender has the right to demand legal 
counsel on his behalf. At the same time (in most jurisdictions), 
if the police wish to continue criminal processing of the offender 
they must prevail upon the local prosecutor (in some places called 
district a ttol'l1ey) to file formal criminal charges against the 
offender. 

In any community, relatively few lawyers regula,l'ly practice 
in the criminal courts. Criminal practice is less remunerative 
and is regarded as the low-status "dirty work" of the legal pro
fession (Ladinsky 1963; Wood 1967). As a consequence, prosecu
tion and defense attorneys (together with the small number of 
criminal court judges) effectively form a local criminal law 
community, characterized by intimate acquaintance, close working 
relations, and mutual concern for the problems of the marginal 
legal practitioner (Skolnick 1966, 1967; Blumberg 1967; Nell
bauer 1974b; Cole 1973). 

According to judicial ideology, in the proceSSing of a criminal 
case, prosecution and defense attorneys are to play adversary 
roles in a clash of, evidence before an impartial referee in order 
to determine the guilt 01' innocence of the accused. Several fi.eld 
studies of criminal lawyers have shown that these adversal'ial 
roles are sharply tempered by the organizational demands of the 
local criminal law community (Skolnick 1967; Blumberg 1967; 
Cole 1973). Conflict must be muted, since defendants come and 
go, while the lawyers must continue to rely on one another to 
make their work less than impossibly difficult. Grosman (1969) 
demonstrated certain conditions under which bargaining roles 
tend to displace the adversarial roles. 

Any examination of the functioning of prosecution and defense 
must attend to both adversarial and bargaining roles as they are 
invoked in the processing of a criminal case. 
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PHOSECUTION 

A f'll t 11f If'llind implIl'ttllw(' in Imd('rHtandiug th(' work of the 
111'h'I'l'llf11f' I;> I hUL lhl' JU'U;JI'('lItOl' fundions as a double-agent in 
Hii' l'rlrflllWl ,pmtkl' H,Y!<lt·m. HI' il'l the ('hief law enforcement agent 
HI ill:, Jltrludid iOll. ('h;U·l~t·d '\lith {~lIf()rl'in,l( all law:;, and he is 
al'II all Om,,!,}, of flU' t'HUl't, dmn~(Hl with ohtaining justice for all 
[WI/flip HI hi:, Jurhdidiflll. Thhl pClHititm, ' .... hilt- gencratin,l( the 
dlillal "JII'II:W!'lIfllX"!<\ clill'mma." unc!prlh·s thl' great power of the 
f,rll;'I'c1l1ol"~' ullin', A" tIw link lwtw('en tllt' enfon'ement and 
ati,1ll1iH'uti\.{' fUfwtintJ~. ill!' pr()!-\(~('lll()l' may he tIl(> mORt 110Wt'l'fu\ 
IIIdi"'1fhwI ill fill' tTiminal jUHtic'l' ~'YRt('m. 

if Ill' dill'!' 1101 ltd, 1111' judi:>:" and th(' jury Ill'(' helplt>ss nnd 
Ow plllkl'm:m'!l word is me'ani nglNltl. In thh. position, tIl(' 
Pl'IlH!'('utOl' plaYH Ulauy }'ol(':->, ilwlu<iillJ.; ('rustul('l" ndmini:-;tra
tol\ ,'Wlll"I'!Ol' (ttl olht'l' "'~()""l'mnl'lIt olfi('lHls). and advocate. 
J';:1I h mUll Oi't'llflyill~~ tlw tHlSitioU may illtel'prpt the l'ole~ 
Ht'I'ol'iHul!. til tlll' nUwl' (I{) in lIlt' I'l'lalionl'lhip, lhe (!llVirOll

nwnt within \\ hit-h hr· lIJH'l'at('s, and his own pel'~onality. 
(('(lit· 1 !l7:1" }I. 11,1.) 

Om' IlHrlOl'tant Ii I\(' of l'!'l'('m't'h ha~ fm'ul{l'd on vuriati(h., in 
iUil'I'111,/·t!ttillll or tlw IIl'mW{'utm"s rolt', d('vising typologies of 
1'I'ON'l'UtOl'H (l·~jh!·Il:-;tt'in I!Jl)H: gng~tl'om 1 H71; nl'm~man HlGD; 
;~ho\'l'l' and H:wll.l'toll 1!J7:n. Imtwd primarily on \vhi<'h fUlwtions 
lIml !~o~.l!'l Hw Pl'tlS(,'('lllul' t'luHll'il's to t'mph:udzl' in Ow ('ondm't of 
lllf" tllliet'. 

(1'\'1'1\ tlw {'nl~l'\idpruhh· )lOWI'!' of tlw Pl'OSC'('utot' as vital link 
111't Wt'('U lIt1lit'l' antI l'(lIlrtl'!, ;\'t·t n'RlHmt<ibh, only to the ~It'etorute. 
Ow IltH"t' iH II vnluuhh' politil'al priZl' (tlw oHlet' is appointive only 
III Ow ~tuh'!i Ill' ('IHllH'dh'ut. th'lawan~, Rhode Island, and N(~w 
.It'l'<i(·V L Nunwruu~ studh's hllW inw$tigntNl the extent of etYect 
IIf l!tliiti~>:11 pal'til'llm:.;hip 011 lOt'nl ju~tkt!, a:'\ tlxC'rted through the 
JlI'U~it'!'utt)l"l'4 utlko (Moh'Y IH2H: ,JtH'OO If)7!), lnn: KlollO~ld and 
?ll(·utlt·h,olm HI7!l; (*"~tht'r}t HlGB: ('01(' un:!). TheHt:> studies have 
·;!·}dom tit't('d~'d tiny ~'v('tlpilll{ ell'eel:> un $ystematic law enforce. 
nwnt; l'alht'l., tlw IHl.litkul utility of the otllce seems to lie pri
murily w Hll' t'~lpahmt~" ttl pt'l.·wnt oL,C'tu;.ional politiNtl harm to 
tlh' party aud in the' l-luo:-;t.mtial patl'OMge involved in l'Itamng 
tht'llllkt'. 

TIll' lU'II~('\'uttll":\ ,~frh'\' lml" nl~o b(,~ll thought of as tl political 
pri.!!'. in Ow t>l'lllW nf tt Sll~pping ~tolla townrd higher politicul 
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office. Although research seems to indicate that most prosecutors 
do not go on to hold higher offices, most of thern do perceive that 
holding the ofllce is beneficial to a political career and most of them 
do have political ambitions (Od 1965). This perception probably 
does have an impact 011 the prosecutor's role orientation. Fot 
example, Engstrom (1971) found that prosecutors 'with political 
ambitions preferred an "ofnrer of the court» role orientation and 
those without ambitions tended to prefer a "law enforcement" 
orientation and higher conviction rates. 

Numerous deputy prosecutol'S and clerks are necessary in even 
moderately large communities to handle all the work of the 
prosecutor's office. Partisan and ethnic IJolitics are important 
considerations In stafllng (Cole 1973; Blumberg 1967; Neubauer 
19740). Deputy prosecutors are generally new laVT graduates 
or older lucallmvyp.rs who had difllculty maintaining an adequate 
practice. RemuHcration and promotion possibilities are not im~ 
pl'essive, so that few deputies remain more than 3 or 4 years 
(Caplan 1970; Ruh 1961). Although the prosecutor's ofrice 
ol'dinarily handles some civilian and domestic matters, the bulk 
of the work is in r~';l!1inal law, so that experience as a deputy 
prosecutor is liWe valued by most law firms. Former deputies 
do tend to enter partnerships or solo practices which invol ve some 
criminal practice. 

The internal organization of the prosecutor's ufllce varies con~ 
siderably, by jurisdiction, size, and community type. Comparative 
study of Pl'Ol'>P('utor's offices has only recently emerged as a re
Hearell theme (Busch 1969; Fertitta 1969; Meglio 1969; Trammel 
1969) . 

"Whatever the internal organization of the ofllce, the prosecution 
displays a wide rnnge of discretionary authority in deciding: 
(1) whether to prosecute a particular case, (2) which criminal 
charges to file in the case, (3) whether and how additional evidence 
will be presented to the c,ourt concerning the case, (4) whether 
charges will be reduced in exchange for a plea of guilty, and 
(5) whether charges will be dropped. 

Discretionary decisions (1) and (2), conveniently called the 
charging decision, have been the subject of important field studies, 
including of cotU'se the classic Amerh'an Bar li'o~mdation team 
participant observation studies CF. Miiiel.' 1969). Field research 
has shown that prosecutors' charging declGions may sometimes be 
influenced by complainants, police, and jut1ges. Drawing upon 
his own participant observation and upon the resu.lts of other 
studies (e.g., F. Miller 1969; Busch 1969; Fertitta 1969), Neu-



hmmr (1!,71IlJ i-'lU~meHtg that di!'tinctive jurisdictions exist ,\",here 
Itil' duu'MinK d(~d!"i(lll if! ('omplainant-dominated, police-dominated, 
ur jlJdl~(Hl(Jmirw.t('dt 1't!!'lped:ively. Such jurisdictional variation 
imrtf/rt~Ul!ly ('()ml'lil'at~H brief analYflis of the charging decision. 
Hitw(! it tll'IH:nrri that ill the lUl'gcHt number of jurisdiction:.; the 
!'ilnry,inSf, prlJ('el-ll' i~ IJl'Os('t'utOJ:~d(Jmjnated it shall be so viewecl 
111m-. 

The Charging Decision 

!~I'\,{,l'HI partieipant (~l)!o!(lrvaticm ~tudieR of prOfdCtltOl"S office!:; 
1mV!' dCH'umt'uh!d tt 'wiclfl run!!,(' of eOl1sidcrntions m; influencing 
tll!' Pl't)l-W('UlHt'lt l'hargillg del'isieHls (1<'. Miller 1969; Skolnick 
HlfW; ('oln llJ70, 1!J7:1) , 

'1'11(' lllWk cli:-l('l'('tional'Y d('('isiol1 1H whether or not to file for.mal 
I'hal'gl'l{. }'olluwilllJ,' ('olc', the ('()IJsid(~rnti()ml alf(lcting this decision 
m:w 1J(' J!rl'OUIWt! unci!.'!' three! hetulingl'l: evidential, humanitarian, 
and lJl'gani:mtionaI. 

1. NridnJiilll > 'l~Jw ptoIW('utOl' must Ratifify himself. Oll the basis 
til' availalM fnt'iH. thut n {'l'irn(' hUH been ('ommitted and that the 
HUh!lPt't ('ml 1l1.' HlwWII h('~'OIl(l u l't'n~onable doubt to lw.ve ('ommitted 
thlll (·rinH'. 'I'll(' poli('(,nllm'H ('rit('~'ion of "probable cause" is ioo 
\\ (·;tk for tIlt' pl'OSN'ntOl', ('\'('1' sensitiw' to maintaining a high 
mit' llf \'()JwidionH. 'flw pr()~l)t'ut()r hi reluctant to charge unless 
lIlt' ('vi(h'Tlt"(' iH I'lUt'h that lw lw1ievcs he eould probably obtain a 
f'llllvil'tioU in it j t1l'y Irial. The ('vidential standards of the pal'ticl1-
lnr jud~~(· who ,\-'il! helll' tl1l' ('U:'IC mUHt be eonsidered in this 
judltliWlIt. Hr'~vich~lH·t' iH ('ol1sidt'l'ed wenk when it is difl1cult to 
1114(' in pl'tlvhnr l·lHU'~;l·~. \\'hen the valuc of n stolen article is 
!lUl·~tilllltlhh·. WlWll a ('(\'Si;' t'NltlltH f1',n11 H brawl, or when there is 
Ju\'l{ (If l~IH'l'Clb()1'ItlinnH (CoIl' 1 D73). Another evidential factor 
t'tUlt't'l'l1l4 Hw ilHtm.'ll of tht· l'omplaillt: when the crimina] com
plaint rl'llrt'~{t\nt;\ n primarily dvil or 11rivate disnute, the prosecu
tnl' nlUl-It :-l~ttiRf~' 1'linu;elf that tlH.' ('u;:;c has not been raised for the 
{llll's(IJml hent'fit of U1£> ~'tnnplninul1t 

:l, lIumfUlillltian'""~T}H! prosecutor may consider that the harm 
tltlUt' tll On· rHlSpt't'C (or to th(~ victim, e.g'j in child molestation) 
thl'HUgh l,t'iminal Pl't)cN~sillg would oubveigh the societal benefits, 
'l'lw dwt'n('t('l' of t1w ~uspec:t (e.g .• his mental stability 01' COnl

lwt(lm'~'), his ~tmlt1in~r in lht~ conmmnitj', and the impact of 
pl'm'('l'utinH tin his fnmily nro fn('tol's to be considered. 

n. (J1"!1fwi:trHmml--Similo:r-ly, the prose(\utor must consider 
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whether the costs to the' criminal justice system of continued 
cr~minal proce.ssing may outweigh the societal benefits. Many 
?fle~ses a~'e SImply too trivial to warrallt criri1inal processing 
111 VIew uf the heavy caseload 01 more serious oJrenses, particu
larly if they would involve expensive procedures, such as extradi~ 
ti~n. In other cases, revocation of })~1'ole 01' ~llspended sentence 
111lght be a mpre economical reSponse than prosecution on a new 
offense. Other organizational factors are infiuenl'{al as ,,;e11'. The 
norms of the local community may be'"stlch that 110 jui'y would 
convict for certain offenses, in which ~ase the prosecutor 'will not 
eharge thoR~ .offenses. On th.e othel.' rim;d, cdmmuilfty outrage 
over a parbcular publicized cl'inie may be so great that the 
prosecutor decides to file charges even though the -evidence is. 
weak. Where the complainant seenlS --unlikely to testif'J' in coutt 
(as in domestic disputes 01' rape), the prosecutor Is reluctant to 
charge, In other eases, an insistent com'plainant may lead the 
pro,secntol' to charge even when the case is· ,veak. Similarly, 
l~ohce pl'eSSUl'eR to prosecute may compel the prosecutor to comply, 
In other cases, the prosecutor may refuse to prosecute a case 
brought to him by the police, in order to censure the police for 
procedures offensive to the prosecutor, 

If a decision is made to fl1e charge::; in the case, the prosecutor 
must then decide w7zich chatges tome. He mllst determine on the" 
basis of available factR, which criminal statutes he can s110w 
beyond a reasonable doubt to have been violated by the accused. 
Many ofrenses violate more than one statute, especially since 
serious crimes logically include as subparts the commission of 
certain lesser crimes (e,g., commission of armed robbery logically 
includes commission 0:( robbery), In such cases, the prosecutor 
mURt decide how many of these crimes to charge and, if only a sub-
set, which ow's. . 

ParticipEmt observation studies of the charging decision by the 
American Bar Foundation team (F. Miller 11)'69) and by solo ob~ 
servers (Skolnick 1966; Cole 1870, 1973; Neubauer 1974a, 1974b) 
indicate that similar evitleritial, humanitarian, and organizational 
factors influence the pl'osecutor's decisions_ The prosecutor is 
found to be reluctant to file an!'> more serious charge (Ot any 
larger number of charges) than that on which he feels he can 
obtain it jury conviction, unless he believes that overcharging 
will help to induce a guilty plea to lesser charges. Certain charges 
may be avoided due to prejudices of juries or particular judges. 
Pressures fl'om the local community, the complainant, or the 
police may overwhelm the prosecutor's professional juclgment. 
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CiN;umHtanecs of the offense are an important consideration. 
TIm degree of violcmee, viciousness, or property loss is ~hol1g?t 
to impol'ttmtly influence j 1I1'y response, as are extenuatmg Cll'

c:umHLanecs (e.g., stealing produce only to feed one:'s family). 
The time and locution of the crime also affect jury response. 

WV(!ll the offenHc, the nature of the offender is perhaps the 
, mcmi vitul1nfiucnce on the prosecutor's ('hoice of charg,es. Juries 

nrc thought to btl more kmient toward the very young and the very 
old, the th'Ht offender, the sick, females, whites,~he middle clas~. 
'1'0 l'wme extent, tht: natUl'e of the ofl'endel' is relatIve to that of hIS 
vic!tim. A 20 n yc(!1'-old robber will be viewed more leniently steal
ing $0 from tL veer than :from a little old lady on Social Security. 
Th(! moral ch~rtwter (If the o!fenrler may similarly depend on the 
(~omplicity of hiA victim; an assnl1~t al:isin~ fro:n a bar:'o~m 
ImLwl, for example, iH viewed as a ~ltuabon 111 WhICh the vIctIm 
iH not mud1 more c1cHcrving of sympathy than the offender. 

Although the general factorH influencing the prosecutor's dis
('1'ctiollarycharging decisions are known, their relative weights 
and j oj nt influcmce must be dctt~l'mil1ecl through more rigorous 
I'l'H{!Hl'ch. InLm'"ugent disparities are probably of little importance 
\vilhin (tllY one prosecutor'H office, since only one or H few deputies 
HI'(' uHRig-ned to mal\C the charging decisions, and these decisions 
Hrc tlHtlally reviewed by a Henior deputy, imparting a high degree 
of nniformity. 

The g'(mcu'ul design for studying discretion could usefully be ap
plim1 to the ('harging deeisions, examining the effects of character
iHth'S of the ofYenHc and of the offender on the outcomes. By COll

t rumng for (~h'l1.'Hcteristics of the offense, interoffender disl~al'ities 
of lJ:cmtm(l\1t ('auld be described anci explained as functIons of 
tllfendt'l' l'hnl'actcl'istic::;, Given what is already lmown about the 
('hargillA' d<.wiHions, Hueh analysis should also hold constant the evi
tll'llthtl :;t~'cnp;th of the case, as rated by the charging prosecutor. 

Thl' nnHly~iI; of existing t'ecorc1s-in this case, documents used 
bv the charging prosecutor-is of great importance to research on 
lfliR topic. uncI the participant observation studies cited have 
iml1ortuntl:r utilized s\.1ch documents. rr~picallyj :loIVeVel', ~u:h 
l'xisting reCOl'dB do llot contain infol'ma.tlon be~1:1l1g on cer.tam 
impm'tnnt factors influencing the chm'gmg deCISIons, espeCIally 
sonw of the organizutional factors. 

One npPl'onch to these limitations is to elicit revision of the 
l'tlutilw documents used by and gelle1:a!;ed in the prosecutor's 
nOice in ~mdl H 'way that the ongoing institutional records come 
to inC()rptH'at~ the dash'cd information. Glaser (1973b, pp. 103-
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136) provides many helpful suggestions for devising and institut
ing such enhanced records. 

A very promising application of such principles is provided 
by the Prosecutors' Management Information System (PROlYIlS), 
which in addition to modernizing case management practices pro
vides for each case valuable research data on the charging process, 
trial, and plea bargaining (Institute for Law and Social Research 
1974(~, 197t1b.) 

A more direct approach to the problem of -vbtaining detailed 
and systematic information on the wider J':'?ige of factors infltienc
ing the charging decision is the direct observational survey design. 
In their current research, Reiss and Hickel (1973)' have applied 
this design to a study of prosecutor's offices in foul' maj 01' cities, 
using teams of trained observers. Selection and recording of 
data are based on use of pl'ecoded observational schedules (similar 
in form to that in the appendix). In each city, rigorously de
signed samples of the work activity d deputy prosecutors are 
observed, with each observer accompanying the sampled deputy 
throughout the prescribed ;luty shift. Distinct observational 
schedules correspond to each of the major w:·,,::k activities. The 
observational schedule for UP' charging decision, for example, 
systematically records a wiele range o:f characteristics of the 
offense, the complainant, the defendant, and the ciirect interhction 
of the prosecutor with these persons. Most importantly, the 
schedule is focused on the complainant's initial charge preference, 
the development of the prosecutor' cl decision, and intensive ob
servation of the factors c1etermhung that decision. 

Diversion Programs 

When the prosecutor decides not to charge an accused, the de~ 
cision may represent scr,eening 01' diversion. If he decline~ to 
charge and simply drops the matter, he has screened the case 
from the criminal justice system. If he chooses tc suspend 
criminal processing on th~ condition that the accused participate 
satisfactorily in some societally beneficial program, he has diverted 
the case and may resume its prosecution if compliance is not 
obtained. 

Many cases of property crime (particularly frauds and bad 
debts) are handled through conditional refel'l'al to programs re
quiring offenders to make restitution to the victim (McIntyre 
1967; F. Miller 1969). Domestic disputes may be dealt with nOTl-

,------------------------,----------------------------------
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criminally by the prosecutor's resort to formal or informal "peace 
bonds" (McIntyre 1967) . . . . 

Mentally ill oil'enderH may be diverted from cnmmal processm~ 
through civil commitment hearings or through agreement of 
prosecution and defense that the defendan~ will voluntarily enter 
a psychiatdc treatment program (DeGrazIa, :mdated). 

Like the police, the prosecutor may also dlVert drug abusers, 
alr:oholics, youlhful offenders, or unemployed offenders to a 
variety of special treatment programs (Nimmer 1974). 

r1'ho success of diversion programs depends not only on the 
ofT~ctivcnem-l of program activities but also on the qua1ity 0: t~e 

, dcicisic)l1s whether or not to refer individual offenders. The Cl?tel'la 
1'0), diversion to a given program must be applied appropl'lately, 
uniformly, and widely. . . 

The prosccutor's diversion decision lends itself ~o ap~)llCatIon 
of the genoric research design for the sh:dy o~ chscr~t~on even 
more rcadily than does the policeman's (11VerSlOn deCISIon (see 
':hapteJ.' 3) . 

DEFENSE 

Likc the prosecuto!', the defense attorney, t~o, serves as a 
c10ulJhHlgent in the criminal justice system. He IS, on ,one hand, 
ac1voeutc of the defcndant and, on the other, an officer of the cOL:rt 
(BlllmlJ(J,l'g 19(7). Given the general tendency for the advel:sa:'Ial 
model to 1)(' subordinated to the bargaining model O~[ cnmll1a~ 
,iURtiCC, most defense lawyerR function as "agent-1l1ecliators" .of 
the l'Ourt. seeking to persuade the defendant to eschew adversal'lal 
l1l'oceedings and to accept negotiated .ius~ice. ~o.~e few defen~e 
Inwym's, . generally with exceptional tnal abll.lbes, choos7 to 
function primarily as advocates in the aclversanal model (Gros
mnn19(9) . 

In large metropolitan courts, the majority of criminal .de
fendants nre now repl'esentud by a public defender, a full-h:me 
saltu'.jed omcinl charged with the responsibility of l'epresentmg 
inclhtcnl defendants. '1'he oHice of public defender, though 11:ore 
insuhted from partisan polities than the prosecutor's oHice, hke
whm involves a sizeable number of deputies and clerks. Ch~r
Helt~l'istics of personnel and of internal organization of the ofhce 
l'101~ely pm.'alle] those of the prosecutor's ofllce. 

III Hmallcl' courts, indigent defendants m:e typically repre
sented by court-appointed cotmsel, private practitioners occa-

i 
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sionally receiving a set fee from the State to represent a desig
nated defendant. 

In every court, l1011indigent defendants are represented by pri
vately retained counsel, if any. Private practitioners frequently 
obtain paying clients through referrals from brokers elsewhere 
in the criminal justice system (e.g., police, bondsmen), supple
me'i1ting such pra'ctice by seeking fees for serving as appointed 
counsel whenever· possible. The central problem in private prac
tice il3 making money; clients are generally poor to begin with, 
unreliable in paying their fees, and facing a possible protracted 
incarceration. rrhe criminal la'wyer is constrained to act rather 
l'tlthlessly in order to obtain payment for his services and is, in 
any case, compelled to rely on volume of business in order to sur
vive (Wood 1967 ; Blumberg 1967). 

For opposite reasons, then, the typical private criminal practi
tioner and the public defender are ner.essarily involved in high 
volume of cases. Cooperation and regularity are conducive to 
processing large numbers of cases; the individualization of ad
versal'ial combat is not (Skolnick 1967; Blumberg 1967; Cole 
1973; Sudnow 1965). It is only the unusual private practitioner 
'who can depend on obtaining very large fees, who can afford to 
function as an adversary advocate. Most ci'imh1allawyers, private 
or public, are constrained by the organizational realities of their 
practice to function primarily as bureaucratic negotiators. 

The Negotiated Plea 

l'he ove:nvhelming majority of convictions in most metropolitan 
courts result not from trials but from pleas of guilty by the de
fendants, typically on the assurance of defense counsel -\;}}at plead
ing guilty will obtain more lenient disposition than the maximum 
v,rhich might be levied upon trial conviction. '1'he assurance of the 
defense lawyers in these cases is well founded, since the general 
disposition has been explicitly negotiated and agreeci upon be
tween the defense and the prosecutor, based upon their thorough 
knowledge of the sentencing patterns of the particular judge. 
(In some jurisdictions, the judge dirp.ct1y participates in these 

'plea negotiations.) 
Indeed, given the oppressive workloads of these comts, the 

time-consuming and expensive character of trial proceedings, and 
the shared administrative presumption that virtually all defend
ants are guilty of some crime, the functioning of the court 
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system rather openly dependf; on nearly every case being settled 
through plea negotiation (Blumberg 1967). It is against the back
ground of this fact that the defense lawyer obtains his primary 
discretionary power, viz., the power to decide that a case will go to 
trial rather than be settled through negotiation. 

The defense lawyer relies on this power in order to obtain 
his bargaining position in the negotiation, offering to forgo trial 
in exchange for a reduction in the number and/or seriousness 
of charges pressed by the prosecutor (or in some jurisdictions 
for a lighter sentence on the same charges). Participant observa
tion studies of plea negotiation (Sudnow 1965; Mather 1973; 
Neubauer 197Llb; and Newman's (1966) classic report of the 
American Bar Foundation team) indicate that it is the role of the 
defense lawyer to open the negotiation by approaching the prosecu
tor with an offer to advise his client to plead guilty to some speci
fied reduced charge. Snch an approach is usually made after the 
preliminary hearing, which serves to give the defense attorney 
his 'first solid impression of the strength of the prosecutor's 
evidence. 

The role of the prosecutor in negotiation is, first, to assess 
the "worth" of the case (not only the strength of the evidence, 
but also the seriousness of the offense) and second, to insist upon 
a charge reduction snch that the resulting disposition would be 
commensurate with the worth of the case. For example, if the 
judge ,vould assign the same sentence for conviction on a single 
charge as for conviction on three charges, the prosecutor would be 
open to dropping two of the charges in return for a plea of guilty 
to the one remaining charge. Prosecutors are concerned more with 
obtaining convictions than with sentencing as long as the sentence 
does not depart too far from their conception of the worth of a 
case. 

The prosecutor's power to recommend sentence to the judge 
is also an asset to his bargaining position. Since the prosecutor's 
primary concern is to obtain a conviction while the defendant's 
major concern is to receive a light or suspended sentence, the 
prosecutor can agree to recommend a light sentence in order to 
elicit a guilty plea without compromising hIs own desired outcome 
(Newman 1966) . 

Sudnow (1965) and Mather (1973) have shown that the ad
ministrative regularities employed by the local criminal law com
munity include concepts of "normal cri.mes," the statistical regu
larity of certain offenses being committed in standard manner and 
location-type by offenders of a specific social character. For such 
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normal crimes, the prosecution and defense lawyers have in
formally developed normatively standard bargains. Crimes de
parting in some way from the cultural stereotypes held by the local 
criminal law community must be negotiated over in less patterned 
fashion, with now the prosecutor and now the defense lawyer 
receiving a break. Both parties maintain careful account of 
the distribution of such breaks, striving to preserve' a rather 
precise balance in the exchange of these credits and favors. 

Once an agreement has been re~1Ched in a case between prosecu
tion and defense attorneys, the defense lawyer incurs responsi
bility for persuading the defendant to accede to the bargain and 
plead guilty for considerations to be received. Blumberg (1967, 
1973) has shown how the .lawyer co-opts the defendant's family,
pl'obation officers, and psychiatrists tp assist in persuading the 
defendant. Even in the face of such skillful pressures, some 
defendants refuse to accept the bargain and insist on taking their 

. 'Fhanc(~t3 on a .i ury trial. 
Nnmerous studies have investigated the differing tactics and 

outcomes associated wit:h the three major types of defense counsel 
-privately retained, court-appointed, and public defender (Oaks 
and Lehman 1973; Silverstein 1965; Neubauer 1968, 197L1b; 
Blumberg 1973; Wilcox and Bloustein 1959). These studies tend 
to suggest that pl'ivate counsel most effectively represents de
fendants, and public and court-appointed counsel least effectively. 
Unfortunately, few of these studies consider that the type of 
counsel employed may depend heavily on the characteristics of the 
offender and the worth of the case, so that, for example, public 
defenders are charged with representing the least defensible cases. 

The general resear~h design for the study of interagent dii::l
parity requires that characteristics of the offense and of the 
offender simultaneously be held constant in order to describe 
differences in outcomes among agents-the three types of defense 
counsel in this application. Ideally, the strength of the case (per
haps as rated by the prosecutor) should also be controlled, since 
defense counsel is more likely to risk trial when the prosecution's 
case is weak. Releva11t outcome variables would include conviction 
rates, proportion of clients pleading guilty, the temporal point at 
which clients plead guilty, and degree of reduction of charges. 

Court records are the most frequent source of data for such 
stUdies but, again, direct observational surveys of the work 
activities of lawyers would provide more detaiied (though much 
more expensive) data for interagent disparity analyses. 

~' 
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WORK CRIMES OF LAWYERS 

The criminal law community has historically been viewed with 
substantial distrust by the larger community, partly owing to the 
general resentment of lawyers and partly to s\lspicion ~hat freely 
agreeing to represent a criminal could only indIcate dubIOUS moral 
charaCter. . ". 

Defense lawyers in particular are seen as engaged m dIrty 
work" striving to free criminals on trivial technicalities. It is 
freQt;elltly thought that defense lawyers principally functi.on 
through the "fix," corruptly purchasing favorable treatment for 
criminal clients through bribery of judges, prosecutors, and 
jurors. Field studies of professional criminals (Suther~and 1937; 
Jackson 1969) provide indirect evidence that some pl'lvate prac
titioners do indeed command large continuing retainers from 
professional criminals on the basis of their ability and .wi1l.ing:ness 
to employ bribery and corrupt influence. These studIes mdIcate 
that such corrupt lawyers even instigate and direct specific cri~es 
against property by professional criminals. Other field stuches 
of less disreputable lawyers (e.g., Carlin 1962) have shown that 
less criminal forms of the "fix"-slipping a few dollars to a COUl't 
clerk> in order to reeeive prompt attention-are a normal and 
necessary feature of legal practice in many communities. Pu?lic 
defenders are seldom alleged to take 01' use money, but are fre
quently thought to function as informal fixers through resort to 
plea bargaining. . 

Public defenders and court-appointed counsel are frequently 
alleged to provide only perfunctory advocacy of their clients, often 
based on a single interview with the client lasting only a few 
minutes (Casper 1972). These defense lawyers are sai~ to be 
more concerned with the interests of the court than wlth the 
interests of the client, pressing almost immediately for a ~uilty 
plea (Blumberg 1973). Privately retained counsel ~:re SaId to 
practice "law as a confidence game," in which the maJ?r cOl:c~rn 
is in setting, justifying, and collecting the legal fee whIle stnvmg 
to lead the client to perceive himself as a guilty person (Blum
berg 1967, pp. 110-115). Thus, defense lawyers of all types tend 
to be distrusted by their clients (Casper 1972) and feel con
strained to put on a good show, an impressive though not neces,
sadly effective display of legal expertise, sustained effort, in
dignant defense of client's character, and judicial influence. For 
the privately retained lawyer, such dramaturgical display facili
tates ultimate collection of the fee, and for the public defender 
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or court-appointed counsel serves to forestall appeals based on 
inadequacy of counsel (a real concern, sillce many clients are 
known to count the number of questions their attorney asks of 
witnesses) . 

The work crime (other than accepting fixes) of which prosecu
tors are frequently accused is political favoritism, suppressing or 
dropping charges in response to pressures from local party 
Influentials (Jacob 1970,1973). 

Pl'osecutors, defense counsel, and .i udges share complicity with 
the defendants in the most widespread work crime of lawyers, 
instigating and abetting defendants' perjury in the staging of 
the actual guilty piea. Before accepting the plea, the judge is 
required to ask the clefend~tnt a series of questions to assure that 
the defendant realizes exactly what he is admitting and that the 
plea is not the result of any promises made to him. Since the plea 
almost always is the result of such promises, the lawyers care
fully coach the defendants on how to answer these interroga
tories, and the judges must sometimes remind the defendants of 
their proper lines (Blumberg 1967, pp. 131-136). 

FIELD RELATIONS IN STUDYING 
CRIMINAL LAWYERS 

Most field studies of the local criminal law community have 
obtained entree by route of either the prosecutor's office or the 
public defender's office, pel'llaps more often through the former 
than the latter. These routes are attractive because (1) they 
are closely linked in operation, so that access to one office typically 
facilitates access to the other, (2) each office contains a very large 
proportion of the regular members of the criminal law community, 
and (3) they are agencies of local Government and thus to some 
degree subject to public oversight. The prosecutor's office is more 

. influential, but the public d.efender's office may be more civil 
libertarian and sympathetic to research. When the researcher 
has become well known to the personnel of both offices, access is 
reasonably assured to private practitioners of the criminal law, 
as well as to judges and other court officials. Since certain private 
practitioners maintain the closest ties with professional criminals, 
lawyers in private practice should not be omitted from any 
thorough study of the criminal Jaw community. 

Tn negotiating organizational access to the office of the presecu-
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tor or public defender, a wide range of potentially effective spon~ 
SOl'S is available, owing to the clubhouse orientation of lawyers. 
Law enforcement administrators, locally respected civil lawyers, 
local political iniluentials, and judges are almost certain to have 
significant influence on the prosecutor, public defender, or some 
of their key deputies. Prosecutors or public defenders in other 
cities, if known by the researcher, may also be very influential. 
Such external personal sponsorship, backed up by appropriate 
J.'esearcher credentials and research auspices, is commonly quite 
effective in obtaining internal personal sponsorship at some level 
of the office hierarchy. At whatever hierarchical level such in~ 
tel'nal sponsorship is first obtained, organizational access will have 
to be negotiated anew with each of the remaining levels. For~ 
tUl1ately, these public law offices contain substantially fewer 
hierarchical levels than an organization such as a police de~ 
partment. 

Even with organizational access successfully negotiated, effec~ 
tive cooperation from the direct subjects of the research
usually a set of junior deputies-must be obtained. Subject access 
in these settings is much less problematic than with policemen, 
owing partly to the nature and circumstances of their work and 
partly to their lesser defensiveness and secrecy. These junior 
deputies are typically recent graduates, upwardly mobile, and 
self~assured concerning their a'uthority, professionalism, and 
social status (Cole 1973). Unless the political climate is tempo~ 
rarily adverse or threatening, junior deputies (especially for the 
prosecution) are not ordinarily inclined to conceal or distort their 
wOl:k activities. (Deputy public defenders may be somewhat more 
defensive about cextain aspects of their work activities, since 
these may be compared with the performance of private defense 
lawyers whereas no direct comparative standard exists for the . , 
work of prosecution deputies.) 

Informational access is thus relatively dependable, once or~ 
gHnizational and subject access have been secured. Access to the 
desired i11formation about 'work activities is always a function 
o:E rapport with subjects. Language poses a less significant 
obstacle to research among lawyel's than among police qr crimi~ 
nals, since the researcher shares the middle,class and relatively 
formal levels of English usage employed by these college gradu, 
ates. Certain standard legal terms and principles must be 
mastered if the la,vyers are to enj oy conversational ease with 
the researcher, as must a certain number of terms and understand, 
i11gs idiosyncratic to local statutes and court procedures. Acquir, 
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ing a command of these local terms and understandings is perhaps 
the first task of the field researcher. 

Lawyers' standards of appearance, demeanor, and sociable in, 
terests are generally those of the middle,class professional/busi, 
ness communi+v, often centered around civic and fraternal 
organizations and country clubs, standards for which the ulli
versity,trained researcher typically requires little special socializa, 
tion. Dress is relatively important; as one lawyer put it, around 
the courthouse one can usually tell which people are the lawyers
they are the ones whose coats match their pants. Even wearing 
a jacket and tie is too informal in that setting for a lawyer. The 
culture of the criminal law commlmityis highly male,oriented 
in the fashion of the business community rather than masculine' 
in the manner of police culture, ThUS,' female researchers ar~ 
likely to be patronized rather than protected or rejected since 
dominating association with bright, sophisticated, al~d att~'active 
women is a status,lending activity within the legal culture. 

The researcher's trustworthiness is always a factor in maintain, 
ing rapport, especially within a bureaucratic organization. Deputy 
attorneys will be watchful concerning the researcher's discussions 
with their superiors and with deputies from the opposing office 
although, in comparison with policemen, the tests to which the 
researcher is put will ordinarily be much less severe and the 
reputation for trustworthiness much more exportable. The club, 
house nature of ~he criminal law community, as contrasted with 
the mutual blackmail solidarity of the police, substantially facili
tates the establishment and maintenance of trust and rapport. 

A number of researcher!) have been able to accelerate acceptance 
of the research presence by utilizing their credentials as lawyers 
(e.g., Skolnick 1966; Carlin 1962; Grosman 1969). So far as 
can be determined, however, in none of the studies cited in this 
chapter has the researcher actually adopted the field role of 
lawyer, participating directly or h1directly in the work of a public 
or private criminal law practice. The field role of researcher seems 
widely familiar and acceptable to lawyers, perhaps due to their 
college training and the professional visibility in law journals of 
legal research (Hgndler 1970). 

Even so, certain reciprocities must be respected in order to 
maintain working research relationships with subjects. After 
all, the largest part of the practice of law is talking, making a 
~)hone call, placing a word or two with an influential person, keep, 
mg up clubhouse contacts through sociable encounters. Utilizing 
the contacts or conversational time of lawyers amounts to ex, 
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pending their professional working capital. Moreover, as noted 
above, the local criminal law community upholds as a central norm 
the maintenance of close balance in the exchange of favors and 
credits due. (I have observed that cigars are not infrequently con
fel'red as tokens representing credits owed.) Consequently, the 
field researcher should De conscious of the types of rewards he 
provides for his subjects in return for their cooperation and 
assistance. Cash rewards are delicate matters to allocate satis
factorily, although they may be attractive to some marginal 
private practitioners. Lawyers are more likely to expect the re
searcher to extend to their friends or clients certain service favors 
connected with the perquisites and powers of the researcher's 
position in the university or sponsoring agency or of his social 
connections. Given the typical ambivalence and doubt of the 
private practitioner or junior deputy concerning his status as a 
professional person (Carlin 1962; Wood 1967), perhaps the most 
commonly provided reward is an accepting sociable relationship 
with the researcher (usually a professional with a university 
doctorate, affiliated with some prestigeful institution) through 
which the lawyer obtains some increment of social status. In 
the case of female researchers, as noted above, such sociable 
association provides the subject additional and distinctive status 
gah1s. 

CHAPTER 5 

Observing the Courts 

The terms "courthouse" and "politics" are practically in
separable in American usage. Most courthouses contain a good 
many ~overnmental agencies and offices having relatively little 
to do WIth courts, but the court propel' is a valuable political prize. 
Control of the court is vital to prevention of serious political harm 
to the party, and the court staff represents a large a11(l influential 
~)atronage plum. Aside from judgeships, the court staff typically 
mcludes a number of law clerks, attendants, bailiffs, secretaries, 
court reporters, stenographers, and typists. In some j ul'isdictions 
the court ~ta~ directly includes probation officers, psychologists; 
and psychIatrIsts. Even where these professionals are not under 
dire~t administrative control of the court, their 'work is thoroughly 
dommated by the court staff, as is the functioning of the prosecu
tor's office and the public defender's office. 
T~e local. court .system thus represents a substantial public 

eU:P1!-'e and 1S dommated by local partisan politics and the local 
crImma~ law community (Newman 197L!; Jacob 1973). The central 
figures m the court system are the judges, important political 
figures v:rho administer a large payroll and budget and who enjoy 
great. d1scretionary authority at law. rfhe high occupational 
prestJge of the judiciary reflects these factors and adds to the 
charisma of office. 

Nonetheless, judges of criminal ccnrts share the general values 
of the legal profession, in which criminal law is held in some 
scorn as. so~ially disreputable and technically undemanding. More
o~e~, cnmmal courts are almost always courts of original juris
dlCtlOl1, whereas judicial prestige attaches' to intermediate and 
superior appellate courts. The criminal court judge, then gen
erally ranks rather low in the hierarchy of judicial prestige. ' 

Like. their count~rparts in 10'wer-Ievel civil courts, criminal 
court Judges are frequently rather marginal members of the 
legal. professiOl: as well-dubiously educated, upwardly mobile, 
tradmg on ethmc loyalties, dependent on a long history of service 
to the local political club-awarded the judicial office as a capstone 
to a loyal clubhouse career (Blumberg 1967). 
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The marginal status and background of criminal court judges 
strongly conditions the character of their role performance, as 
J:eflected in Blumberg's (1967) six major role types: 

1. "Intelledllal" scholar 
2. Routineer-hack 
3. Political adventurist-careerist 
4. Judicial pensioner 
5. ((Hatchet man" 
6. "'l'yrant" -"Showboat" -"Benevolent Despot." 

(A somewhat similar but differently based typology is offered by 
Ung and Baas 1972.) .. 

As admhlistrative officialS, judges construct and admmlster 
court budgets and allocate caseloads. The judges are charged 
·with ensm'ing an impartial and speedy trial; their great~st ad
ministrative pressure is seeing that cases are promptly d.lsposed 
of so that no great backlog develops. In urban courts thIS case

.load pressure weighs very heavily on the judges, as it does on 
the prosecutor and the public defender. 

rrhe work role of the criminal court judge has received very 
little empirical study. 

Formally judges are granted enormous discretion in the 
criminal iu'stice system. The main forms of discretion that 
they exercise are by decisions to: (1) detai.n defenda11ts, .gr~nt 
bail, or release them on their own recogmzance; (2) dIsmISS 
matters or bind over at a preliminary hearing; (3) a(:cept 
pleas of guilty or find guilty or not guilty in benc~ tria~s; 
(4) rule on matters of substance and procedure durmg ~rIal 
proceedings; (5) decide the fate of defendants found gUIlty, 
wbether by fines or by determining the sentence and whether 
it is to be suspended, spent on probation, or in confinement. 
Decisions about the standing of defendants for appeal and the 
:fate of appeals rest also with judges. (Reiss 1974, p. 692.) 

Field studies of criminal courts as funetioning systems rather 
uniformly indicate that the great formal discretionary powers 
of the judge are surprisingly little used. Most decisions that are 
:Cormaliy the responsibility of the judge ~'ou~inely follow the 
recommendations of otber court personnel, prmclpally the prosecu
tor and the probation officer, but also the defense counsel (Neu
bauer, 1974b, pp. 86-103; Blumberg 1967, pp. 126-137) : . 

Reluctant to sboulder the decision-making burden, an~ Hm
bivalent to,varcl formal rules and criteria which may mter-
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fere with his informal relations witb political benefactors, 
lawyers, and other court personnel, the judge tailors each 
decision to suit his own needs. Thus for different decisions 
the judge will involve different court personnel, to diffuse 
responsibility and at the same time alleviate his own formal 
obligations . . , . The bureaucratic admonition of 'covel' 
yourself' applies as well to the judge as to any other indi
vidual in the organizational world. The group decision func
tions not only to conceal individual mediocrity but can also 
be pointed to as evidence of profound efforts to individualize, 
and at the same time make the administration of justice 
more uniform and equitable. (Blumberg 1967, pp. 130, 137.) 

Neubauer prefers to emphasize the professional solidarity of 
the local criminal law community. 

One factor is that the judge knows l'elatively little about a 
case. The judges uniformly mentioned that tbey know very 
little about a case except the minimal information recorded 
on the indictment and on the court docket. By contrast the 
attorneys have a full set of facts. Given this limited knowl
edge of a case, judges beJieve they should defer to the judg
ment of the experts-the two opposing attorneys (Neubauer 
1974b, p. 94.) 

The limited exercise of judicial discretion furthers the sub
stitution of negotiated justice for adversarial proceedings, as 
does the increasing institutionalization of the ameliorative-thel'a
peutic model of the court (Blumberg 1967, pp. 34-37). In this 
model, the entire criminal justice system-not simply the correc
tions subsystem-sbould strive to help, treat, or resocialize the 
criminal offender in order to prevent recurring offenses. Court 
psychiatrists and probation officers exert great influences on the 
judges, and 

The co:. ,t uses the language of therapy to justify such varied 
pherh~t, ma as the juvenile court, the indeterminate sentence, 
the se).:;al offender laws and civil commitment of the mentally 
ill, and the use of psychiatric reports before guilt or innocence 
is determined. (Blumberg 1967, p. 36.) 

The ameliorative-therapeutic model is most fully exhibited 
in the juvenile court, where: 

The paramo~mt questions concern the character and back
ground of the accused, bis needs and problems-questions 
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which in traditional due process were not supposed to be 
raised, at least until guilt had been determined. The phi
losophy of the juvenile court is predicated on the 11otion that 
the court acts like a parent: it does not 'punish' but trie:> to 
understand, correct, and help children who have run afoul of 
the law. The child is not a 'criminal' but rather a ward of 
the State. Thus the adversary presumption of the adult 
criminal court is replaced by probation and psychiatric re
ports and the testimony of social workers and other inter
ested experts, all of whom attempt to clarify the child's 
'problem' so that he may be 'treated.' Guilt or innocence is 
relatively unimportant, and the procedures are entirely 
informal. (Blumberg 1967, pp. 170-171.) 

Since the Gault decision, juvenile courts have been required to 
incorporate elements of the due process model, so that the or
ganization of criminal and juvenile courts has recently been con
verging toward an administrative-clinical model of justly nego
tiated treatment of the socially problematic offender (Blumberg 
1967, pp. 169-188; Emerson 1974). 

Numerous field studies have explored and described various 
facets of the functioning of such court organizations. These 
studies will be reviewed as studies of summary proceedings (e.g., 
bail setting, preliminary hearings, peremptory adjudications, 
juvenile hearings) of trial proceedings, and of sentence hearings. 

SUMMARY PROCEEDINGS 

Summary proceedings in the lower courts, such as initial ap
pe::U'ances and preliminary hearings on serious charges and bench 
disPOllitions of minor cases, afford an excellent view of admin
istrative-clinical court organization and the diffusion of judicial 
responsihility, These proceedings also lend themselves particularly 
well to the 6Dsflrvational study of situational or interactional fac
tors in oflkial discretion, since the setting itself is constant and 
controlled. 

It is in these proceedings that the alarming abuses of "assembly
line justice" are most manifest, as documented in the comprehen
sive compendium on lower criminal courts edited by Robertson 
(1974). Frequently defendants are dealt with en bloc, are not 
advised of their rights or of court procedures and are penalized for 
invoking their rights or coerced into waiving any l'ights they 
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invoke. Dispositions are often made by rule of thumb rather 
than by exploration of individual circumstances, so that in many 
summary proceedings most caRes receive less than one minute 
of deliberation (Suffet 1966; Mileski 1971). 

A variety of such proceedings have been studied through syste
matic observational surveys. 

Observing a lower criminal court in a middle-sized Eastern 
city, Mileski (1971) found that the judge failed to advise the 
defendant of his rights in 35 percent of misdemeanor cases, in 
69 percent of serious misdemeanors, and in none of the feiony 
cases. In juvenile courts, following the Gault decision requiring 
that juvenile defendants be advised of their legal rights, Lefstein 
et al. (1969) found that the judge frequently used leading ques
tions to discourage the use of counsel by parents 01' juveniles. 
For example, rather than formally advise the juvenile, the judge 
might simply say, "I take it you came without a lawyer because 
you think you didn't need it." Lefstein et al. found also that the 
phrasing of judicial statements often led to prejudicial advice of 
the right to remain silent. Si:milar, though stronger, pattel'l1s of 
judicial discouragement of these legal rights were observed in 
Wiseman's (1970) study of drunk courts. 

As have others, Mileski (1971) observed a "pattern of situa
tional justice." That is, when a judge sentenced the first de
fendant in a group to, say, 5 days in j ail for intoxication, he was 
likely to require the same for all or most of the remaining de
fendants. 

In studying a traffic court, Brickley and Miller (1974) observed 
the presence of a courtroom socialization pl'ocess, whereby wait
ing defendants learned from the outcome of preceding cases the 
kinds of behavior expected from them by the court. Thus, for 
example, the initial plea of guilty or not guilty tended to set the 
pattern of pleas for the day. 

In perhaps the most influential of these studies, Suffet (1966) 
observed the interaction patterns among judge, prosecutor, and 
the defense attorney in bail settings, to determine the power 
structure among the courtroom participants. Through 1,473 bail 
settings in the New York Criminal Court, an observer was posi
tioned near the judge's bench to record verbatim the statements of 
these three participants. The observer noted the person initially 
suggesting a bail amount, the amount suggested, countersug
gestions, and the amount finally set. 

Three major patterns emerged: 
1. The decision was simply made by the judge. 
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2. One of the attorneYR made a suggestion, which was followed 
by a decision.' 

3, An initial suggestion met an objection by one of the at
torneys, after which the judge decided, 

Suffet fOllnd ~,hat the judge made the first suggestion in 53 per
cent of the Uldes, the prosecutor in 29 percent, and the defense 
attorney in only 18 percent. SUllet concluded that· the defense 
attorney lets one of the other parti es take the lead most of the time 
and saves his own initial suggel',tions for those cases in which 
they are likely to he successful (cases where the defendant had 
no prior record, was a respectable citizen, etc.). rfhe prosecutor, 
on the other hand, could afford to let the judge make most of the 
initial suggestions, since the judge generally made even 1110re 
stringent suggestions than the prosecutor would have himself. 

In only 18 percent of the observed eases was there disagreement 
of any kind, either when the judge ehiomged the bail amount first 
suggested by one of the attorneYR or when an attorney objeeted 
to an amount Ruggested by the judge 01' opposing counsel. The 
prosecutOl"S request for higher bail achieved success in more than 
'1 ont of 5 cases, no matter whose original suggestion he was 
objecting to. When the defense attorney argued against the 
initial suggestion of the prosecutor, ho\vever, the bail was lowered 
only about haLf: of the time, and little more than a fourth of the 
time when arguing- against the judge's initial suggestion. 

Against the background of sllch informal procedural norms, 
observers of summary courtroom proceedings have noted quite 
uniformly that the appearance and demeanor of the defendant 
exert a striking effect on the outcome of these proceedings. 

Mileski (1971) found, fol' example, that defendants who vio
lated the illformal norms of summary pl:oceedings and those dis
respectful toward the officials were situation ally sanctioned by 
the judge. A disruption in the courtroom 01' a show of disrespect 
was more likely to provo1f.e situatfonal sanctioning than was the 
allegation of a serious crimfhal offense. Furthermore, in drunken
ness cases, if the defendant offered an excuse for his behavior, he 
,\vas more likely to receive a sentence of incarceration. Mileski 
also :f:ound 2,,11 inverse relationship between the harshness of the 
sentence and the judge's clif.rposition toward lecturing (01' moraliz
hig) to the defendant. 

In their obs1cl'vations of mental health commitment hearings, 
D. Miller and Schwartz (1966) identified foul' basic interaction 
patterlls of de:Eendants (prepatienb,) toward court authorities: 
(1) the preputient was defiant; (2) the prepatient was bewildered 
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and confu~ed; (3) the prepatient did not interact at all; or (4) 
the prepatIent volunteered to be committed and in effect admitted 
his guilt. Miller and Schwartz found that all prepatients who 
attacked the decision 01' recommendations of the professionals 
p~'esent at the hearing suffered the adverse consequences of being 
dIsrespectful and were committed to the mental hospital. Pre
patients who were able to approach the judge in a controlled 
manner, who used proper eye contact, sentence structure, and 
posture, and who presented their stories without excessive emo
tional response 01' blandness w(~re able to favorably influence the 
court decision. 

In juvenile hearings, the defendant's demeanor might be thought 
less likely to influence outcomes, since ~ost of the Important de
cisions regarding the juvenile defendant are actually made by 
court personnel (psychiatrists, probation officers, etc.) before the 
juvenile ever reaches the hearing (Cicoure,l, 1968). Nevertheless, 
the delinquent's appearance and demeanor do seem to elicit situa
tional sanctioning in much the same way as in criminal courts. 
Emerson's (1969) account of the juvenile hearing suggests that 
the delinquent is expected to display remorsefulness and accept
ance of responsibility for his wrongdoing. Explanations o:f: de
linquent acts are generally regarded by the judge as categorically 
inadequate. The delinquent is expected to display a formal, rigid 
posture throughout the proceeding. A propel' facial expression 
should eonvey worry and concern. The delinquent is expected 
to stand, to use honorary terms of address, and to use complete 
sentences, The judge normally assumes an authoritarian manner 
and tends to lecture the delinquent. As in criminal courts the 
judge tends not to lecture in the atypical extreme cases (i.e., ~here 
the juvenile either is not thought to be in the wrong or is thought 
to be a hopeless case) . 

Such findings suggest the application of the general design for 
research on discretion to a wide variety of summary court pro
ceedings. The appearance and demeanor of the defendant could 
be systematically related to the OCCU1'l'ence of situational sanc
tioning or to adverse formal outcomes of the court proceedings 
(controlling of course for characteristics o:f: the offense). Since 
a single judge conducts a great many of these proceedings in a 
short timespan, and in a relatively constant setting, this general 
research design is uniquely facilitated. 

The speed and informality of summary proceedings can present 
distinctive observational difficulties, however. Systematic selec
tion and recording of information on cases may be difficult when 
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most cases al'e disposed of in 1 minute 01' less (Mileski 1971) in a 
hectIc succession of cases. rfhe courtroom is frequently crowded 
and noisy, with more than one person speaking at the same time. 
Partici pants' roles are sometimes difficult to identify, and the 
informal IH'ocedural moves and legal motions are often confusing, 
Cases may be temporarily suspended (so that defendants can ob
tain on-the~spot cou'nsel,find their lawyer somewhere in the court
house, locate witnesses, etc.) and resumed a few minutes later. 

Observation in such settings is best done with at least two 
observers, enabUng a division of labor if necessary, increasil1g the 
amount of data that can be gathered for each case, and permitting 
some determination of intel'observer reliability. 

Given the speed with which cases are processed, use of a highly 
structured observational schedule is practically mandatory. Pre
coded categories for grooming (e.g., unshaven, long-haired, cut 
or bruised) and for dress (e.g., 'work clothes, sports clothes, suit 
and tie, dress and heels) are l'eaclily employed. Similarly, the 
defendant's speech might be coded for accent, level of formality, 
forms of address, errors of syntax, unusual pronunciations, and 
usc of colloquialisms, afl wen as for sheer ql1antity. 

1'he defendant's general demeanor might be coded in terms of 
overall characterization along a fe,,,, dimensions. Mileski (1971) 1 

:1:01' exan1ple, noted whether the defendant ever argued with the 
judge or attempted to justify or excuse his alleged offense, and 
also rated the c1e:fendant's deferellce toward the judge, excitement
detachment, and degree of cooperativeness. Categorization of this 
sort might usefully be supplemented by very discriminant coding 
of specific postures and gestures of the defendant, drawing upon 
the extensive social science research on nonve~:bal communication 
(Birclwlristel1 1972; Mehl'abian 1972). FOI' example, certain 
gesturcs tend to communicate confidence (Nierenberg and Calero 
1971), i~ characteristic which D. Miller and Schwartz (1966) have 
shown to influence outcomes in commitment hearings. The re
searcher might then choose to observe the prevalence of confidellce 
gestures 1'a\;1101.' thal1 simply rate in snmmary fashion the de
:f:ondant's apparent degree 0:[ confidence. 

Whatever the nature o:f: the items, the observatiOl1al schedule 
should be cal'efully revised through preliminary applications to 
summary proceedings in the court to be observed. The items 
should bo pretested :1:01' frequency of OCCllrrence, ease and reli
ability of coding', and how well they index: the variables of interest. 

In these preliminary applications, it would be most helpful 
to have present a pel'son (e.g'., lawyer) familiar with the court 
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and its proceedings who can explain the distinctive practices and 
routines of tJ?at court. Such informed coaching thro'lgh the ure
liminal'Y appllcations will increase the observer's comDrehel1~ion 
and ability to observe relevant detail. 1. 

Similarly, whenever possible the observer should obtain the 
information on the court docke'G prior to each period of observa
~ion. Prior kno'~lec1ge of cha::.'ges b\lld the sequence of cases greatly 
lllcreases ease of observation of hectic summary proceedings. 

Once in the eomtroom for observation, it is essential that 
the observer be positioned near the front of the courtroom, pref
erably at an angle to the judg'e and the defendant, so that the 
observer can heal' clearly and see the postures, facial expressions, 
and gestures of the courtroom participants. 

If such obsel'vational studies were to be conducted in a number 
of comparable courts, the researcher might also examine how 
defendants' conduct interacts with personal characteristics of 
the judges. :F'or example, some judges choose to wear the :f:ormal 
black robe, while others 'wear a less formal suit and tie. A formally 
attired judge may expect defendants to display respect by dressing 
formally and thus be strict with informally dressed defendants, 
while dress may be of little significance to the informally dressed 
judge. It seems likely that the judge as 'Nell as the defendant 
displays his own expectations of the encounter by dress, speech, 
and demeanor, so that corresponding' characteristics of de:f:endants 
might affect one judge favorably and another unfavorably, depend
ing on his own expectations. This type of hypothesis lends itself 
to application of the general design for research on disparity, re
lating' judicial treatment of defendant~ to characteristics of the 
judges, controlling for characteristics of the of render and of the 
offense. 

TRIAL PROCEEDINGS 

In maj or metropolitan courts, few cases are submitted to trial 
(especially to jury tdal), but these cases exert an influence on 
court organization far greater than their numerical proportion 
would indicate. In order to retain adequate bargaining' power, 
both the prosecuting attorneys and the defense lawyers must 
demonstrate to the local criminal law community their individual 
trial abilities, i.e" their abilities to win cases at jury trial. Further, 
the presumed reactive tendencies of juries and judges in response 
to various features of cases serve as the principal criteria of the 
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lawyers in assessing the worth of particular cases, which in turn 
largely determines their negotiating tactics il1 these cases. 

Despite the great organizational influence of the jUl'Y, jurors 
are untrained, civilian agents within the criminal justice system. 
Studies of rea} and simulated juries have shown that the informal 
social organization of juries reflects this ackno\vledged lack of 
professionalism (Kalven al1d Zeisel 1966; Erlanger 1970). To 
compensate for their lesser knowledge of law, juries tend to cede 
leadership to better-educated men of higher occupational status. 

Accordingly, in a substantial proportion of r.ases, the juries' 
findhlgs of guilt 01' innocence deviate fro:n the conclusions reac~ed 
by professional court agents such as the Judges, presumably OWll:g 
to greater weight being given to various extra-legal factors 111 

the cases. Unfortunately perhaps, application of the general re
search designs for the study of discretion and disparity to the 
der; 3iol1makil1g of real juries is not possible, since a jury disbands 
a:f:ter deciding only one case, and since virtually no cases are acted 
UPOl1 by mOre than one jury. Moreover, dil·.ectfield study.of the 
decisiollmuking process of actual juries has for a number 01: years 
been legally prohibited (Burchard 1958) in order to safeguard 
the privacy and safety of j mors. 

The study of actual (rather than simulated) juries is, then, 
largely confined to posttrial surveys of jurors, to poorly contro~led 
versions of the discretion design, and to observation of the passIVe, 
non deliberative reactions of jurors h1 the courtroom setting. 

For a nationwide sample of 3,576 criminal trials during 1954-55, 
Kalven and Zeisel (1966) had the presiding judges complete ques
tionnaires -which indicated both the jury's verdict and what the 
judge'q own decision would have been. ,Judges also provid.ed 
descriptive and evaluative information about the case, the pm'bes 
and their counsel, and their own reasons for disagreeing with 
the jury. 

':I:he judges frequently reported that differential reaction to 
the defendant was the reason for disagreement on a case. Judges 
had bp.el1 asked to clansify the defendant as sympathetic, average, 
or unattractive. Kalven and Zeisel found that in seven out of 
eight comparisons, the sympathetic defendant created a h~gher 
disagreement rate, with the jury tending to acquit and the Judge 
tending to convict. 

Judges also reported that the sex of the defend.ant was. f~'e
quently the reason for disagreement. For exampl~, in hom:cl(le 
cases whel:e the judge would have acquitted, the Jury acqmtted 
ouly 7 percent o:f the male defendants as compared to 41 percent 
o:f the female defendants. 

I; 
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Judges also reported that the attractiveness of the defendant 
was a major reason for acquittal. Defendants who were young, 
well dressed, used proper speech and presented an overall good 
appearance were more likely to gain the jury's sympathy. Con
versely, of.the cases where the jury convicted but the :judge would 
have acqUItted, lt1 percent were attributable to the defendant 
factor, i.e., the jury finding the defendant guilty because he was 
unattractive. In some cases judges reported that the defendant 
seemed to have prejudiced the jury because of some unattracth'e 
behavior related to the crime. . " 

Judges also reported that defendants with good work records 
high. prestige occupations, veterans still in uniform, stUdents: 
~ubhc office holders, and policemen tended to impress the jury 
fa:orably. ?ef~ndants who were ill 01' had physical handicaps 
gamed the Jury s sympathy, as well as defendants who showed 
strong emotion (remorse) in the courtroom. 

The performances of defenSE; counsel and the prosecutor were 
also given as reasons for disagreement between the judge and the 
jury. Some of the reported errorE', on the part of the prosecution 
,vere: the prosecutor was too technical, poorly prepared, too 
eager, or antagonistic. SOlne of the same errors were also at
tributed to the defense counsel. Positive behavior of the lawyers 
included a good closing argument, skill in the introduction of evI
dence and in cross-examination, personality, and social status. 
One judge reported that the jury probably acquitted because the 
defense attorney was "young, sincere and appealing." 

More direct studies of simulated juries confirm the importance 
of these factors. H. Hoffman and Brodley (1952) studied civil 
c~ses (three juries in a municipal court of a large city) and a 
slmulated criminal case (rape) in the form of a mock trial. All 
subjects ,vere asked to fill out questionnaires after the trials. 
Subjects were asked "What was YOul' opinion and reaction to the 
v.arious. attorneys?" Subjects tended to give favorable descrip
hons of the counsel on the side they voted :Eor and less favorable 
descriptions of the side they voted against. Lawyers on the side 
they voted for were describeo as "convincing" and lawyers on 
the side they voted against were described as "boring." 

In Stanton's (196£J) analysis of a jmy's reaction to a civil case, 
he found that jurors were quite tolerant of the inconsistencies 
in witnesses' testimony. Similarly, Marston's (1924) study of a 
simulated jury trial seemed to indicate that the witnesses' ap
parent self-confidence had a greater effect on the jury than did 
I:he logic of the testimony. 

Schulman et a1. (1973) concluded an indepth study of the 
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process of jury selection for the trial of the Harrisburg Seven. 
After the trial, jurors were interviewed to determine the jury's 
reactions to the trial. They found that most of the women jurors 
were mistrustful of one of the witnesses for the prosecution "on 
sight" and tended to discount his testimony. One juror said "his 
whole attitude, his general look" bothered her. The jurors dis
liked one of the defense attorneys because they disliked his style 
and speech, but liked another because he had "showmanship, 
ability to think on his feet." 

Landy and Aronson (197<1) studied the influence of the char
acteristics of the victim on 261 simulated jurors' decisions to 
sentence a defendant accused of a crime. Subjects read an account 
of an identical case of negligent automobile homicide, except that 
in one-half of the cases the victim was described as attractive, 
and in one half of the cases the victim was described as un
attractive. The description of the defendant was the same for all 
subjects. Subject's were then asked to give a sentence of from 
1-60 years. The results of the experiment were not highly 
significant (p=.08) but were in the predicted direction. The 
mean sentence in the attractive victim condition was 15.77 years, 
and in the unattractive victim condition was 12.90 years. The 
experiment was then replicated using a 2 x 3 design, with an 
attractive and unattractive victim condition, and an attractive, 
neutral, and unattractive defendant condition. As expected, the 
sentence was greater (10.55 years) with attractive victims than in 
the unattractive victim conditions (8.£18 years), and the attractive 
and neutral defendants received fewer years (8.58 and 8.22 1'e
spectively) than the unattractive defendants (11.75). The un
attractive defendant/attractive victim condition received a greater 
mean number of years (13.89) than any other condition. 

The 1'esults of the limited amount of research that has dealt 
with jurors' reactions to the trial participants seems to suggest 
that strong opinions are formed in the course of the trial which are 
frequently based on extra-legal characteristics of the participants. 
In addition, Simon (1967) provides evidence which seems to in
dicate the the jurors' decisions are formed primarily in the court
room rather than during deliberations. In her simulated studies 
of the defense of insanity in two criminal cases (a house-breaking 
and an incest case), she found that for about half of the jurors, 
the opinion they held before entering the jury room was the same 
as the final verdict of the group. Given that most of the decision
making occurs in the courtroom in the course of the trial, it seems 
appropriate to look at the I(;ourt proceedings for an explanation 
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of the way in whict the jury reaches a decision. The researcher 
needs a systematic method for classifying the behavior of the 
participants and for measuring the jury'S reactions to theil' be
havim.'. 

All of the data necessary to study the decisionmaking process 
as an ongoing process that takes place in the courtroom can be 
obtained through direct observation of the trial. Jury trials are 
much easier to observe than many other kinds of courtroom pro
ceedings, since trial proceedings are likely to be highly organized. 
The courtroom is relatively empty and quiet, and the observer can 
easily hear and see all of the participants. 

Some general characteristics of all of the participants can be 
collected through direct observation. Dress, sex, age, and style of 
speech would seem to be l'elevant characteristics for all partici
pants. The occupation of the defendant, victim, and witnesses 
could easily be obtained in the course of the trial. In addition, the 
nonverbal behavior of the participants might be used as indicators 
of the participants' feelings, attitudes, etc., which may greatly 
affect the jury's reactions to the individual. An observation 
schedule should be designed to collect the particular kinds of 
behavior that past research has suggested to be relevant to the 
jury's impression formation. 

Research has suggested that relevant characteristics of the 
defendant might include the defendant's social 3tatus, general 
attractiveness, sex, and demeanor. One relevant dimension of 
demeanor might be the defendant's degree of self-confidence. 
Oonfidence is an attribute that is communicated at least in part 
by the individual's nonverbal self-presentation. NierenbeJ:g and 
Oalero (1971) suggest gesture clusters that are indicative of 
confidence and another set th~t are indicative of anxiety or stress, . 
which could. (jasily be observed in the courtroom. An erect body 
position, sustained eye contact and the "steep ling" gesture indicate 
confidence. These gestures could be coded as merely present or 
absent, or counted to indicate degree of confidence if they were 
to be used for comparative purposes. 

The amount of anxiety or stress felt by the defendant is no doubt 
related to the defendant's degree of confidence. Generalizing from 
the research findings on confidence, one would probably predict 
that the more signs of anxiety or stress exhibited by the defendant, 
the more negative the jury's reaction to the defendant. Nierenberg 
and Calero suggest that (1) holding the ar-ms behind the back, (2) 
locke.d ankles, (3) clenched fists, (4) scratching the head, (5) 
rubbmg the back of the neck, (6) gripping the wrist, (7) fidgeting 
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in a chair, and (8) rubbing a palm against fabric all suggest the 
presence of anxiety 01' stress. Since these gesture clusters should 
be treated as a cluster, one or two instances of these gestures 
should not be treated as evidence of high anxiety. 

Kalven and Zeisel (1966) also observed that the jury seems to 
respond to the defendant accordi11g to two related but independent 
dimensions-credibility and sympathy. Hovland, Janis, and 
Kelly's (1953) work on communication and persuasion suggests 
that persons with high prestige occupations, high educational 
levels, and "vho are older are more credible than their low-status 
occupation, low education, young counterparts. rfhese character
istics of the defendant may create a positive set that is more 
important to the jury's impression of the defendant than the actual 
persuasive11ess or consistency of the facts in the case. Kalven and 
Zeisel (1966) also suggest that some defendants tend to elicit more 
sympathy from the jury than others. Defendants who have 
dependents, are women, or have physical handicaps or serious 
illnesses seem to elicit more sympathy. Sympathy might also 
be gained by controlled outbursts of emotion and remorse. Out
bursts which are the result of anger are likely to have a negative 
effect on the jury. 

The defendant's general attractiveness might be coded according
to type and condition of clothing, hair style, and other facial and 
physical characteristics, such as facial abnormalities or the de
fendant's body build. Such coding schemes might be based on 
cultural stereotypes of personal appearance. For example, Secord 
(1958) reports findings of the presence of many such physiog
nomic cultural stereotypes. For example, older males are thought 
of as distinguished, responsible, refined, and conscientious- A 
person wearing glasses is thought of as intelligent, dependable, and 
industrious. Women with thicker than average lips are associated 
with sexiness. A high forehead is associated with intelligence 
and a mesomorphic body build is associated with aggressiveness 
and energy. 

Many of these characteristics are also relevant regarding the 
victim and the witnesses in the case. 'Vitnesses, of course, should 
be classified as for or against the defense. In addition to signs of 
confidence, anxiety or stress, credibility, and sympathy, the wit
nesses' testimony can be analyzed for nonverbal cues of honesty 
and doubt. Nierenberg and Calero (1971) suggest that signs of 
honesty illclude the hand to chest gesture, open hands, and un
crossed legs. Doubt about what one is saying is usually accom
panied by gestures such as a hand covering the mouth, rubbing 
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the nose, rubbing the eyes, and looking away from the person they 
are speaking to. In addition to nonverbal cues, expressions of 
doubt such as "I'm not sure" or "I don't know" could be coded 
(Marston 1924) . 

Lawyers for the defense and the prosecution seem to play an 
important role in forming the jury's impressions of the case. The 
lawyers seem to be able to influence the jury positively or nega
tively while addressing the jury and when quefltioning and cross
examining witnesses. In addition to nonverbal cues of confidence, 
nervousness, and doubt, the lawyer's nonverbal behavior could be 
coded as open or defensive. A lawyer with an open presentation 
is more likely to be able to persuade than a lawyer who is defen
sive. Openness is communicated by the gesture clusters of an 
unbuttoned coat (males), open hands, and the hand to chest 
gesture; and defensiveness is communicated by arms crossed on 
the waist (women) or chest (men), clenched fists, and fingers 
wrapped around the bicep (Nierenberg and Calero 1971). Dis
plays of defensiveness may communicate to the jury the lawyer's 
lack of faith in the persuasiveness of the case. 

Since the lawyer's role in the setting of the jury trial is to 
persuade the jury, the lawyer is also likely to use various verbal 
strategies to persuade the jury in his opening, and in particular, 
his closing statement. Some strategies may be convincing while 
others are not. Hovland, Janis, and Kelly (1953) investigated the 
effectiveness of various strategies in persuasive communications. 
Strategies studied were the use of high versus low fear arousal, 
explicitly drawing a conclusion versus leaving th.e conclusion 
implicit, statements which present one side of the argument versus 
statements that present both sides of the argument, and location 
of the strongest argument at the beginning or at the end of the 
message. The opinion that the jury holds before the trial begins, 
as well as social characteristics of the jurors, are probably related 
to the effectiveness of any particular strategy. The use of these 
various strategies could be identified in the lawyers' remarks and 
related to the jury'S reactions to the use of these strategies. 

The judge may influence the jury by displaying nonverbal signs 
of doubt or disbelief in reaction to the lawyer's opening and 
closing statements and witnesses' testimony. The judge may also 
communicate positive or negative evaluation of the proceedings. 
Nierenberg and Calero (1971) identify an evaluative gesture 
cluster. Signs of positive evaluation include placing a hand on 
the cheek, tilting the head sideways, and leaning forward in the 
seat. Signs of negative evaluation include wiping the index finger 
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across the nostrils and drawing the body back in a chair. In 
addition to these nonverbal signs exhibited in the course of the 
trial, 1n some States and in Federal cases, the judge is also allowed 
to summarize the evidence at the close of the trial and comment 
on the weight of the evidence and the credibility of the witnesses. 
The judge's remarks may positively or negatively influence the 
jury's decision. 

These characteristics and behaviors of the courtroom pm,tici
pants may be thought of collectively as the extra-legal variables 
which elicit a positive or negative reaction from the jury. A 
systematic method of recording the jury's reaction to these varia
bles is also necessary. Various rough groups of gesture clusters 
might also be used to determine the jury's reactions to the events 
of the trial. A receptiveness cluster could he used as a general 
indicator of the jury's positive 01' negative reaction. Positive signs 
are open hands, uncrossed legs, moving toward the edge of the 
chair, and placing a hand on the chest. Negative signs include 
crossing the arms on the chest 01' waist, clenched fIsts, fingers 
wrapped around the bicep, and crossed leg's. The evaluation 
cluster could be used to determine whether the jury is evaluating 
the proceedings positively or negatively. Another gesture cluster 
is indicative of decisionmaking, which might be used to indicate 
maj or points of decision in the trial. Signs of decisionmaking are 
pinching the bridge of the nose, stroking the chin, and squinting 
the eyes (Nierenberg and Calero 1971). 

Of course, one or two observers will not be able to observe all 
jurors at all points in the trial. This problem may be overcome 
by systematically time-sampling jurors for observation through
out the trial. 

Analysis of this type will enable the researcher to isolate the 
jurors' reactions to specific individuals and to groups of individ
uals (e.g., the defense 01' the prosecution) as well as various 
temporal portions of the trial, relating these reactions to the jury's 
decision, and thus identifying decisionmaking points in the trial. 
Understanding behavior and characteristics that elicit positive or 
negative responses from juries may help explain the jury trial as 
a decisiomnaking process. 

Results of such field studies could be amplified and refined 
through application of these techniques to the study of simulated 
jury trials. The advantage of studying a simulated trial would 
lie in the additional kinds of information that could be gathered 
from the jurors. An early study by Weld and Danzig (1940), for 
example, studied jural's' decisionmaking in a civil moot trial. 
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The tria.l was divided in 18 stages. Subjects were asked to give 
a tel~tahve decision at the end of each stage on a 9-point scale 
rangmg f~'om de~nite conviction that the defendant was liable, 
to a defil1lte conVlCtion that the defendant was not liable. They 
found that. changes in .judgment during the trial were related 
to th~ openm~ and closmg statements of counsel and to the per
s~nahty of w,Itness.es and counsel. They also found that at least 
~i) perce?t of the .1 urors reached a fairly definite decision early 
~n the tnal, and that only 1 in 41 jurors changed his vote in the 
Jury room. Using "decision intervals" as Weld and Danzig did 
would ena?l.e the researcher to relate indicators of reactions t~ 
actual ~ecls~ons, in order to construct more accurate indicators, 
and to Ide~1~If! the ~ehavior immediately prior to the decision and 
the type of mfol'matlon necessary to make a decision. 
~h: use of _~10nverbal indicators may also be useful in the study 

of JUly selectlon. The use of nonverbal indicators has generally 
been sugg~st.ed as a useful tool to the lawyer for selecting a 
sympathetIc Jury. Katz (1968-69), for example, suggests a nnm
~er, of.gestur:s that the la.wyer should note before selecting a jury. 
~OI example .. (1). If the Juror's feet are crossed, he is not accept
ll:g you; .(2~ If hl.S hands are open, he is receptive; (3) if he is 
~Ick~~1g hIS fo~t wIth crossed legs, he is hostile; (4) if he is "talk
Il1g ~hr~ugh h:s te~th". he is hostile; and (5) if he has his hands 
on hIS h~ps he IS I·e.1ectIng you. Observation of nonverbal behavior 
of the .1 Ul'Ol'S may also provide interesting information to the 
l'es~archel' .. The :'eceptiveness gesture cluster could be used to 
a.sslgn pretnal.attItude scores toward the defense and the prosecu
~lOn for eac~ .1uror. These scores would then be related to the 
Jurors: ;'eactIons to the individuals in the trial (especially to the 
lawyelS attempts to persuade) and to the juror's final deciSions 
(Sc~ulmal1 et al. 1973). Overall, the use of nonverbal indicators 
?rovldes ~he re~eal'chel' with a technique for studying variables . 
In a real Jury tl'lal that in the past have been impossible to tap. 

SENTENCE HEARINGS 

In th~ ma~ority of criminal cases, the most SUbstantial formal 
Pl:oceed~l~gS 1.11 the ~ighel' c~'iminal courts are those postcol1viction 
p~ oceedmgs ~n WhICh the Judge, determines the fate of the con
:lCted. T.he J l~dge may set a fine or sentence the defendant to a 
term of ImprIsonment; if the latter, the judge will determine 
whether the sentence is to 1~ Buspended, served on probation, or 
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served in various types of incarceration. Although the judicial 
responsibility for these decisions is typically diffused (the Judge 
relying heavily on the recommendations of the prose~utor, defense 
lawyer, and probation officer), it is in these hearmgs that the 
power of the judge is felt most heavily. 

The actual sentencing process has received little direct field 
study, the participant observation research of the American Bar 
Foundation team (Dawson 1969) and of Neubauer (1974b) repre
senting the maj or instances. 

Sentencing outcomes, on the other hand, have been rather 
heavily studied, primarily through the analysis of e~isting court 
documents. Unfortunately, almost all of these studIes represent 
rather poorly controlled applications of the general research de
signs for the study of discretion aild disparity. 

Discretion 

Many sentencing studies examine the relationship of various 
characteristics of offenders to sentencing outcomes, perhaps con
trolling for type of offenses, but generally ne~lect~ng to hold 
constant the identity (or type) of judges-assummg mstead th.at 
judges are interchangeable, at least within a siI:gle C01.~rt .. l?esp~te 
these design failings, the results of these studIes of J udlClal dIS
cretion warrant some review as a substantive guide to future 
research. 

Green (1961) studied the effects of age, sex, and l'a~e on the 
severity of the sentence, based on analysis of informatIon fe'om 
official court and police records of the city of Philadelphia. Judges 
did show a tendency to be more lenient with females, with youthful 
offenders and with whites. However, both sentence severity and 
the offel;der characteristics exhibited characteristic links with 
patterns of criminal behavior. Green found that women tended to 
be convicted of less serious crimes, that younger offender'fJ had 
less serious criminal records but tended to commit more serious 
crimes, and that blacks and older offenders tended to be recidivists. 
When such patterns of criminal behavior were held constant, the 
effects of age, sex, and race on sentence severity were found to 

be negligible. 
Race of victim, in relation to race of offender, has also been 

investigated, on the hypothesis that inter-racial crime is pUIlished 
more severely than intra··racial crime. Bullock (1961) found rela-
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tively indirect support for the hypothesis, as did Garfinkel (1949) 
more directly in his study of North Carolina homicides. From 
higher to lower, the rank order of severity of punishment was 
black offender-white victim, white offender-white victim, black 
offender-black victim, and white offender-black victim. In his 
Philadelphia study, however, Green (1964) found that, controlling 
for patterns of criminal behavior, there was no consistent tendency 
to be unduly harsh or lenient toward anyone particular offender
victim racial relationship. Hindelang (1972) suggests that the 
inconsistencies in such racial discrimination studies may be ac
counted for. by the geographic location of the study. He notes that 
studies finding support for discrimination have been done in the 
South, while studies finding no support have been done in the 
North. Studies finding support for discrimination are about 10 
years older than those finding no support; similarly, studies finding 
support for discrimination have dealt primarily with homicide 
while those not finding support have dealt primarily with property 
crimes. Hindelang does note, however, that studies finding no 
support for racial discrimination have tended to exercise more 
control over relevant nonracial variables. 

In a study Df larceny and assault cases, Nagel (1969b) related 
type of sentence to social class (indigent-nonindigent) and to 
education (no high school-some high school 01' more). Controlling 

. for offense and prior record, indigents were found to be less likely 
to be recommended for probation by the probation officer 01' to be 
granted probation or a suspended sentence by the judge. Nagel 
suggests that this differential may be due to differences in quality 
of counsel as well as to the negative impression the poor defendant 
makes in a middle-class court. Similarly, less educated defendants 
werB more likely to be imprisoned, perhaps because they may be 
thought to be poor rehabilitation risks by judges and probation 
officers. 

&&&&&oil 

The type of plea entered by the defendant has ai~o been related 
to the length or type of sentence received. It is widely believed 
that offenders who plead guilty tend to receive lighter sentences 
than those who plead not guilty. Once again, the findings are 
mixed. Cartel' and Wilkins (1967) found that offenders who 
entered a plea of guilty had a significantly greater chance of being 
recommended for probation than those who entered a plea of not 
guilty. Bullock (1961) also found in his study of Texas inmates 
that those who pleaded guilty l'eceived short sentences in greater 
proportion than those who pleaded not guilty. Green (1961) found 
that only in cases of convictions of crime against personal property 
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(which are commonly accompal1ied by offers to make restitution) 
was it clear that the defendant benefited by a guilty plea. 

In fact, no single offender characteristic seems to account for 
much variation in the extremely complicated proceslS of judicial 
decisionmaking. Hagan (1974) reanalyzed 20 studies of extra
legal factors from 1928-1973. The major independent variables in 
these studies were race, socioeconomic status, age, and sex. Hagan 
concludes fhat, in general, the relationship between extra-legal 
factors and the sentence is small and explains relatively little. It 
seems clear that the effects of these factors do not operate in 
isolation, but in combination 'with one another in each specific case. 

Disparity 

Sentencing outcome studies have also sought to examine dif
ferences among judges' sentencing patterns as functions of judicial 
backgrounds and personal characteristics. Again, unfortunately, 
such studies tend to represent poorly controlled applications of 
the general research design fo~ the study of inter-agent disparity. 
They may control for offense, but generally fail to control for 
chara.cteristics of offenders-assuming instead that over a long 
run of cases offender characteristics will not differ significantly 
between judges (at least within a single court). Despite these 
design limitations of existing studies, their findings concerning 
the effect of characteristics of judges on outcomes might usefully 
be reviewed. 

Nagel (1969a) conducted an extensive study designed to in
vestigate the relationship between decisionmaking and the per
sonal backgrounds of Supreme Court judges. His subjects were 
313 State and Federal Supreme Court judges who were listed in 
the 1955 Di?'BCt01'Y of Am,BriccLn J1~clges. Background information 
was obtained from the Di?'Bct01'Y of A.?1w1·ican J'UclgBS, Who's Who 
in AmB?icCL, the MCL1·tinclale-Hu.bbel LaM Di?'ecto?fJ, and govern
mental directories published by the States. The Eysenck attitude 
questionnaire designed to measure liberalism was mailed to the 
313 judges. All full court cases which were heard in 1955 were 
analyzed. The cases involved both appeals and habeas corpus 
proceedings and centered around the question of guilt, punishment, 
01' procedure. Each judge was given a decision score which repre
sented the proportion of times he voted for the defense, out of all 
the times he voted in criminal cases. r£he data were analyzed 
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acc01~d~ng to what judicial characteristics if any were related to 
a deCIsIOn score above the average for a given court. 

N~gel fou~d th~t 57 percent of the judges scoring above the 
medIan. on hb.erahsm were also above the average on decision 
scores for theIr respective court. Half of the judges who were 
not former prosecuting attorneys had decision scores above the 
average, whereas only 36 percent who had been prosecuting 
attor~~ys had such scores. A former defense attorney alone had 
~ deCISIOn score of 94 percent for the defense. In California, the 
two D~mocrats ?ad an average decision score of 85 percent for 
the defense, whIle the two Republicans had an average decision 
score of 18. p~rcent for the defense. Nonmembers of the American 
~ar As.socIatIon had ~ecision scores above the average for their 
lespe~tI~e courts, whIle only 37 percent of the American Bur 
AssoCIa~lOn members had scores above the mean. Of the Prot
est~nt Judges, 31 percent had decision scores above the mean 
whIle 56 percent of the Catholic judges had such scores ' 

H?:vever, after replicating most of Nagel's results, Bowen 
(19b~) found th~t when analyzed with the multiple regression 
techlUq~le, none of the background variables explained more than 
a f~'actIon of the total variance among the judges. No single 
varlable ac~ounted for m01'e than 16 percent of the variance, and 
most were III the .1-:-8 percent range. Bo;ven's results tend to cast 
?oubt.s on the utIhty of studying background characteristics in 
IsolatIOn from the overall decisionmaking process. 

The Sentencing Process and Disparity 

. In g.eneral, then, the poorly controlled versions of both the 
chscretIOn and the disparity designs have produced inconsistent 
~~nd fr~gmentedresults. Aside from degree of control, two reasons 
for ~hIS outcome may be suggested. First, sentencing outcome 
studIes have generally relied exclusively on analysis of existing 
documents, known to be erratic and ):ather superficial. Second 
a more comprehensi.ve ~odel of the sentencing process may b~ 
~lee~ed,. a model whIch mcludes variables not found in existing 
Il1stItutIOnal records. 

Hood ~ll1d Sparks (1970) suggest an elaborate model for the 
exp~a~atlO~l of t~e. sentencing decision which attempts to explain 
Va1~IatlOn III d~clslonmaking by taking into account the way in 
',:,hlch t~e parhcul~r judge categorizes and perceives the informa
tIon aVaIlable to hIm. Hood and Sparks suggest that each judge 
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brings with him to each case an elaborate set of attitudes. Th~se 
attitudes are a result of personal variables such as age, sex, SOClal 
class, political affiliation, and personality characteristics. In 
addition each judge has a certain "role set" that has a general 
effect 0]; his view of his work. His role set may be a combination 
of lcngth of experience, status 011 the bench, previolls type of legal 
experience, amI manner of handling court procedure. In addition, 
and importantly, he also has an individualized body of Imo\:,ledge 
about alternative types of punishments and treatments avmlable. 
He also comes to each case with a general view about what the 
aim of punishment should be-reiribntion, prevention, specific 
deterrencc, general c1eten.'ence, 01' rehabilitation. 

The judge is then confronted with an actual case. InJormatiol1 
about the case is supplied by the -prosecution, defense, probation 
officers, psychiatrists, etc. When the case is being heard, ~he ju~lge 
has some control over what information will be used by Imposmg 
the Jegal rules, e.g., the rules of evidence. At this point the judge 
must assess the seriousness of the offense and solidify his percep
tion of the offender's character. Hood and Sparks suggest that 
thel'e m:e several major 'ways of conceptualizing the offense as well 
as the on'ender. 

'J~he offense may be categorized according to the degree of harm 
done to the victim, the inherent 'wickedness of the crime, 01' in 
terms of the danger of the offense to the community. If the judge 
conceptualizes the offense in terms of the degree of harm ~lone to 
the victim, then the information about the offense that Dugilt be 
relevant to him would include such factors as the amount of injury 
or harm clone, If he views the crime in terms of the inherent 
wic](edness of the crime, he might be interested in the offender's 
intent or community values. If the judge perceives the most 
salient aspect of the crime as its potential danger to the com
munity, then such factors as potential harm and pl'~valence of 
the offense are important. The way in which the Judge con
ceptualizes the offense 'will be related to his perception of the 
seriousness o:E the offense. 

'1'he offender may be categorized as "dangerous-not dangerous," 
"wicked-good J) ((mentally ill-normal," etc. rrhe offender's crimi.nal 
record and ~ental hist~ry may be relevant to the ((dangerous" 
category; criminal record, work record, family behavior, and ~lea 
may be relevant to the ((wicked-good" category; and medIcal 
reports and family history may be relevant to the ((mentally ill
nO~'mal" categol·Y. Information about the offense and the offender 
then feeds back and is processed in light of the judge's goals of 
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pu.ni~hment. The information may also feedback and afrect his 
eXlstmg set of attitudes about sentencing, 

Once this processing is completed, the judge has three decisions 
~o make. H.e must 110W decide his specific aim (01' balance of aims) 
1l1"the partlcular cas~. He must decide the type of penalty (e.g., 
pl~son) and the speClfic terms of the penalty (e.g., years of the 
p1'1son term) . 

Hogarth's (1971) study of the judicial decisionmaking of 71 
full-time Canadian magistrates included many oJ the val'iables 
that Hood and Sparks suggest as crucial to an explanation of the 
sent~ncing decision. In addition to mental characteristics of the 
maglstrates, .Hogarth obtained extensive information speci,fic to 
eacl: case decIded, through use of a ((sentencing study sheet" which 
the Judge completes at the time of sentencing. The sheet includes: 
(~) l1~T?e, age, marital status, and sex oJ the offender; (2) the 
~bSposlbon; (3) sources of information; (ll) time spent consider-
111g t~e sentence; (5) purpose of the remand; (6) assessment of 
~he cnme: ~7) assessment of the offender; (8) factors considered 
111 d~term111111?' the sentence; (9) purpose of the disposition; (10) 
facturs used 111 the treatment plan; (11) adequacy of existing 
resources; and (12) consideration for parole (H?garth 1967). 

}~ogarth studied the decisions of 71 judges over an 18-month 
penoel, and decided that gathering snch extensive questionnaire 
~1ata on each judge and on each case is quite costly to both the 
Judges. and the l'esearcher. Furthermore, even with designed data 
reflectmg a more comprehensive model of the sentencing process 
Ho~al't~'s study still pl:esents a difficult application of the disparit; 
deSIgn, 111 that the varlOUS judges may be assigneel quit(~ different 
types of cases. 

The emergence of sentencing institutes has provided an en
h~nced setting. (Weick 1968; pp. 376-380) for simUltaneous study 
of the sentencmg process and of inter-agen't disparities of sen
te,l1cing ?utcom~s i1: a n:ol.'e controlled field setting. Since passage 
of enabhng leglslatlOn 111 1958, judges and other court personnel 
ha ve periodically participated in "sentencing institutes" to analyze 
sentencing problems and to regularize sentencing practices (Sharp 
~95~; Remingt~n and Newman 1962). Some of these senbmcing 
111sbtutes have mc1uded workshop sessions in which a number of 
~udges are presented with identical cases, are asked to make 
ll~dependent sentencing decisions, and are brought together to 
cbscuss and analyze these decisions. Such workshop sessions 
provide a uniquely advantageous setting in which to embed unob
trusively data collection techniques appropriate to controlled study 
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of complex models of tlecisionmaking and of inter-agent disparity. 
Such a study might involve three stages of data collection. In 

the first stage, information on basic judicial characteristics would 
be elicited from the participating judges through respondent 
interviewing or questionnaires. In addition to standard variables 
such as age, political affiliation, number of years on the bench, and 
previous types of legal experience, a role-orientation scale might 
be developed and applied to index each judge's beliefs about the 
way in which cases should be handled. (Such a scalfl might be 
based on the judicial typologies of Blumberg 1967, and Ung and 
Baas 1972.) Judges' views on the aims of punishment, on the 
seriousness of various offenses, and on the moral worth of various 
types of offenders might also be measured. (The items employed 
by Hogarth (1971) represent a reasonable approach to measure
ment of several of these variables.) 

In the second stage of the study, the judges would be presented 
with a brief description of each of the several cases under con
sideration in the workshop and would be asked to make an inde
pendent sentencing decision on each case. Presentation of infor
mation on the case might take the form of the "information board" 
technique, a standard test developed by Wilkins and Chandler 
(1965) to study the way in which probation officers select and 
use information in makin~': probation recommendations, a tech
nique readily adaptable to studying how judges use the information 
typically contained in presentence reports in making sentencing 
decisions. Some 30 standard categories of information about the 
offense (e.g., the charge, the complainant's account of the crime, 
the co-defendant's account) and about the offender (e.g., the 
general appearance of the offender, age and sex, scholastic achieve
ment, attitudes toward authority) are commonly used. These 
categories function as headings for a series of cards, each of which 
contains case information corresponding to its heading. The cards 
are arranged so that on1y the heading is visible, and the judge 
would be allowed to select and read these cards in any number or 
order that he desires. The researcher would observe the order 
and t-:,tal number of cards react. The judge would be asked to 
indicate when he felt he had sufficient information to make a 
sentencing decisIon. In addition to this final decision, the judge 
would be aSk'ed to make a tentative decision after each foUl' cards. 
Each interim and final decision 'NQuld be recorded, and the j uc1ge 
would be asked to rate his degree of ease in making each of the 
decisions and his degree of confidence in them. Data on the judges 
concerning sentencing decisions, ease, and confidence would be 
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the depel;de.nt variables of the study, to be related to judicial 
characte1'1sbcs measured in the first stage and to characteristics 
of information selection as measured through the information 
board technique. 

In the ~hird st~ge o~ the s~udy, the ,judges would be brought 
tog~t~er for a chscussIOn of the case, their various sentencing 
deCISIOns and the issues l'aised therein, as the main focus of the 
sentencing institute would demand. This group discussion might 
?e observed and recorded to obtain the account offered by each 
Judge of the rationale for his own decision and characteristic 
sentencing practices. This information could be used to cross
check and/or amplify the findings of the first two stages. 

rfhe results of such a study might cast important light on inter
agent disparities in sentencing (since the cases would be standard 
across a set of judges) and on variations in the decisionmaking 
proces~ that determine these disparities. Since the tasks given 
to the ,Judges are basically quite 110rmal to those of any sentencing 
workshop, such a study ,,,ould be substantially less vulnerable to 
the t~reat of reactive arrangements than would an experimentally 
contnved study of similar design. Furthermore, SOlne cross
validation might be feasible by observing the sentencing behavior 
of the same judges with respect to comparable cases in their home 
courts. 

FIELD RELATIONS IN STUDYING THE COURT 

As note~, the court system is a sprawling 01'ganizational empire 
encompasSll1g a number of public offices. The offices of the prose
cutor alId public defender may be studied as semi-autonomous 
agencies, as discussed in the preceding chapter. So, to a lesser 
extent, may the probation office and the office of the clerk of court. 
The core of the court system~-the courtroom and the judge's 
chambers-is strictly under the control of the judges and their 
personal staffs, and these same agent~ exert very great influence 
on the other semi-autonomous offices as well. 

Orgallizational access for field research on the courts must 
at some point be negotiated with the judges. Since judges are 
essentially relatively elevated and senior members of the local 
criminal law community, the considerations involved in establish
ing and maintaining field relations in the court system differ little 
from those reviewed in the prevjous chapter. T\vo points r:!hould 
be stressed, however. First, whatever the level at which internal 
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sponsorship is obtained (even at the level of the judges), orga
nizationalaccess will have to be renegotiated at all levels and in all 
segments of the system. Second, since not all members of the cOUl,t 
system are lawyers, the problems of obtaining subject access, 
informational access, and rapport may be expected to prove more 
heterogeneous than in studies of the criminal law community. 
The class backgrounds, work orientations, and civil service sta
tuses of clerks, bailiffs, and probation officers dispose these agents 
to view the researcher and his activities in quite different fashions 
(differing among these categories and differing from the ·viewpoint 
of the lawyers). Although some of these agents may rank much 
below the lawyers who dominate the court, their position affords 
them the capability of denying the researcher certain important 
subject and informational access. 

Sinee courtroom proceedings are normally open to the public, 
it might be presumed that studies eonfined to courtroom inter
action could proceed without having to negotiate access. Insofar 
as the researcher's data collection activities are quite unobtrusive 
and c~m successfully be conducted from a position in the spectator's 
gallery, such an approach might be attractive. With the high rate 
of activity in the courtroom, however, some form of continual 
overt data recording would usually be necessary. Such visible 
activity is likely to offend and perhaps threaten the judge or his 
courtroom staff, who might eject and subsequently bar the re
searcher. Moreover, the substance of courtroom interaction is 
often bewilderingly ambiguous .( especially in summaJ.'y proceed
ings) , so that the researcher may need interpretive assistance 
from a courtroom 1'egulal'. The judge and his staff usually find 
such frequent whispered conversations to be both offensive and 
threatening. And, finally, the visual and aural perspectives on 
courtroom proceedings afforded by a position in the gallery are 
typically most unsatisfactory for purposes of systematic data 
collectiOll. 

Even for completely passive observational studies of courtroom 
interaction, then, the researcher will probably need to negotiate 
organizational, subject, and informational access with the judges. 
He will need to obtain prior access to the court docket and per
mission to conduct his observations from a suitable position at or 
neal' the bench. If successful in obtaining such access, the re
searcher will appear to the public to be :a:nqther member of the 
courtroom staff (much like the official court reporter), imposing 
certain constraints on his appearance and demeanor in order to 
maintain proper court decorum. 

CHAPTER 6 

Observing Corrections 

.In the framework of the legal code, persons duly convicted of 
cl'll~e al:e sentenced to some type of punishment in retribution for 
th~lr offenses. agains~ society. In the American experience, cor
pOlal ~:ld capital PU:llshn:ents have been almost entirely displaced 
by. V~llOUS ~orm~ of PUl1lshment through deprivation of liberty, 
?rll1clpally Impl'lSOnment. Criminals are sent to prison as pun
:shmen~, 1'ather than fa?' punishment. As prisons have proved 
mcr~asI~gly ~roublesome and expensive, less severe forms of 
depnvatlOn of liberty have tended in turn to displace imprison
ment. 

Society seek~ n?t only to punish criminals but also to incapaci
tat,: them a~ cl'lmll1als, through some form of isolation (not neces
saIlly ~pabal~ from the community at large. As additional 
protection agamst the occurrence of criminal acts, society seeks to 
dete.r. members from criminal behavio1' through dramatizing the 
PUl1ltIve consequences of criminality. F'ear of punishment is relied 
on as al: effective ince.ntive to refrain from criminal acts. 

Im,prisonment proved invariably' successful as punishment 
relatively successful in restricting convicts' cTiminal actions and 
somewhat doubtfully effective in deterring others from crim~. At 
the same time, .the classic American prison system efficiently 
enhanced depraVIty and insanity among the prisoners. 
. Conseql~entlY, prison ref?nn movem:nts were enabled to per
sua?e SOCiety that protec.tIOn from crIme could and should be 
~chle:ed through refo.rming (corl'ecting or l:ehabilitating) crim
mals 111tO self-supportmg, law-abiding citizens. Although the . 
f h b'l't t' h aim 0: 1'e a 1 1 ~ 101: as only supplemented rather than displaced the 

~1l11S of retrIbutIOn, incapacitation, and deterrence, its humanitar
~an . ch~racter h~s. sec~u'ed its ascendency in the philosophy of 
mstItutlOns admllllstermg post-conviction programs. 

Federal and State prison agencies are now "departments of 
correcti~ns," prisons are "correctional facilities," guards are 
"correctIOnal officers," and solitary confinement cells are "adjust

. .ment centers." The emergence of the rehabilitation movement has 
fostered not only the socialized-therapeutic court, as described in 
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chapters 4 and 5, but also a wide range of correctional programs 
involving less severe forms of deprivation of liberty more com-
patible with rehabilitative efforts. . . 

rfhe contemporary field of corrections includes not only JaIls 
and prisons but the entire range of post-conviction programs
diversion, probation and parole, furloughs, gra~uated release, ~alf
way housE;ls, and community-based therapeutIc and educahonal 
programs. . " . 

Due in part to the early alliance of socIal sClenbst~ wIth ,the 
rehabilitation movement, a great deal of the research In the field 
of corrections is concerned with evaluating the effectiveness of 
correctional programs, especially with regard to their effect on 
the likelihood of further criminality among those I\'ho have been 
treated in such programs (Glaser 1964; Wilkins 1969), Other 
significant research has dealt \vith aspects of the f:m?tion~ng .of 
correctional agencies within the larger system of cnmmal J ushce 
and will be reviewed here. 

JAILS 

The one correctional agency with which the largest number of 
offenders have some contact is the jail, inasmuch as jails serve as 
both a site for pretrial detention of offenders and as a short-term 
incarceration center for misdemeanants. Jails are local agencies, 
under the administration of the sheriff in most counties, the chief 
of police in some cities, or a city .iailor in some metropolitan ~reas, 
Being locally financed and under the direction of a law entorce
ment agent most jails are comp~etely without any correctionally 
trained or ~rofessiol1al persormel. The great majority of jails are 
decre',)it unsanitary maximum-security facilities-offering no 

1 " , h' h ,vork, treatment, educational, or recreational programS-ll1 w lC 
persons with a wide range of medical, social, or beha~i?ral 
pathologies are thrown together under overcrowded conchtIOns 
(Flynn 1973). 

By far the larg;.est proportion of jail inmates are in the jail for 
purposes of pretrial detention (often for 3-4 months), to ensure 
that they will make the required court appearances and to protect 
the community against their further criminal acts. Although the 
dehumanizing aspects of criminal processing begin with the 
sb:ipph1g, fingerprinting, and photographing in the police s~atio~1, 
it is in the jail that the offender effectively loses contact wlth hIS 
family, friends, job, home, and personal belongings and clothes. 
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Irwin (1970) points out that pretrial detention threatens the 
structure of the offender's personal life in two distinct ways: 

First, the disjointed experience of being suddenly extracted 
from a relatively orderly and familiar rotltine and cast into a 
completely unfamiliar and seemingly chaotic one where the 
orderin.g Of. events is completely out of his control has a 
shatterll1g Impact upon his personality structure. One's 
identHy! one's personality system, one's coherent thinking 
about hlmself depend upon a relatively familiar continuous 
and predictable stream of events. In the Kafkaes'que world of 
the booking room, the j ail cell, the interrogation room and the 
visiting room, the boundaries of the self collapse. (~. 39.) 

Sec~nd, ~hile in detention the offender is unable to perform any 
of hIS baSIC social roles in the community, As a result his network 
of social re~ationships collapses-he loses his job, 'family roles 
become stramed, and bills go unpaid, Under the shock of this 
col1ap~e of roles, relationships, and identities, the offender typically 
experlences acute remorse and regret and is susceptible to re
socializa tion. 

Blumberg (1967) has shown how the prosecutor tends to benefit 
by th~ typ~ca~ly oppressive effects of pretrial detention. Although 
d.~lay 111 ~l'lalIS uS~lally of advantage to the defense case, the impact 
of pretrIal d~tentIOn on the offender is such that defendants are 
freql~e.ntly dIsposed to plead guilty in order to escape the jail 
condltIOns, to be moved to the less crowded and oppressive prison. 

For most offenses, the accused is legally eligible for diversion 
from the trauma of pretrial detention. Such diversion is most 
comm?nly available through bail,bond programs, in which a money 
bond IS posted to ensure the accused's return for any required 
court appearances. Bail bondsmen frequent most urban court
houses, arranging to post such a bond for a cash commission. 
Defendants who cannot afford to pay the bondsman's fee are 
thus denied diver~ion from pretrial detention (Goldfarb 1965), 
Oonsequently, many courts are beginning to employ diversion pro
grams alternative to the mOlley bond, including release-on
recognizance, unsecured appearance bonds, and pretrial confine-
ment programs (Wice 1973) , . 

"Yhatever the ~orm of the diversion program or the agency 
whlCh. con,ducts, it, t~e decision to divert an acused from pretrial 
detentIOn IS ~ dIscretIonary one, reflecting some agent's judgment 
as to the serIOusness of the offense, the likelihood that the accused 
will commit further crimes while at large, and/or the likelihood 
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that the accused will return for court appearances. This discre
tionary decision to divert is of considerable consequence, since 
statistics suggest that an accused who has spent the pretrial period 
in jail is more likely to be convicted than one who has not (Foote 
1954; Kamin 1965). 

The discretionary decisions of a single agent could be studied 
by means of the general design for research on discretion, in which 
outcomes are related to various characteristics of the offenders, 
controlling for type of of1'ense. Disparities in the discretionary 
proclivities of parallel agents could be studied through the general 
design for research on disparity, in which decision patterns of the 
various agents are related to selected characteristics of the agents, 
controlling for characteristics of the offender and the offense. 

It is not as facilities for pretrial detention of the accused, ho\v
ever, that jails are treated here as correctional agencies, repre
senting post-conviction programs. Many convicted misdemeanants 
are sentenced to short-term incarceration in .i ails, since only a few 
of the larger metropolitan centers regularly separate detainees 
from the convicted. Due to the small size, mixed populations, 
high turnover, and absence of programs characteristic of jails 
and related local facilities for short-term incarceration, research 
on these institutions in their function as cor'redional agencies is 
virtually nonexistent (Mattick 19711). 

PROBATION 

Probation is the oldest and most frequently employed of the 
post-conviction programs involving less severe deprivations of 
liberty. Originally probation was essentially a sentencing dis
position in which a term of imprisonment was conditionally sus
pended by the judge, with the criminal's conduct in the community 
being kept under institutional scrutiny for compliance with the 
court-imposlJd conditions. Today, probation is increasingly a 
sentence in its own right, without a determined sentence of im
prisonment in suspension. Conditions are still imposed and the 
sentencing court simply retains authority to modify the conditions 
of sentence or to re-sentence the offender if he should violate the 
conditions. oome more or less standard conditions include stipula
tions that the offender not violate any laws, not leave the State 
without court consent, report regularly to probation officials, make 
restitution to victims, and pay probation costs. Additional, more 
individualized conditions may also be imposed, such as refraining 
from drinking, or holding a steady job. 
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Associated with virtually every criminal court is some type of 
probation agency, local or State, which may be under the adminis
tration of either the judicial or the executive branch of Govern
ment. The probation agency has two principal functions: to 
recommend to the court for or against probation in individual 
cases and to supervise (or serve) those offenders who are placed 
on probation. Given the ascendency of the rehabilitation move
ment and the relatively early emergence of probation programs, 
probation officers more than any other correctional personnel are 
drawn fI'om and draw upon the discipline of social work As a 
consequence, courts tend to view them as supervising offenders 
Y~7ith respect to compliance with imposed conditions, while proba
bon officers tend to view themselves as social caseworkers in a 
helping relationship with probationers. 

Caseloads are typically very heavy, with the result that super
viBion is often quite minimal, amounting in many cases to having 
the probationer regularly sign in with an agency clerk while 
delivering payment of the assessed restitution and probation costs 
(McIntyre 1967). So far as resources permit, of course, probation 
officers do conduct checks on probationers' conduct alld welfm'e, 
usually by interviewing probationers, family members, employers, 
neighbors, and police, particularly where more individualized 
conditions have been imposed by the court. In many jurisdictions 
probation officers have some degree of statutory authority to 
terminate or revoke probation independent of the sentencing 
judge. Exercise of this discretionary .judgment is a significant 
topic for research, similar to that discussed regarding the parole 
officer's discretionary decision to revoke parole (see page 127). 

The more central function of the probation agency, however, 
is to investigate and report on the character and circumstances 
of the convicted offendel' and on the nature of the offense. Since 
the judge ordinarily learns little about the offender through 
official court proceedings (particularly since few cases are even 
tried in court but are settled by guilty pleas), individualized 
sentencing consonant with the goals of the socialized/therapeutic 
court must rely on some extra.-judicial investigation of this sort. 
The social work background of the probation officer is thought to 
ensure that his investigation andI'ecommendation will be impartial 
and objectively concerned with the optimal rehabilitation of the 
offender. 

The form and content of both the investigation and its report
ing are controlled almost exclusively by the probation officer and 
his agency supervisors (Reve 1960; Wallace 1974). The probation 
officer's discretionary judgment in uncovering, interpreting, and 
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reporting relevant facts-as wen as in rec?mmendir:g for or 
against probation-is of great significance, S111ce the Judge has 
little other basis for his decision. 

Carter and Wilkins (1967) found, through a large-scal~ com-
parison of presentence reports and judicial decisions, ~hat Judges 
almost always follow the recommendations of probatlon officers. 
Whether due to judicial trust in the professional expertise of the 
probation officer, to genuine consensus on judgmental stan~ards, 
01' to probation officers' successfully anticipating what the Judges 
would- want to hear, the concurrence of recommendation and 
decision lend great importance to the presentence report. 

Wilkins and Chandler (1965) have usefully employed a .stan~a.rd 
test (the "information board" technique) to study dISpal'lt:es 
among probation officers in presentence investigation. InformatlOn 
pertinent to each of 34 categories (derived through content 
analysis of actual presentence reports) was typed on 34 sep~rate 
cards which were then arranged so that only the names of the 
categ~ries (e.g., offender's attitudes toward authority! were 
visible. The probation officer taking the test was perml~ted to 
read any cards he wished in arriving at his recommendatIOn for 
or against probation for the case described, and the researcher 
recorded the order in which the officer read the cards. The officer 
was also asked to make interim recommendations (e.g., after 
having read only four cards) and to rate his ~egree. o~ confi~ence 
in the recommendation and his degree of ease 111 arnv111g at It. 

Wilkins and Chandler found a surprising lack of agreement 
among the probation officers as to the value of the information 
available to them. Only the charge, the complainant's account 
and the offender's account, were among the first 10 items. of 
information chosen by more than 10 of the subjects. Add111g 
"teacher evaluation" and "attitudes toward authority," these 
five items were chosen within the first 10 by more than half of 
the subjects. In addition, the decision for or against probation was 
not related to the pattern of information search. Although there 
was very little change in decision after viewing the first I? cards, 
only two subjects indicated to the experimenter at any ~o111t that 
they had had enough information. One stopped after 20 Items, and 
the other after 26 (total items=49). There was a general tendency 
for the decisions to become more lenient as the amount of informa
tion increased. They did find a high positive relationship between 
the subject's confidence and his ease in making the decision .. Cart~r 
(1967) and Robison et a1. (1969). used .~he ~am~ techmque 111 
similar studies of probation officers 111 Cahforma WIth comparable 

results. 
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Since both offenders and offenses are standardized for all agents 
taking the test, disparities not only in interim and final recom
mendations but also in types of information employed confidence 
. ' 111 l'ecommendations, and ease of making recommendations could 
be related to characteristics of probation officers, as in Cartel' 
(1967). The external validity of this application of the general 
design for research on disparity could be enhanced by embedding 
such a test in a naturally occurring field situation, such as a civil 
service examination or an inservice staff evaluation exercise. 

PRISONS 

Most facilities for long-term, complete incarceration of con
victed felons can be classified as prisons, whether or not they 
closely resemble the stone-walled, iron-barred fortresses of the 
classical stereotype. Since imprisonment remains the central 
(though no longer the most frequent) disposition of felons the 
study of prisons continues to dominate research on correctional 
programs. 

In the organizational chart of virtually any prison, the line-of
command personnel (from warden to guards) are those prison 
officials primarily responsible for the custodial/punitive functions 
of the institution. Other personnel, concerned with extracting 
profitable labor from inmates or with rehabilitating inmates, 
serve essentially as advisory staff to the line officers. As in mili
tary and industrial organizations, the dynamics of prisons as 
fOl'mal organizations are perhaps most easily approached through 
study of staff-line relations (Cressey 1960, 1965; Ohlin 1960; 
Street et a1. 1966). 

The bulk of research on prisons has dealt rather with their 
informal organization, particularly within the inmate population 
in relation to the custodial/punitive concerns of the line personnel 
(Clemmer 1940; G. Sykes 1958; Cressey 1961). Relations among 
inmates and with prison officials are dominated by the traditional 
inmate code centered (according to Cressey 1973) around five 
normative ideas: (1) No inmate should do anything to jeopardize 
another's privileges; (2) inmates should avoid quarrels with other 
inmates; (3) no inmate should take advantage of another; (4) 
inmates should be strong and self-respecting; and (5) no inmate 
should accord respect to prison officials or the world they repre
sent. Though often violated, of course, this code promotes inmate 
control of other inmates, and thus greatly facilitates officials' 
custodial and order-maintenance efforts. 
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Much research (Schrag 1961; Garabedian 1963; Irwin 1970) 
has been directed toward delineation of types of subcultures 
among inmates (e.g., crime-oriented, prison-oriented, "straight"
oriented) and their varying relations to and under the inmate code. 
Some of these studies have also cast light upon officials' cooptation 
of inmate elites (through distribution of power and privileges) to 
further control of other inmates by the elites through invocation 
of the inmate code. 

Study of subcultural types of inmates in relation to the discre
tionary favors of line officers has been . best pursued through 
participant observation designs, heavily emphasizing data collec
tion through informant interviewing, as in the study of at-large 
criminal communities (see chapter 2). 

Staff officers, too, exercise important discretionary judgments 
concerning types of prisoners, and these judgments better lend 
themselves to more standardized methods and designs for research. 
From the viewpoint of the therapeutic/rehabilitative staff, for 
example, it is expected that different types of prisoners will 
respond differentially to various types of treatment programs. 
Indeed, one of the emerging foci of evaluation research in the 
fleld of corrections is the study of the interaction between type of 
inmate and type of treatment (Hood and Sparks 1970). 

In more modern correctional systems, prisoners are initially 
subjected to more or less intensive diagnostic and classification 
pro~essing to determine the type of treatment they should receive. 
In some States, prisoners are sent to a specialized intake center for 
several weeks for such program identification before being as
signed to an appropriate prison where sentence will be served. 

Typologies for official classification of inmates may be formal 
or informaL Perhaps the most familiar formal classification is 
that employed by the California Youth Authority (Warren 1969). 
Delinquents are classified by levels of "interpersonal maturity" 
(low, middle, and high) and within levels by "typical mode of 
interaction with the world." Thus, low-maturity delinquents are 
either "unsocialized aggressive" or I<unsocialized passive" ; middle
maturity delinquents are "conformist immature," "conformist 
cultural," or "manipulator"; and high-maturity delinquents are 
I<neurotic acting-out," <lneurotic anxious," "cultural identifier," or 
"situational emotional response" types. 

Informal typologies employed for adult inmates tend to resemble 
the more formal diagnostic typologies. Through content analysis 
of inmate records from California reception/guidance centers, 
Irwin (1970) identified the four personality models most fre-
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q~lently used in characterizing inmates as being those of emotional 
dIsturbance, moral unworthiness, subcultural carrier, 01' phe
nomenological explanations. 

The discretionary decisions of individual classification officcl's
their formal or informal classifications, treatmeI1t ~'ecommenda
tions, and assignments of inmates to particular facilities-could 
be studied through the general design for research on discretion 
Controlling for classification agent and the nature of the offense' 
such decisional outcomes could be related to characteristics of th~ 
inmates. Similarly, the general design for research on disparity 
could be employed to relate patterns of classification decisions to 
characteristics of the classification agents, controlling for both 
the .characteristics of the inmates and the nature of the offenses. 
I~':vm (1970) suggests, for example, that the four informal clas
sificator~ types he identified are used with distinctively differential 
frequenCIes by. three types of classification agents-probation 
officers, correctional counselors, and prison psychologists. 

PAROLE 

. Parole is the release of an offender from a correctional institu
tion, after he has served a portion of his sentence under the 
c~nti~ued custo~y o.f the State and under conditions 'that permit 
hIS reI~~arceratIon III the event of misconduct until expiration of 
the ol'lgmal term of commitment. Parole represents a form of 
graduated return to the community and is today the predominant 
form of release for prison inmates. 

Parole Boards 

Unlike probation, which is granted by the courts, parole is 
almost a.lways an administrative decision, made by a parole board 
of 3-7 members appointed by the State Governor and/or depart
ment of cO:Tections. 'l'ypically, the law, the behavioral sciences, 
and correctIOns are expected to be represented among the members 
of the board, though State political considerations tend to be more 
influential in board composition. In some of the larger States, 
supplementary and less prominent hearing examiners are also 
appointed to conduct mUCh of the more routine interviewing and 
decisionmaking. 

Even in States which do not make use of the indefinite sentence , 
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the length of time an offender spends in incarceration for an 
offense is effectively determined by the parole board rather than 
the sentencing judge (Glaser 1973n). Until recently, the adminis
trative decisionmaking of parole boards involved no guarantees 
of due process, and many irregularities and injustices in parole 
deliberations have been alleged. On the other hand, it is claimed 
that parole boards have more information on the conduct and 
adjustment of the offender in il1carcera~i~n than judges h~v~. at 
the time of sentencing so that parole decIsIons are more obJechve 
and appropriate. 

Given the overcrowding of prisons and the expense of continued 
incarceration, parole authorities generally favor. early parol~. 
rrhe major consideration against granting parole 111 any case lS 
the fear that the parolee will commit further crimes once re
leased. Other inhibiting concerns include maintaini11g rough 
equity in time served, avoiding' public outcries against excessive 
leniency, and avoiding unfavorable reactions from other com
ponents of the criminal justice system. (O'Le~ry 1974) . .Als~ of 
considerable relevance to parole decislOnmakll1g are the belIefs 
held by board members regarding the sources o~ criminal.ity, 
strategies for changing offenders, and the nature of the relatIon-
ship between the correctional system and the offender. . 

Parole decisionmaking', then, shares many features wlth ~he 
sentencing process, though it involves collective decisionn:akmg 
(as in a jury) rather than simply individual, as in .sent~ncl:lg by 
a judge. Sentencing councils and some sentencl1:g l~stItutes 
present a closer parallel, so that the research strategles dIscussed 
for studying the sentencing process and disparity (see pp. 113-
11.5) might readily be applied to the study of parole hearings as 
well (Gottfrec1son and Ballard 1966). 

Current procedures of the United States Board of Parole 
especially facilitate fruitful application of the general designs 
for research on discretion and on disparity. Case decisionmaking 
is delegated to two-man teams of hearing examiners following 
explicit decision guidelines based on the interaction between 
characteristics of the offender and characteristics of the offense 
(P. Hofrman and DeGostin 1974). For each combination of val.ues 
of these two variables, the guidelines specify a range of tIme 
normally to be served before release. The Board reviews the 
d,ecisions of the examiner panels, particularly those decisions 
which fall above or below the specified time ranges. Restricting 
researcher attention to review hearings on these deviant cases 
would greatly reduce the dross l' ate encountered in parole hearing 
research. 
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Parole Officers 

Like probation officers, the Beld staff of parole agencies are 
charged with (1) providing supervisim1 and control of the parolee 
to reduce the likelihood of criminal acts ·while he is serving his 
sentence in the community and (2) providing assistaDce and 
services to the parolee, so that noncriminal conduct becomes 
possible. 

The strain between these two duties is considerable; often the 
parole officer must tolerate some violations of parole conditions 
or even the law in order that the parolee remain free "to continue 
making progress toward a 1egally acceptable lifestyle. Typologies 
of parole officers (Ohlin, Piven and Pappenfort 1956; Glaser 1964; 
Irwin 1970) derive primarily from patterns of resolution of this 
role strain. 

Perhaps the central discretionary judgment of parole officers 
is whether to reqnest revocation of parole for violations of parole 
conditions. Such revocation lowers the success rate of the parole 
program and is to be avoided, but no parole officer can afford to 
appear to have been lax should one of his parolees be apprehended 
for a grave offense. Irwin (1970) has insightfully deta~led the 
structural basis of the fragile equilibrium maintained by parole 
officers between these competing pressures. 

Parole officers vary significantly in their rates of violation 
reports and revocation requebts (Martinson et al. 196;J; Robison 
and Takagi 1970), suggesting the applicability of the general 
design for research on disparity. Perhaps based on a quota sample 
of types of parole officers, sustained observation of the contacts 
between parole officers and their clients (similar to observational 
studies of police-citizen encounters reviewed in chapter 3) could 
generate data for each client on technical violations known to the 
parole officer. Controlling for the nature of the violations and for 
characteristics of the parolees, the reporting decisions of the 
sampled parole officers could be related to the characteristics or 
type of parole officer. 

COMMUNITY-BASED PROGRAMS 

Unlike imprisonment, which removes the offender from the 
community, a number of correctional programs deal with the 
Offender within his own community. The major community-based 
programs-diversion, probation, and parole-have already been 
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described in this or earlier chapterb. Other community-based 
programs, however, are also assuming increasing importance 
within the corrections system (MoeHer 1974). 

Some of these programs serve as alternatives to imprisonment 
and some as adjuncts to prison terms. Probation is clearly an 
instance of the former and parole an instance of the latter. Resi
dential programs, such as halfway houses or group homes, may 
serve as either, i.e., halfway to pl'iROn or halfway out of prison. 
Among the nonresidential programs, some (e.g.,' day treatment 
centers with vocational training, schcol and counseling programs, 
guided group interHction programs) are principally viewed as 
alternatives to incarceration. Others (e.g., work- or study-release 
programs, htmily visit furloughs, ethnic a'vvareness programs) 
are principally external adj Ul1cts to imprisonment. 

Whether residentinl or nonresidential, alternative or adjunct, 
community-based correctional programs represent less severe 
forms of deprivation of liberty than imprisonment and are thought 
to provide more effective contexts for delivery of rehabilitative 
sel'vices. Such programs are l'lm more cheaply than prisons, 
engender less stigmatization of offenders, and permit less socializa
tion into criminal patterns. Rates of recidivism generally compare 
rather favorably with those of prisons. 

Since community-based programs provide lesser degrees of 
retribution and incapacitation, they represent alternatives to im
prisonment only for those offenders who have been convicted of 
less severe crimes and who are judged to pose little danger to the 
community. These discretionary judgments are made 1)3' the 
sentencing judge on the basis of presentence investigatilJ~':"l by 
probation officers. Not all offenders referred by the courts are 
acceptable to the administrative staffs of community-based alter
native programs, so that participating offenders may be tempo-

, l'arily removed to secure custody 01' even terminated from a pro
gram by administrative fiat. Without due process, then, an 
administrator may effectively send an undesirable offender to 
prison. Given the wide variation in the nature and co~petence 
of programs and staffs of community-based alternatIves and 
adjuncts, administrative discretion and disparity in r~~ocation of 
program participation deserve study through the famIlIar general 
designs for such research. 

As llecessary bf.ckground to research on such matters, much 
more must be learned about the social organization of the great 
variety of emergent community-based programs. Perhaps the 
most ambitious study of this type is the ongoing research of Lloyd 
Ohlin and his associates on the statewide reorganization of 
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juvenile corrections in Massachusetts, following that State's vir
tually complete closing of custodial facilities (Ohlin, Coates and . , 
MIller 1974). 

Ohlin's group relies primarily on a quite distinctive form of team 
observational survey, in which community-based programs (rather 
than individuals) are the basic elements to be observed. Each 
observer is in sustained contact with one or more programs, and 
after each period of observation completes an observational 
schedule reporting any changes in 01' additional information on 
standard aspects of organizational dynamics of that program. The 
items of the observational schedule are all open,ended rather than 
closed-response questions and require (often very extensive) nar
rative rather than precoded responses. Selection of observational 
content through schedule items and the framework for narrative 
responses to the items is closely derived from a dense theoretical 
model of organizational dynamics. Consequently, schedule re
sponses are pegged at a more abstract analytical level than is 
typical of direct observation (A. Miller 1972). 

FIELD RELATIONS IN STUDYING CORRECTIONS 

The methoclologicalliterature affords little guidance to problems 
and tactics in conducting field research in the area of corrections. 
Fortunately, however, the ascendency of the rehabilitation move
ment has brought it about that the majority of correctional pro
grams are staffed and/or dominated by the behavioral/clinical 
helping professions. Field relations in studying such programs are 
facilitated by the similarity in personal and educational back
grounds of these professionals and the researcher, engendering 
considerable social, political, and ideological compatibility. Pro
fessional staff are likely to support the relevance and utility of 
social research and to evince considerable understanding of the 
role of social researcher. Problems of field relations do emerge 
even in such settings, of course, but they are essentially problems 
encountered in studying any welfare Rgency. Beck (1970) pro
vides a helpful guide to field relations in the study of welfare 
organizations. 

The more distinctive field problems in corrections research are 
encountered in programs dominated by custodial and punitive 
concerns, most notably prison.s. 

One of the more distinctive structural features of [prisons] 
is the extent to which they exhibit in exaggerated form non-
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consensual solidarity. That is, they are social systems not 
bound t(lgether by basic consensus but rather organized 
around [cleavages] in values and interests, knit tOgethel: at 
certain places by patterns of accommodation and. COllUS~!!ll, 
and frequently marked by conflict. Thus many specIfic studIes , 
very quickly raise questions concerning patterned eva~ion 
of norms and particularized implementation of ostensIbly 
universalistic prevailing norms-problems concerning ,,:,~ich 
the prison administration can be assumed. to be sen~ItIve. 
The tactical question then of how such studIes can be mtro
duced must be regarded as a major factor in their feasibility. 
(Kassebaum 1970, p. 126.) 

j 

In most States, correctional facilities are administered by a 
central department of corrections. Few prison wardens would 
grant research access without clearing the matter, through de
partmental channels, up to the director. Ka8seba.u~ (1970) 
suggests that the director, in turn, will seek the opmlOn of hIS 
research division, so that an effi.cient initial approach is to contact 
the director for approval to confer with the research division. As 
ahvays, organizational access will be influenced by t?e auspices 

. and sporisorship (formal and personal) under WhICh the .re
searcher approaches the organization.' In the case of the tYPIcal 

. university researcher, his auspices and sponsorship are likely to 
be more knowledgably and favorably evaluated by the research 
division than by any other agent in the system. 

Once in the prison, working access to the direct subjects of 
study (typically, inmates and/or gnards) must be secured. ~l
though these subjects may be quite indifferent or even hostIle 
toward the research, they are seldom in a position to decline out
right to tolerate the intrusion of the researcher. 

Both inmates and guards are in a position, however, to block 
access of the researcher to the information he needs to obtain 
concerning the sUbjects. Observation is often foiled by withhold
ing or altering normal conduct (Giallambal~do 1966a) and inter
viewers must expect to be conned and duped. (Widespread 
functional illiteracy additionally frustrates easy use of tests and 
questionnaires). Mistrust is universal, given the pervasive con
flicts and factionalism between and among inmates and guards. 

The researcher's choice of role is a vital con8ideration. Some 
researchers have been full-time staff members (Clemmer 1940), 
some involuntarily committed inmates (Bettelheim 1943; Galtung 
1961), and the majority overt researchers without official positions 
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(G. Sykes 1966; Morris and Morris 1963 ; Jacobs 197 4b). Covert 
research roles not only restrict the researcher's range of activities 
but in the prison setting might well prove disastrous. 'Jlhe overt 
researcher will be assumed to function as a spy for some faction 
in the prison by every other faction (Jacobs 1974b) ; the research 
auspices he presents will not be taken at face value. As in studying 
criminals or the police (see pp. 34-36, 70-74), the resear.cher's 
role and his trustworthiness will be put to intensive and repeated 
tests by each faction. 

In addition to the ceutral problem of establishing some level of 
trust, 'f-he second barrier to achieving informational access is the 
local 8.rgot of the prison. Nuances in prison talk are frequently' 
used to dupe and mislead the researcher. While prior studies of 
prison organization may help the researcher in anticipating the 
types of ii1mate subcultures he may expect to encounter, staff and 
inmate argot is too localized and changing to learn in any but the 
most direct manner. 

As in studying criminals at large, the necessity for reciprocities 
in maintaining field relations poses serious problems. In the 
convict slibculture, obtaining mbor goods and privileges is the 
central concern; on the other hand, granting virtually any of 
the requested favors (e.g., mailing a letter) would be illegal. 
Jacobs (1974a) did help with legal advice and requests to the 
administration, in his attributed role as a prison reformer, and 
Giallombardo (1966b) apparently succeeded in convincing female 
inmates that her study would "help women in trouble every
where." 



CHAPTER 7 

Additional Applications 

Through the foregoing review of applications of field method 
to the study of the criminal justice system, several hortatory 
themes have been quite manifest and deserve explicit discussion 

here. 
1. G1'eate1' ~6se of diTect obse1'vation in ?'elatively nat~6?'al field 

settings. Field method by definition virtually requires some mini
mum quantity of direct observation; the greater the reliance on 
direct observation as a means of data collection, the more clearly 
the study may be classified as an application of field method. 
Accordingly, considerable emphasis has been placed here on re
counting details of emerging technologies, both organizational and 
electronic, which facilitate reliance on direct observation as a 
primary method of data collection in field settings. 

2. G1'eate1' ~6se of ?1wltim,ethod studies. Direct observation-or 
any other method of data collection, for that matter-must often 
be supplemented by the use of other m,:;thods in order to obtain all 
the information desired in a study. Furthermore, the validity of 
the study data depends importantly on triangulation among 
multiple methods (Webb, et al. 1966). Participant observation 
studies are necessarily multimethod, though not well adapted to 
testing isolated hypotheses. The hypothesis-testing power of 
experiments, quasi-experiments, and (especially) surveys is sig
nificantly enhanced when these designs make use of multiple 
methods of data collection. 

3. G1'eate?' ~6se of joint designs. participant observation studies 
are ubiquitous in the field research literature on the criminal 
justice system, as are survey designs employing respondent inter
viewing 01' questionnaires. (Again, surveys relying on direct 
observation or on multiple methods are only beginning to emerge.) 
Recognition of the applicability of quasi-experimental designs 
and, especially, of true field experiments is also a fairly recent 
phenomenon, as demonstrated in the anthology edited by Steffens
meier and Terry (1975). It comes as no surprise, therefore, that 
conjoint applications of the basic research designs within single 
studies are badly underrepresented in the criminal justice litera-
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tUl·.e ... In the pres81:t review, scattered instances of conjoint 
paltIcIpant obse~'vatIon/survey designs and of conjoint experi
m.ent!sur~e! desIgns were described. Not even one extant instance 
of a con,lomt participant observation/experiment design was 
encountered, although possible applications are readily suggested. 
(For e~ample, participant observation in a large department 
store. mIght suggest structural differences between clerks and 
secu~'Ity agents in responses to observed shoplifting; with coop
eratIOn from top management, this hypothesis could be tested 
through a controlled field experiment in which research confed
erates stage visible incidents of shoplifting.) 

4. ~1'e~t~T emphasis on hypothesis-testing thTough field ?nethocls. 
The fertIlIty of fie.ld studies of crime and the criminal justice 
system ,for generatmg qualitative organizational descriptions and 
theoretIcal fOl~mul~tions remains a major incentive for the use of 
field me,t~ods 111 thIS area. This function has always been central 
~o part~cIpant observation (McCall and Simmons 1969) and is 
111creaSll~gIY salient in applications of survey designs, such as the 
o?s~rv~tlO?al sur:ey~ of police and the interview surveys on 
VIctImIzatIon .. WhIle 111 :10 way seeking to diminish the descriptive 
and hypothesIs-generatmg functions of field research, I have 
sought here to exhort and to facilitate applications of field methods 
to t~e further task of testing specific hypotheses. Such indeed is 
the I~port of 1;he preceding three themes, calling for increased 
attent:on to structured data collection, validation of measures, and 
co~t~oll~~ re~earch designs in the conduct of field research in the 
CrImmElL] nstw8 system. 

I~ none of the preceding chapters was any attempt made to 
revIe~ or evaluate the applicability of every method, technique, 
or desIgn to the substantive problems ,of the chapter. Rathel', I 
h~ve s~ught to ensure that each method and design receive some 
chscu~slOn at several points within the monograph and that many' 
techmques be mentioned at least once somewhere' within those 
chapters. (An index is provided to enable the reader to locate 
those points.) If a particular methodological device is not cited 
within a given substantive <.:h~pteI', the reader must not conclude 
that that device is inapplicable to research on that topic. With 

. sufficiel1~ crea~ive imagination, any of the methods, techniques, 
and deSIgns dIscussed here could be Il'uitfully employed in field 
research on any sector of the criminal justice system. (For 
exa~ple, a field experiment could be designed to study the dis
cretIOnary response of police patrols to staged domestic disturb-
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ances, called in by research confederates with the cooperation of 
police command officers.) 

Similarly, it should not be inferred that the applicability of the 
various methodological devices is in any way restricted or peculiar 
to study of the exercise of discretion. Although that topic is a 
matter of great legal, administrative, and sociological concern, 
my selection of it to serve as a focus and a thread of continuity 
through the criminal justice system was entirely a pragmatic 
organizational decision. 

Within each chapter I have sought to invoke three subsidiary 
foci : 

1. Inter-organizational ?'elations in the c?'iminal j~!stice sys
tem-Dynamic interrelations among the citizen community, police, 
the criminal law community, courts, and corrections importantly 
condition the functioning of each of these components. Some 
significant research (e.g., the American Bar Foundation studies) 
has sought to comprehend an entire local criminal justice system 
as a dynamic entity. Such studies open the way for comparative 
analyses among local systems (Jacob 1973). Most inter-organiza
tional studies, however, have investigated segmental relations 
between some two of these local components, such as citizen 
community and police, or courts and corrections. 

2. Int?'a-organizational ?'elations-Each component of a local 
criminal justice system is itself a quite complex social organiza
tion composed of interrelated segments and roles. In each chapter 
significant research has been cited which investigates the internal 
functioning of the relevant system component. 

3. Reactions 0/ citizen 1Ja?·ticipants-Large numbers of citizens 
participate in the criminal justice system as offenders, victims, 
witnesses, jurors, and electors. Their individual experiences, 
attitudes, and reactions to the system are becoming recognized 
by researchers as of considerable importance, and significant 
research has already been conducted on the reactions of offenders 
(Casper 1972; Irwin 1974). 

Finally, the reader is cautioned against the conclusion that field 
method is not applicab}e to applied research, for planning and, 
especially, program evaluation. Perhaps the majority of existing 
research on the criminal justice system is and has been directed 
toward these ends, and a significant portion of such applied 
research has (or could profitably have) utilized field method. While 
not ignoring measures of effort and of impact (i.e., adequacy of 
effective effort relative to total need), most evaluation research 
in this field has emphasized measures of effect (e.g., clearance 
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rate.s, conviction rates, appeal rates, recidivism rates) and of 
effiCIency (S. Adams 1974; Suchman 1967). Relatively little 
emphasis has been devoted to the evaluation of process: how the 
program functions, for what types of client the program is effec
tive, under what conditions the program is effective, what kinds 
of effect the program has. Too few evaluation studies are suffi
ciently concerned with more than one or two of the numerous and 
diverse goals of the larger criminal justice system, as these are 
sketched out earlier on pp. 1B-19. 

When evaluation of process and "satisficing" of multiple system 
goals is desired, the special advantages of applying field method in 
evaluation research become manifest. No study relying on official
statistics and institutional records can adequately assess process 
and "satisficing"; for these pm'poses, field data are required. 
Moreover, in gathering field data on process, critical insights are 
often obtained into the manner in which the official statistics and 
institutional records on which much evaluation research rests are 
themselves generated through biashlg procedures (Biderman 
1966b; Black 1970; DeFleur 1975). 

Field method, thus, may be seen to have crucial and growing 
applications to both basic and applied research on crime and the 
criminal justice system. 
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The University of Michigan Police Observation study 
Center for Resea,rch on 1966 
Social Organization 

RUN FACE-SHEET 

R-l City ________ ~ ________ ___ 

R-2 Precinct Number ________ __ 

R-3 Territory or Beat Number ________ _ 

R-4 Date: Day Month Year 

R-5 Day of Week: [Check) l. Sun 2. M 3. Tu - --- ---
4. W 5. Th 6. F 7. Sat --- --- -

R-6 Shift: [Check) _1. 12 - 8a.m. 2. 8 - 4p.m. -
3. 4 - 12 midnight 4. Other [Specify hours of the 

overlapping shift: __________________ __ 

R-7 'rime of Police Activity in This Situation: 

Time at Start __________ __ 

Time at Finish __________ _ 

Total Elapsed Time [Holl.rs and/or Minutes) __________ _ 

R-8 Run Number ________ _ 

R-9 Observer's Name_. __________________________ __ 
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RUN (Mobilization by Departmental Dispatch) 

Definition of the situation by dispatch: [Check] 

Part I--Usually Felonies 

01. Assault, aggravated or "serious" (e.g., knifing or 
shooting) 

02. Auto theft 

03. Burglary--breaking or entering, business place 
04. Burglary--breaking or entering, residence 
05. Burglary--breaking or entering, unspecified or other 

[Write out: ________________________________________ __ 

06. Homicide, criminal 
07. Larceny--theft, auto ~ccessory 
OB. Larceny--theft, bicycle 
09. Larceny--theft, from auto (i.e., from inside auto) 
10. Larceny--theft, shoplifting 

11. Larceny--theft, unspecified or other 
[Write out: ________________________ ~ ______________ __ 

12 •. Rape, attll\mpt 
13. Rape, forcible 
14. Robbery--businesa place 
15. Robbery--street (include purse-snatching) 

16. Robbery--unspecified or other 
[Write out: ________________________________________ __ 

Part II--other Complaints 

17. 

lB. 

19. 

20. 
21. 
22. 

23. ---
24. 

Abandoned auto 

Assault, simole or minor 
threat, etc.) 

Burglar alarm ringing 

Disturbance or dispute, 

Disturbance or dispute, 

Disturbance or dispute, 

Disturbance or dispute, 

Disturbance or dispute, 
peace" 

(e.g., assault and battery, 

bar-room 
domestic ("family trouble") 

lanCilord-tenant 

"neighbor trouble" 
noisiness or "disturbing the 

l 
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(Continued) 

__ 25. Disturbance or dispute, rowdy party 

26. Disturbance or dispute, unSpecified or other 

_ 27. 

_2B. 
29. 

[Write out: ______________________________ __ 

Drunken person(s) 
Fight, gang 

Fight, juvenile or "kids" 
30. Fight, unspecified or other 

[Write out: _____________________________________ __ 

31 • Gambling 

___32. Juveniles--trouble with teenagers '~!lQ children (e.g., 
"trouble with boys") 
(Write out: ____________________________________ __ 

__ 33. Liquor law violation, underage drinking 

__ 34. Liquor law violation, unspecified or other 

_35. 

_36. 

_37. 

_38. 

_33. 
_40. 

41. 

[Write out: 
Loitering 
"Peeping Tom" 
Property, stolen 
for suspicion of 
ing, etc.) 

or "suspicious" (e.g., police check 
stolen property, buying and receiv-

[Write out: ________________________________________ __ 

Prostitution 

"Prowler" 
Sex offense (e.g., indecent exposure) 
[Write out: ______ ~ ______________________________ __ 

"Suspect"--a person sus~ected as offender 
[Write out: ___________________________________ __ 

__ 42. ·Suspicious perscn(s)" or "suspicious situation" 
(Write out: ________________ ~ __________________ __ 

___ 43. Traffic violation, moving (e.g., speeding) 
[Write out: _______________________________________ l 

__ 44. Traffic Violation, standing (e.g., parking) 
(Write ~ut: ________________________________________ __ 

___ 45. Traffic violation, unspecified or other 

_ 46. 

_47. 

[Write out: _____________________________________ __ 

Vagrancy 

Vandalism--malicious destruction of property, 
juvenile 

", 
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(Continued) 

48. Vandalism--malicious destruction of property, 
unRpecified or other 
[Write out: ____________________________________ __ 

49. "Wanted person" or possible wanted person 
[Write out: _______________________________________ __ 

SO. Weapon, carrying, possessing, etc. 

51. Unspecified or oth~ar complaint 
[Write out: ____________________________________ __ 

Part III--Miscellaneous Incidents and Problems 

52. 

53. 

54. 

Animal trouble--dogbite 
Animal trouble, unspecified or other 

['ii;cite out: 
Auto accident, hit and run 

55. Auto accident--injuries 
56. Auto accident, unspecified or other 

57. 
58. 

SS. 

[Write out: _________________________________ _ 

Fire 
Injured person (except traffic or dogbite injuries) 

Information request 
60. Information for police 

61. Lost person 
62. "A man down" (or woman) 

63. Missing juvenile 
64. Missing person, unspecified or other 

[Write out: ____________________________________ __ 

65. police escort request 
66. police surveillance request 
67. Sick person (include maternity but not mental cases) 

ii8. 'l'raffic or safety hazard 
69. Transportation of mental patient 

.~ 
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1. (Continued) 
70. Transportation of person(s), other (e,g., juvenile to 

detention home) 
[Write out: ____________________________________ __ 

__71. Unspecified or other request or incident 
[Write out: _______ , ______________________________ _ 

2. Write out in the words of t.he dispatcher, any additional or 
unusual features of the meHsage that are not captured by a 
mere specification of the :l.ncident. (E.g., "Somebody' s got 
a gun down there" or "the boys are back there again".) 

3. Was this an assist of other police officer~? 

4. 

5. 

__1. Yes _2. No 

Responl'e (If officers to mobilization: 

1. 

2. 

_3. 

4. 

Seen as urgent--e.g., use flasher, siren end/or drive 
fast 
Seen as routine--proceed directly Or.' in usual fash"lon 
Seen as unimp~~tant--dally en ~oute to call 
Seen as unimportant--give priority to something else, 
detour 
[Specify! ______________________________________ _ 

Did the officers characterize the situation before they saw 
it? (E.g., "This guy's a regular. Calls a coupla times a 
month" or "We're going to have to get in and get out quickly 
on this one.") 

___ 1. Yes 2. No 

If "yes", specify _______________________________ __ 
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6. General context of situation: 

01. 

02. 
03. 

04. 
05. 

06. 

07. 
08. 

09. 

Upper-class aparbnent buildings 

Upper-class houses 
Middle-class apartment buildings 

Middle-class houses 
Lower-class apartment buildings or rooming houses 

Lower-class houses 
Commercial--downtown proper 

Commercial--other 
Mixed commercial and residential boarding houses, 

bars, shops, etc. 
10. Transitional or run-down mixed area 

11. Industrial--factories, warehouses 
12. other (Specify: ________________________________ ___ 

7. Specific setting of situation:. 

a. 

b. 

Within dwelling unit: 

01. One-room apartment 

02. Living-room 

03. Kitchen 

04. Hall or vestibu14~ 

07. Other [Specify: 

Near and relevant to dwelling .. unit: 

10. 

11. 
12. 

hall or stairway On landing .. 
apartment buildi~g, 

In lobby 

but outside 

On porch 

(Le., inside an 

an apartment) 

13. In yard, driveway or parking area 

14. Alley, sidewalk or street 
17. Other [Specify: ______________________ ~-----

=r === l 
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7. (Continued) 

c. In or relevant to business place: 

d. 

e. 

20. Business area or place where transactions with 
public take place 

21. Office or pri.vate area of employees, Le., back
stage from public, e.g., storeroom 

22. Near business place, e.g., street, alley, park
ing area 

27. Other [Specify: ____________________ _ 

In or relevant to public institution: 

30. Medical setting, front stage-where transactions 
with public take place 

31. Medical setting, backstage--e.g., patient or 
employee area or consulting room 

32. Non-medical setting, e.g., school, park, front

stage where official or employee involved 

33. Non-medical setting, backstage, non-public part 

of institution--e.g., principal's office or 
.employee area 

35. Open park or playground, perhaps sometimes 

supervised, but no official or employee present 
or relevant at the time 

37. Other [Specify: ______________________________ __ 

40. 

_50. 

Public place--street, alley, etc., but not rele
vant to other setting 
[Specify: ____________________________________ __ 

:napplicable (setting was not located) 
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What was the condition of the specific setting? 

_1. 

2. 

_3. 

Run down, dirty, etc. 
Reasonably well-kept, clean, etc. 
Inappropriate (i.e., the above conditions do not help 
in characterizing the setting, e.g., a busy inter-
section! [Specify: __________________________________ __ 

Address of setting [Use address from incident 10g.1 ________ __ 

Arrival of police at designated setting: 

___ 1. police entered into situation which was seen by either 
citizens or officers as requiring police attention. 
(Note: citizens mayor may not have been present, 

e.g., abandoned auto.! [CONTINUE WITH ITEM 1111 
___ 2. police were unable to ~ the designated setting 

(e.g., insufficient directions or non-existent 
addresses! --police left setting. [SKIP TO ITEM • 2B 1 

[SKIP TO ITEM ___ 3. No one answered--police left setting. 

,2B1 
4. Citizen denied that police were called--police left 

setting. [SKIP TO ITEM'i2B1 
5. Citizen said that there was ~ longer a desire or a 

need for the police;\police left setting. [SKIP TO 

ITEM '281 
___ 6. police found that other officers wer2 handling the 

incident and needed. no assistance--police left setting. 

[SKIP '.ro ITEM 12B1 
[Specify: ___________ __ 

______________ 1 [SKIP TO ITEM 1281 
7. Other--police left setting. 

11. Did situation involve police interaction with citizens? 

__ 1. Yes [CONTINUE WITH ITEM '12] 

__ 2. No [GO TO ITEM 1191 
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12. ,Characteristics of the primar cit'z ' , , 
£?se one culumn for each partici a~ten part1c1pants 1n the situation: 
f1rst, the second most centr 1 p • Place the most central person a person second, etc.1 

U '2 13 *4 '5 
Warne, if g1ven 

Sex MTF MIl!' M I F M I F MI F 

Race WiN 10 wl N 10 wlNJo W IN 10 wi N \0 

Age-- 0-10 Child 
check 10-18 Yg person 

18-25 Yg adult 
25-45 Adult 

45-60 Middle-aged 
60+ Old person 

Citi1!en's Private citizen 
general tlusiness mana-role in 
the sit- ger, proprietor 
uation Business 

employee 
public official 

Public employee 
Client or 

customer 

Don't know 

Cit.izen's white collar 
class Blue collar 

Don't know . 
citizen's High income 

income Middle income 
Low income 

Don't know 

Citizen's Ordinary or 
speech middle class 

Fore;i.g;fl or 
ethnic accent 

Lower class 

Spec1fy ,:ny other distinugishing features of s eech 
affectat1on, unusual vulgarity, comprehensibilIty: I e.g., imperiiment, 
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13. Manner of the primary citizen participants in the situation: 

13 #4 

General state: 
Agitated 
Calm 
Very detached 
Don t know 

Toward Police: 
Very deferential 
civil 
Antagonistic 
Don't know 
-.' 

sobriet:,;:: 
Sober 
Some signs of 
drinking 

Drunk 
Don't know 

Does citizen 
make special, 
particularistic 
appeal to officer Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes 

write o.ut: 

No 

APPENDIX 

14. Specific roles of the primary citizen participants in the 
situation: 

u '3 ,4 
Complainant 

Offender--
suspected or 
alleged 
offender 

Victim--e.g. , 
sick person, 
parent of 
missing child 

Member of 
complainant 
group 

Member of 
offender 
group 

Member of 
victim 
group 

Informant 

Bystander 

Don't know 

149 
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15. Characteristics of other citizens in the situation: [This item will 
be used only if there are more than five (5) citizens in the situation. 
They should be described in aggregates depending upon their specific 
roles (as laid out in Item '14) in the situation.] 

Complain- Offender Victim Informant Bystand- Don't 
ant Group Group Group er Know 

Total Number 

Sex: Male, 
I'emale, Both M F B M F B M F B M F B M F B M F B 

~: Juvenile 
A ult, Both J A B J A B J A B J A B J A B J A B 

General 
ROIe8Tn the 
lHtuaEIon: 

Private citizen 

Businessman 

Business 
employee 

Public official 

Public employee 

Client or ( 

customer 

Mixed 

Don't know 

Claaa: 

White collar 

Blue collar 

Mixed 

Don't know 
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15. (Continued) 

COmplal.n- Offendsr Victlm Informant Bystand- Don't 
ant Group Group Group er know 

Total Number 

Sex: Male, 
"Female, Both M F B M F B M F B M F B M F B M F B 

~: Juvenile 
A ult, Both J A B J A B J A B J A B J A B J A B 

~: 

High income 

Middle income 
-
Low income 

Mixed 

Don't know 

Manner--
General State: 

Agitated 

Calm 

Very detached 

Mixed 

Donit know 

Toward Police: 

Very deferential I Civil 

Antagonistic 

Mixed 

Don't know 

Other pertinent 
InlormatIon: 

I 
[Specify) 

I -
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Were there any special difficulties in the assignment of 
roles to either the primary or other citizen participants 
in the situation? (E.g., a dispute over who the offender 
was.) 

1. 'les 2. No 

If "yes"--specify: ____________________________ . ______________ __ 

APPENDIX 

17. Relationships between the citizens in the situation: [Specify 
the pre-existent relationships between the incumbents of the 
v~rious roles--use the following code:l 

Code 

1. family 

2. friend(sl or acquaintance(s) 

3. neighbor (s) 

4. mixed--'1-'4 

S. business relationship 

6. other formal relationship (e.g., teacher-pupil) 

'7, no apparent relationship 

8. don't know 

9. mixed--'1-'8 

O. inapplicable 

Complainant 
Complainant Offender 

Offender Victim 

victim Complainant group 

Complainant group Offender group 

Offender group Victim group 

Victim group 
Informant 

Informant 
Bystunder 

Bystander 
Don't 

Don't know 
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18. witnesses: 

Was there an "incident" which was or might have been 
"witnessed"? 

__ 1. Yes 2. No (e.g., sick person) 

a. If "yes": How many witnesses were there? 

b. If an incident was witnessed: 

c. 

Witness (es) was: 1. 

2. 

cooperative; tl)ward police 
uncooperative toward police 

__ 3. detached or "stand-offish" 

4. mixed--U-'3 
9 • dOl) 't know 

Non-witness (es) was: 1. cooperative toward police 
2. uncooperative toward police 

3. detached 
4. mixed--U-'3 
9. don't know 

Elaborate on the above if necessary: __________________ ___ 

i 
I ., 
! 
\ 
! 
1 

,I 

! 
I 
! 

I 
! 
I 
1 
I 

APPENDIX 

19. Number of police and citlzens present: 

a. Total number of citizens related to the situation: 
(Do not count guides, bystanders or unidentified 
persons] 

b. Total number of guides, bystanders, and unidentified 
persons 

c. Total number of citizens (add "a" and "b"] 

d. Total number of police officers present -1-----_-

20. Write out capsule description of situation at its outset: 
(e.g., specify the nature of any kind of "disturbance" that 
the police entered into) ______________________________ _ 

155 
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2la. 

OBSERVING THE LAW 

Definition of the situation after arrival of 
the citizens' specification of the problem. 
not present or cannot communicate, check the 
definition.) 

police: [Check 
If citizens are 
officers' 

Part I--Usually Felonies 
01. Assault, aggravated or "serious" (e.g., knifing or 

shooting) 
_02. Auto theft 

03. Burglary--breaking -- or entering, business place 

04. Burglary--breaking or entering, residence --
OS. Burglary--breaking or entering, unspe,cified or other --

[Write out: [ 
06. Homicide, criminal 

___ 07. Larceny--theft, auto accessory 
___ OB.' Larceny--theft, bicycle 
___ 09. Larceny--theft, from auto (Le., from inside auto) 

10. Larceny--theft, shoplifting 
_11. 

_12. 
13. 

_1,4. 

_15. 
16. 

Larceny--theft, unspecified or other 
[Write out: __________________________________ ___ 

Rape, attempt 
Rape, forcible 
Robbery--business place 
Robbery--street (include purse-snatching) 
Ror,bery--unspecified or other 
[Write out: __________________________________ __ 

Part II--Other Complaints 

_17. 
lB. 

19. 
20. ---
21. 

_22. 
23. 
24. ---

Abandoned auto 
Assault, simple or n:inor 
threat, etc.) 
Burgla17 alarm ringing 
Disturbance 01' dispute, 
Disturbance or dispute, 
Disturbance or dispute, 
Disturbance or dispute, 
Disturbance or dispute, 
peace" 

(e.g., assault and battery, 

bar-room 
domestic ("family trouble") 
landlord-tenant 
"neighbor trouble" 
noisiness or "disturbing the 

2r. 

APPENDIX 

(Continued) 
___ 25. Disturba~we or dispute, rowdy party 
___ 26. Disturbance or dispute, unspecified or other. 

_"27. 
28. ---

_29, 
3O. --
31. 

[Write out: _"'~_) 
Drunken person(s) 
Fight, gang 
Fight, juvenile or 
Fight, unspecified 
[Write out: 
Gar,lbling 

"kids" 
or other 
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32. --- Juveniles--tnr'lble with teenagers and children (e.g., 
"trouble with boys") 
[Write out: ____________________________ __ 

33. Liquor law violation, under'age dr.inking 
___ 34. Liquor law violat~on, unspecified or other 

[Write out : _______________ ,;.-. ______________ _ 

35. Loitering 
36. 

_37. 

38. 
39. 

_40. 

"peeping Tom" 
Property, -.. tolen or "suspicious· (e. g., pol 'ice check 
for suspicion of stoler. Xlroperty, buying and receiv-
ing, etc.) 
[Write out: __________________________ _ 

Prostitution 
"PrOWlel"" 
Sex offense (e.g., indecent exposure) 
[Write out: ________________________ _ 

__ 41. "Suspect"--a person suspected 'as offender 
[Write out: ________________________ _ 

__ 42. ·Suspicious person(s)" or ·suspicious situation" 
[Write out: __________________________ _ 

43. Traffic violation, moving (e.g., speeding) 
[Write out: ____________________________ _ 

44. Traffic violation, standing (e.g., parking) 
[Write out: ________________________________ __ 

45. Traffic violation, unspecified or other 
(Write out: __________________________________ __ 

46. Vagrancy 
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1.58 OBSERVING THE LAW 

21. (Continued) 
__ 47. Vandali.sm--mal~cious destruction of property, 

juvenile 
__ 48. vandalism--malicious destruction of property, 

unspecified or other 
[Write out:, ______________________________________ _ 

49. "Wanted pe~son" or possible wanted person 
[Write out: ______________________________________ __ 

50. Weapon, carrying, possessing, etc. 

__ 51. Unspecified or other cbm~laint 

[Write out: ____________ ~--------------------------

PaJ:t III--Miscellaneous Incidents and Problems 

52. Animal trouble--dogbite 

53. 

_54. 

55. 

56. 

57. 

58. 

59. 

60. 

61. 

62. 

63. 

64. 

65. 

66. 

_67. 

68. ---
69. 

Animal trouble, unspecified or other 
[write out: ________________________________ _ 

Auto accident, hit and run 

Auto accident, injuries 

Auto accident, unspecified or other 
[Write out: ______________________________________ _ 

Fire 
Injured person (except traffic or dogbite injuries) 

Information request 
Information for police 

Lost person 
·A man down· (or woman) 

Missing juvenile 
Missing person, unspecified or. other 
[Write out: __________________________________ __ 

Police escort request 

Police surveillance request 

Sick person (include maternity but not mental cases) 

Traffic cr safety hazard 

Transportation of mental patient 

APPENDIX 

21. (Continued) 
__ 70. Transportation of person(s), other (e.g., juvenile 

to detention home) 
[Write out: 

__ 71. Unspecified or other request or incident 
[Write out: 

--~----.--------------------

b. If any criminal (iamage or loss of property or money was 
inl'rolved, specify the approximate value of the damage or. 
lo£)s: $ 

------
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22. Did citizen verbally specify a particular service he wanted? 

23. 

1. Yes 2. No O. Inapplicable 

If "yesn~-check or write out: 

1. transportation to medical setting 
2. an arrest 

3. settlement of an argument or dispute 
4. advice or counselling 

__ 5. special police surveillance or attention 

7 • other--specify: __________________________________ __ 

Was there anything unusu~l about how the citizens 
related to the police? (e.g., with hysteria, like boss to 
employee, etc.) 

1. Yes ___ 2. No 

If "yes"--specify: ________________________________________ __ 
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25. 

OBSERVING THE LAW 

Was there any noteworthy disagreement among the citizens as 
to the proper definition of the situation? 

1. Yes 2. No 9. Don't know O. Inapplicable 

If "yes"--specify: __________________________________________ ___ 

what was the general police response to the prevailing 
defl.nition of the situation? 

1. agreed and proceeded to take some kind of action 

(verbal or otherwise) 
2. disagreed but proceeded to take poJ.ice action--

specify the disagreement: ___________________________ --

3. saw as "unfounded" (without basis) 
4. saw as civil matter or "not police business" 

. ___ 7. other--specify: ________________________ ~-------------

9 . don't 'know 

, 
,; , 
( 

( 

J 
'\ 
1 

I 
! 
.! 
f 

I 
j 
\ 
I 

I 
I 
I 
j 
1 

j 
~ 

26. 

27. 

APPENDIX 

Did.the location of the situation change significantly 
dur~ng the progress of the encounter? [Do not include a 
movement to a medical setting or to the station.) 

1. Yes __ 2. No 

If "yes"--specify the nature of the change and the conse
quences of the change for the handling of the incident: 

Did any new participants enter the situation during the 
progress of the encounter? [These persons should have been 
in earlier items.) 

1. Yes __ 2. No 

If "yes"--specify how many, what roles they played (com
plainant, informant, etc.), and how their entrance had 
consequences for the handling of the situation: ____________ _ 

161 
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28. Police actions: [Check all that applyl 

Ii • ~ ~ official action 

1. made arrest [specify charge: 
2. 

3. 

4. 
5. 

6. 
_ 7. 

made arrest on suspiciol; or investigation 
[specify charge: __________________________________ _ 

gave traffic ticket [specify: ______________________ __ 

gave other ticket [specify: __ ----------------- _l 
made official report [spe.cify: ___________________ ) 

took to station 
other in this area [specify: ______________________ ___ 

b, informal ~E!. of power 

8. used physical force against person 
9. threatened with physical force 
10. threatened with arrest 
11. traffic warning [specify: __________________________ __ 

12. other threat or warning (e.g., unspecific warning) 
[specify: ________________________________________ __ 

13. admonished or moralized 

14. other in this area (e.g., other kind of qegradation 
process) [specify: _______________________________ __ 

c. informal police action 

15. undertook investigation at setting 
16. undertook investigation outside of setting 

17. interrogated suspect(s) at setting 
18. interrogated suspect(s) outside of setting 

19. searched property at setting 
20. searched property outside of setting 
21. searched or "shook down" person(s) at setting 
22. searched or "shook down" person(s) outside of setting 
23. gave special surveillance or attentior after leaving 

setting 
24. other in this area [specify: ______________________ ___ 

APPENDIX 

28. (Continued) 

d. preparation ~ suggestion of future action 

25. called for more police at setting 
_26. 

_27. 

_2B. 

29. 

referred to other police unit [spocify: __________ __ 

suggested further use of police service 
[specify: ________________________________________ _ 

referred to a non-police agency 

[specify: ________________________ -----------------
suggested use of non-police services 
[specify: ________________________________________ _ 

___ 30. encouraqed citizen who wanted to sign a complaint 
[specify: ________________________________________ _ 

31. asked citizen if he would sign a complaint-'-citizen 
agreed [specify: ________________________________ __ 

32. asked citizen if he would sign a complaint--citizen 
refused [specify: ____________________________ __ 

offered or promised an investigat.j,on 
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33. 

_34. 
_ 35. 

offered or promised special surveillance or attention 
other in this area [specify: ______________________ __ 

e. physical service 

36. transported to medical setting 
37. transported--other [specify: ______________________ __ 

38. escorted to medical setting 
39. 

40. 
41. 

escorted--other [specify: ________________________ ___ 

gave first aid or other physical assistance 
performed other physical service (e.g., removed 
dead dog) [specify: __ l 

f. social service or "cool out" 

42. arbitrated in dispute (made judgment) 
43. mediated in dispute (acted as referee or "go-between") 

__ 44. gave adviCe!! or counselling 
45. gave consolation or emotional support 

1
" 

~~~.----------------------------------------------------.. ~----------------------
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28. (Continued) 

46. talked or "cooled" persc'n into handling his problem 
himself 

47. talked or "cooled" person into seeing police action 
as undesirable because of its consequences 

48. talked or ·cooled" person into denying that a 
problem existed in the first place 

49. talked or "cooled" person into seeing a problem as 
solved or taken care of after the fact of police 
action 

50. talked or "cooled· person into postponing his concern 
or demand by suggesting that he ·wait and see" (e.g., 
"I'd suggest you let it ride for awhile ••• ·) 

51. used other "cool out" technique or gave other social 
service [specify: ________________________________ ___ 

g. other 

52. took informatio~and encounter was terminated 
[specify: ________________________________________ _ 

53. gave or. exchanged information) and encounter was 
terminated [specify: ______________________________ __ 

54. continued to other business without having taken any 
action whatsoever [specif~ original definition of 
the situation ______________________________________ _ 

55. other action taken~.;-not categorized in above sections 
[specify: ______________________________________ _ 

APPENDIX 

29. Did the police com'ply with the central request or demand 
that was made in the lsituation? 

1. Yes __ 9. Don't know __ 0, Inapplicable 

If ·no"--specify the discrepancy: ---------------------

30. Manner of police behavior toward the pX'imary and other 
citizen participants in the situabion: [Use the same 
nwnbering system for primary citizens as was used in Ite/fns 
'12-14. For officers, use the same numbers as those used 
in the general (white) packet. Fill in the boxes with 
numbers from the appropriate codes.! 

a. control of citizen [use one number per box! 

officers 

tl 

'2 
'3 

Code 

1. took firm control 
2, maintained control 
3. acted subordinate 

primary citizens 

165 
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30. (continued) 

b. control of self [use one number per box] 

officers 

11 

'2 
'3 
'4 

Code 

1. had firm s~lf-control 
2. 

3. 

maintained self-control 
lost self-control 

primary citizens 

11 '2 '3 

T 

'5 

APPENDIX 167 

30. (continued) 

c. manipulative techniques [use as many numbers as necessary] 

Code 

1. m~de particularistic appeal (e.g., "I'm Irish, too.") 
2. 

3. 

4. 
5. 

6. 

used humor and jolliness 
used subtle threats 
uRed silence 

attempted to redirect citizen's focal concern to 
something else (red herring te'chnique) 

used reasoning or problem-solv~ng technique 
7. other manipulative technique used 

primary citizens 

'2 '3 .5 
officers 

'2 
.3 

'4 
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30. (continued) 30. (continued) 

d. general manner [use as many numbers as necessa~y] e. prejudice [use one number per box] 

Code 

1. was hostile, nasty, provocative 1. obviously prejudiced 
2. was brusque, bos~y, authoritarian 2. showed signs of prejudice 
3. openly ridiculed or belittled 3. showed no signs of prejudice 
4. subtly .ridiculed or belittled 
5. was business-like, routinized, impersonal primary citizens 
6. was good humored, playful, jovial '2 .3 '5 

officers 
primary citizens 

#2 #3 #5 tl 
officers 

'2 
u 

'3 
'2 

'4 
#3 

1.-_---11.-_---11.-_ ~-__ . --:" __ --l 
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30. (continued) 30. (continued) 

OTHER CITIZENS g. control of self [use one number per box) 

[Use if more than five (5) citizens; same as those character- Code 
ized in Item '15) 

f. control of citizens [use one number per box) 

officers 

tl 

'2 

'3 
14 

1. 

2. 

3. 

took firm control 

maintained control 
acted subordinate 

othe.r citizens 

complain- offender victim informant bystander don't 
ant group group group know 

L...-,. ~ 

officers 

11 

'e 
,3 

'4 

1. had firm s~lf-control 
2. maintained self_control 

3. lost self-control 

complain
ant group 

other ci thens 

offender '.rictim informant 
group group 

bystander don't 
know 

171 
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1. 
:l. 
3. 
.(, 

$, 

(i, 

'1. 

onSI~ltVl~G 'tHE LA ,\V 

iMld9 Ihi.rt;lc'1:t1ild&t;to ".pP<Jllll (e,g., ".I'll! Irish, toe..") 
uud hlllt.ol;" .imd. joliin., ... 
UM'ld ~IlJ}th \:.fli;'liIlit.. 

u~@d IlU!lM~ 

ij,tt:tiimpt .. d to r~d:l.nQt cHhen1lJ (ocal concern to 
~Q~ij:~IJ,!.tv1 "1.,, (u4h .. r,rlng t.eohnique) 
uJilid l:'itMIOtd,n\l'or: p.roblem-*olvlng technique 
otb«l7 lunl'pubt1v\f t:(;chl1$.que U'Il~ 

coon,)lilJ,Il~ 
JliW I)J:Cup 

otp"r Qit::\.1;cnlt 

QU/llldfi:t . vLctim Lnfot1lll1nt: 
group g.roup 

bystander don't 
know 

. ; , 
! 

APPENDIX 

30. (continued) 

i. general ~ (use as many numbers as. neeessary) 

of£icera 

fl 

'2 
.3 

Code 

1. was hostile, nasty, provocative 
2. was brusque, bossy, authoritarian 
3. openly ridiculed or belittled 
4. aubtly ridiculed or belittled 

5. was bU8in~88-like, routinized, impersQnal 
6. was good humored, playful, jovial 

" complain-
ant group 

offender 
group 

other citizens 

victim 
group 

informant bystander 

-------------_ ..... _---------------------_. __ . --_ ... 

don't: 
know 

1'78 
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,2. 

'3 

." 

CJEsmtVING 'fHE LAW 

1, obviou.ly prejudiced 
2, -"howed 8iqn. ot prejudice 
3, dhowed no signa of prejudice 

co~plain- ottendee 
ant group group 

other citizens 

victim 
<;IT-ou\, 

in!oCltlant bystander don'~ 
know 

APPENDIX 175 

31. Were any participants view~d as possible offenders or members 
of an offender group during the course of the entire incident? 

32. 

1. Yes 2. No [Go to Item '37) 

Was a personal and/or property search attempted or conducted 
by the police? 

1. Yes 2. No (Go to Item '33) 3. Don't know 

If "yes": 

a. What kind of search was attempted or conducted? 

b. 

1. 

_2. 

3. 

persor.al ("frisk") (Go to "b") 

property (e.g., auto or house) (Go to "c" J 
both personal and property (Continue with 
"b" ~ "c") 

If "personal": 

(A.) Woula observer say this "frisk" was necessary for 
the protection of the officer(s)? 

1. yes 
2. no 

___ 9. don't know 

(B.) Did the police ask the possible offender's permis
sion before this "frisk" was conducted? 

1. yes 
2. no 
9. don't know 

(C.) Did the possible offender(s) objeo~ to being 
"frisked"? 

___ 1. yes (Specify what was said by both parties: 

2. no 

'I 
I 
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32. (continued) 
(0.1 Was ~e "frisk" conducted? 

__ 1. yes 

_2. no 

(g.) Was a weapon or other possible eviqence found? 

__ 1. yes (What? ______________ _ 

_2. no 
___ 0, inapplicable (no "frisk" conducted) 

c. Ie "property"; 

tA.) Was this attempted or made prior to an arrest? 

_1. yes 

_2. no 
___ 9. don't know 

(8.) How did the' police attempt or manage to gain entrance? 

_1. simply entered .... ithout asking permission 
2. asked and were granted permission [What 

was said by both parties? ___________ __ 

___ 3. a8~ed permission and were refused--did not 

enter 
_4. asked pelmtission and were refused--entered 

anyway (1)0 not include use of search warrant) 
[What took place between the parties? ___ _ 

~ ____________ -----------__ -------l 
___ 5. gained entrance with search warrant 
_7. other [specify: _____ _ 

9. don't know 

APPENDIX 177 

32 . (continued) 

(C.) Were there any objections to the search? 

__ 1. yes [Specify what was said by both parties: 

2. no --
9. don't know --

(D. ) Was a weapon or other possible evidence found? 

_1. yes [What? 

__ 2. no 

__ 0. inapplicable 

(E.) If a property search of a ':',.lhicle was attempted or 
conducted: ""---

(a.) Was a vehicle search attempted or conducted 
at or near the scene of a possible crime? 

__ 1. yes 

__ 2. no [Where was it? 

__9 . {:on 't know 
__ 0, inapplicable 

-------

(b.) Did the police look closely at the vehicle's 
interior without actually reaching or climb
ing into it? 

__ 1. yes 

__2. no 
__ 9. don't knOll 
__ 0. inapplicable 

(c.) Did the police enter the vehicle and search it? 

__ 1. yes 
__ 2. no 

__ 9. don't know 
__ 0. inapplicable 
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33. 

OBSJ<,;HVING 'J~HE LAW 

Was <'l pos.ible offender(s) interrogated by the police? 

l! 

a, 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

b. 

;L 

2. 

:I • 

4. 

S. 

o. 

l. Yes 2. -
·yes- f 

Where did the 
i'ieCiii aary . J 

interrogation 

at the setting 
on the way to the station 

at the station 

No 

take 

other [Speoify by writing in] 

[Go to Item .34] 

place? [Check as many 

possible offenders 
tl ,2 t3 

~ did the POliCfl approach the person (sl ? 

simply began questioning 
polite request 

impersonal summons 
brusque or nasty command 

other [Specify by writing in] 

possible offenders 
H '2 '3 

~ wae the person(s) interrogated? 

as 

.l: __ ------~--~---------------------------

.~:-----------------------------------------------------

.31 ______________________________ . ________ __ 

APPENDIX 179 

33.. (continueq.l. 

d. Did the person(s) object to being interrogated? 

_ .. _1. Yes 

If ·yes·, specify what was said by both parties: '1 ____________________________ . ________________ __ 

.2~------------------------------------------------

.3 __________________________________________ __ 

e. What kind of constraints werE! p~aced on the person(s)? 
[Check as many as apply.] 

U 12 *3 
1.-~' 

1- taken to station , 

2. s,eated in car 
3. othtir physical constraint 

(e.g." holding of arm) 
4 • verbal c'onstrain t 

(e.g. , "You're not going 
anywhere") ---,---

5. no verbalized constraint ------
7. other [Specify] ------- -----

I 
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33. (continued) 

f. Did the person(s) object to any of the constraints? 

__ 1. Yes 2. No 

" If ·yes", specify what was said by both parties: 
*1 ____________________________________________ __ 

82 ____________________________________________ __ 

13 ______________________________________________ __ 

g. How long was the person(s) required to remain in the 
officer's company before arrest or release? (Specify 
in minutes] 

tl *2 *3 

h. Was this pe:;:son(s) released without being taken to the 
station? [Check] 

n #2 #3 
l. Yes 

2. No 

i. Was this person taken to the station but not arrested? 
[Check] 

n 1/2 #3 
1. Yes 

2. No 

3. Don't know 

APPENDIX 

33. (continued) 

j. Did the person(s) confess to any offense? 

1. Yes 2. No ___ 9, Don't know 

If "yes· 

(A.) !!h!!! did he confess? 

(B.) 

k. 

1. at the beginning--voluntarily 
2. after interrogation [Specify 

how long:] 

'3 

At what specific point in the process did this occur? 

81 *2 *3 
l. before the interrogation 
2. before a personal search 
3. before a property search 
4. at the time of an arrest in 

the field 

5. at the time of an arrest or 
booking at the station 

7. other [Specify: 1 

Specify any other pertinent information concerning,the 
interrogation: (e.g., the amount of pressure appl~ed by 
the officers, the relationship bet~een a charge and a 
confession, etc.) 

" 

181 
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34. Was arrest, detainment, or a trip to the station used as a 
threat? 

1. Yes __ 2. No 

If ·yes", specify, quoting if possible: __________________ ___ 

35. Was the person(s) apprised of his rights while the observer 
was present? 

__ l.. Yes 2. No 

Xf "yes": 

a. ~ was the person apprised? 

__ 1. at ,the setting 

__ 2. on the way to the station 

9. D,?n't know 

~_3. at the, station [Specify how long after arriving: 

__ 7. other [Specify: _____________________________ _ 

b. At what point in the process did this occur? [Check as 
many as apply.] 

1. before -- an interrogation 

2. before -- a personal search ("frisk") 

_3. before a property search 

4. at the time of an arrest in the field ---
_5. at the time of an arrest or booking at the station 

6. at the time of a confession --
_7. other [Specif~': 

APPENDIX 

35. (continued) 

c. What did the office~ say? [Quote if possible.] 

36. Did the person(s) express a desire to consult an attorney 
or other third party? 

__ 1. Yes __ 2. No __ 9. Don't know 

If "yes": 

a. Whom did he want to consult? 

U #2 *3 
1. attorney 
2. family member 
3. friend 
7. other [Specify] --------

b. At what point in the process did th:i.s occur? [Check as 
many as apply.] 

U 1/2 113 
1. before an interrogation 
2. before a personal search 
3. before a property search 
4. at the time of an arrest 

in the field 
5. at the time of an arrest 

or booking at the station 
6. at the time of a confession 
7. other [Specify] 

183 
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36. (continued) 

37. 

38. 

c. What was said between the police and the offender(s)? 
*1 ________________________________________ _ 

*2 __________________________________________ ___ 

*3 ______________________________ ~ __________ _ 

Was anyone 'taken or directed to the police station during the 
progress of thiu encounter? 

__ 1. Yes 2. No [Go to Item (t43] 

If "yes", specify the total number of persons in the various 
roles. Then add together all persons and give overall total: 

complainan·t and/or complainant group 
offender and/or offender group 
victim and/or victim group 
informant 
bystander 
don't know 
overall total 

Was an offe.nder and/or offender group taken to the station? 

1. Yes 2. No [Go to Item #43) 

If "yes", specify the following: [Give information on three 
(3) persons, then aggregate the remainder under "others".] 

I 
! 

! 
1 

I 
J 

I 
t 

I 
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38. (continued) possible 2E alleged offenders 

fl 12 '3 others 

Sex 
M T F M j F M I F M I F 

mixed 
Race: white, 

WiN 1
0 

WiN 1
0 

WIN!O wi N 10 Negro, other 
mixed 

Age 0-10 Child 
10-18 Yg person 
18-25 Yg adult 
25-45 Adult 
45-60 Middle-aged 
60+ Old person 

Degree of gross force 
force used firm handling 
acwn~t 
o en er allowed freedom 
(check as 
many as 
necessary] 

Behavior of were nasty or 
police ddiculed (Check as .0--
many as moralized 
necessary] business-like 

and impersonal 
Il:riendly , 

Behavior of violent, 
offender aggressive 

disgruntled, 
3ullen 

passive, unexpressive 

cooperative 

Verbal behavior insulting, 
of offender explosive 

argued 
pasS1ve, quiet 

1 good-natured, 
jovial 

.'.- .. ~. 
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38. tcontinued) 

tl '2 '3 others 

Was he arrested? No No No No 
Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Was he arrested on suspicion or 
investigation? No No Ho No 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Specify the nature of the charge: 

Inapp. Inapp. J."(!'1?r~:' Inapp. 

APPENDIX 

39. Was it made clear to the person(s) whether he was or ~ ~ 
under arrest? 

1. Yes __ 2. No __ 9. Don't know 
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40. Was anyone arrestedJor arrested on suspicion or investigation? 

1. Yes __ 2. No [Go to Item '411 

If "yes", specify for more than one person if necessary. 

a. Who made the decision to arrest? 

b. 

c. 

d. 

1. patrolman who pic~,ed him up 
2. an officer at the station [Specify his rank: 

9. don't know 

At what point was he notified that he was under arrest? 

__ 1. at setting [Specify how long after encounter 

2. 

3. 

began~. ____________________________________ ___ 

on the way to the station 
at the station [Specify how long after arriving: 

How much time passed between the pOint when he was 
apprehended by the police and the time he was booked 
at the station? 

Specify in minutes 

How much time passed at the station before he was booked? 

Specify in minutes 

e. other relevant informa~ion on the arrest: ______________ _ 

------------------------------~~----
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41. How was the decision made to take offender(s) to the station? 

__ 1. call to station or other police agency 
__ 2. another officer on the scene 

3. officer's own decision 
___ 9. don't know 

42. Specify the number of offenders who were Observed receiving 
the following: 

a. int~rrogation 

b. fingerprinting 
c. booking 
d.. incarceration 
e. referZ'<l.l to youth 

or I.omen' s division 
f. rough physical handling 

g. Specify any other processing or relevant events t.hat were 
observed at the station: ________________________________ __ 

APPENDIX 

43. Was any kind of log entry or IHerno made by police after the 
encounter? 

__ 1. yes __ 2. No ___ 9. Don't know 

If "yes" 

a. Specify how situation was characterized: ______________ _ 

b. Does observer disagree with that characterization? 

1. Yes 2. No 

If "yes", specify the discrepancy: ____________________ _ 

44. What was the general state of the citiz~n(s) when the police 
were leaving? 

189 

a. b .. Offender/offender group 

_1.. very grateful _1. very grateful 

_2. satisfied ._2. satisfied 

3. indifferent 3. indifferent --- ---
_4. a little dissatisfied 4. frightened 

5. very dissatisfied 5. a little unhappy 

9. don't know --- 6. very unhappy 

O. inapplicable 9. don't know --- --
O. -,- inapplicable 

c. Elaborate if necessary: 
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45. 

46. 

47. 

OBSERVING THE LAW 

If the police verbally characterized the situation after its 
t~rmination, specify: ____________________________________ ___ 

Did officer informally specify any actions he wanted to take 
or should have been able to take but which he saw as pro
hibited or improper? 

1. Yes 2. No O. Inapplicable 

If "yes", specify in detail.~:' ______________________________ __ 

If police characterized a.ny of the persons who took part in 
the encounter, specify and 'identify persons by the roles they 
played in the situation (complainant, victim, etc.): 

a. in terms of police informal categories, e.g., "He's a reguiar" ______________________________________________ __ 

b. in terms of racial stereotypes 

c. in terms of social class stereotypes 

d. in terms of other social categories or identities 

~ 

f 
\ 
j 
I· 

I 
t 

t 
I 
t 
F 

K 
l' 

! 
r 
f 
! 
i' 
\; 
I 
r 
I 
i 
I 

I 
r 
t' 
l 
! 
I 
r 
! 
! 
I 
I 

t 
I, 
I 

48. 

APPENDIX 

write out any other information ~bout the situation or what 
was said al:>out it that might aid in itG overall portrayal: 
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